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Abstract
Purpose of Study
This research focuses on the political economy of institutional reform to the overlapping hierarchy of
institutions responsible for land claim dispute resolution in Cambodia, with special reference to government
takings. The study concludes with a proposal to make the current administrative system more transparent,
responsible, and to restore public trust through the introduction of a single institution with authority and
responsibility to hear such claims. Competing land claims are a vexed issue in post-war Cambodia, which have
plagued progress of peace and development.
Land Tenure and Ownership
Competing claims arise from unclear tenure of land ownership in post-war Cambodia. Citizens came
to occupy land and buildings on a first-come first-served basis without appropriate documentation of
ownership recognition. The then-government started to re-privatize and redistribute land to local residents in
1989. Local authorities were principally responsible for redistributing land to local residents based on the
number of families and the availability of land in the locality. Currently, Cambodia has achieved registration of
around 3.6 million titles as of 2014. However, the total Cambodian unregistered land area is estimated at more
than 10 million land parcels. Therefore, the ownership of much of Cambodia’s land area is, in effect, in
customary tenure.
Swift Changes of Property Laws
Competing claims also arise from swift changes in Cambodian post-war property laws. Cambodia has
encountered a swift change of property laws, for example the 1992 Land Law, the 2001 Land Law, and the
2007 Civil Code. Such a swift change, we can say, is beyond the capacity of enforcing authorities and general
legal practitioners to understand and control the concepts of these property laws.
“Ownership” in the Cambodian context does not only mean “registered properties,” but also
“unregistered properties” with a completion of a 5-year statute of limitation. The 5-year statute of limitation
transforms the status of land tenure from “possession” (phou-gak) into “ownership” (kama-sith). In principle,
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unregistered ownership offers stronger protection than possession, but depends on proof of the requirements of the
ownership claim. Registered ownership is other conclusive.
The 2001 Land Law authorizes and recognizes ownership over land possession subject to for the
required period between 1989 and 2001. Any denial of land registration with respect to such land by the state
authority is a “taking” of “legitimate unregistered ownership right” under the Cambodian property laws.
However, pending unregistered land claims are vulnerable to denial on other grounds arising from a peculiarity
of the Cambodian land system.
Cambodian property laws divide land into three major categories: (1) state public land, (2) state
private land, and (3) individual private land. State public land is regulated for public use, while state private
land is under normal business transaction as individual private land. State private land is authorized for
possession leading to ownership acquisition, but state public land is not subject to private ownership
acquisition regardless of the length of possession. However, state public land, when it loses its public use, can
be reclassified as state private land by law. This context poses a challenge on the entitlement of private
ownership acquisition on the lost public-use state public land.
Land dispute
The status of land tenure is overlapping among state public land, state private land, and individual
private land, which results in competing claims. Post-war Cambodia has faced two kinds of land disputes
caused by competing claims: (1) competing claims between private parties and (2) competing claims between
state and individual private possessor. Competing claims between private parties arise from illegal land
grabbing and double/overlapping titles.
Apart from these, Cambodia faces another type of land disputes between state and its citizens by state
reclamation through land registration and by state expropriation for development. Land disputes caused by
taking for development are an acute issue in Cambodia today. Land disputes affected 770,000 Cambodians as
of 2014
Redress Mechanism
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In a series of attempts to promote expeditious resolution of land disputes, the government has
established multiple ADR institutions responsible for land dispute resolution. The government established the
Land Dispute Resolution Commissions (LDRC) in 1999. However, the LDRC faced serious procedural issues
and caused confusion with courts. Thus, the government established the Cadastral Commissions (CC) in 2002.
Like the LDRC, the CC mechanism is deployed through the regional administrative offices of the
relevant ministry. There are three levels of the CC mechanism: Municipal/District/Khan CC,
Capital/Provincial CC, and National CC. The members of the CC mechanism are territorial authorities and
cadastral officials. In a sense, the LDRC is transformed into the CC under the enforceable legal framework of
the 2001 Land Law and has a clear responsibility for resolving unregistered land disputes. This remedied the
previous issue.
Although Cambodia has a clear institution for land dispute resolution, the challenge of efficiency and
effectiveness is posed on the CC mechanism. The CC could mostly resolve small disputes between ordinary
people; however, they were reluctant to deal with big land disputes involving parties of different social rank or
status. Therefore, the government established the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR) in
2006.
According to the 2006 Royal Decree, the NALDR is commissioned as an ombudsman located in the
Cabinet office for receiving complaints, investigating and resolving land disputes that the National CC is
unable to resolve. However, the NALDR does not have a clear legal foundation and procedure for resolving
disputes
Resolution and Consequence
Post-war Cambodian ADR institutions have been established in reactive reforms without serious study
of institutional procedure and jurisdiction. The resulting structures have been a cause of great confusion. These
have impeded the efficiency and effectiveness of institutional responsibility for land dispute resolution. As a
result, Cambodia has multiple institutions responsible for land disputes, but resolution is unable to keep pace
with emerging disputes.
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The CC receives many complaints, but resolution is relatively uncertain. The CC tends to dismiss
cases based on the division of institutional jurisdiction. According to the report of the Land Ministry, the CC
dismissed 1,725 cases out of 5,688 received cases as of 2011. The CC mechanism still faces 1,206 pending
cases. Cases are often prolonged under the CC. As a result, a limited number of cases were forwarded to court.
The NALDR has also faced challenges due to its composition and legal status. Therefore, the NALDR,
in practice, often delegates and orders lower authority to bear responsibility for resolving land disputes. From
its establishment to 2010, the NALDR received a total number of 1,421 cases. However, the NALDR could
resolve 225 cases, (15,85%), while 1,043 cases (73,39%) were forwarded to other authorities.
Slow action makes affected citizens lose public trust in these existing redress institutions and often
resort to ultra vires actions such as protest, road-blockading, tire burning, and political intervention when
disputes happen. Disputes often gave rise to the eruption of violence among affected citizens, authorities, and
companies. As a consequence, the government issued an order to make a temporary suspension of economic
land concessions (ELC) to private companies in 2012. However, an estimated 700,000 Cambodians were
affected by land disputes as of this moratorium.
The government, in order to relieve social tensions caused by ELC-affected land disputes, exercised
an “Old Policy, New Action” policy by re-measuring land and clarifying boundaries of development projects.
In this campaign, the Prime Minister appointed his son as the deputy of the NALDR and appealed for students
to join the re-measurement mission. More than 2,000 voluntary students, together with cadastral officials,
participated in the mission.
However, the vigorous action, which employed thousands of students and cadastral officials, did not
last long. It was temporary and ended before the general election on July 28, 2013. Furthermore, these ad-hoc
responses were not based on clear procedure or legal foundation. The action missed many land disputes, for
instance the Boueng Kak and Borei Keila land disputes, which stayed outside of this mission. Various existing
and new disputes erupted during the re-measurement process. As a result, the Prime Minister reiterated on the
chronic issue of land disputes after affected citizens sought political intervention from Phnom Penh, while the
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authorities tried to prevent them from entering the capital on August 18, 2014. The Prime Minister put a strong
blame on responsible authorities, both local and national levels, for sluggishness (laziness) to resolve disputes.
After the end of political deadlock and the formation of the National Assembly on July 22, 2014, the
“First Committee” of the National Assembly bears responsibility for receiving complaints and investigating land
disputes. The First Committee acts as an ombudsman locating in the National Assembly for accepting complaints
and making an intermittent investigation, but does not have right to make decision.
Currently, all top state institutions – legislative, executive, and judicial powers – deal with land disputes in
Cambodia. Multiple institutions further cause confusion, complexity, and weaken accountability. Social
consequences would be less severe if Cambodia has a clear single institution responsible for land dispute resolution.
Comparative Study of Redress Mechanisms
America and Japan each have a clear institution responsible for resolving disputes. Redress
mechanisms are efficient and effective to resolve disputes and can guarantee due process of law and equal
treatment for parties. America and Japan succeed in exercising land takings by mutual negotiation. If
negotiation fails, both countries offer a clear processing channel ending in judicial relief.
America proceeds directly to judicial recourse. American courts handle both administrative and civil
aspects of taking disputes. American courts use bright line rules of the constitution and law for deciding taking
disputes. The court decides both administrative and civil disputes of the takings based on the constitutional
requirements. Japanese redress mechanism undergoes administrative disposition, with last resort to court.
Japanese has a well-ordered system of administrative agencies responsible for resolving land taking
disputes. Japan has an independent, permanent ad-hoc land tribunal, so-called “expropriation committee” in
each prefecture for facilitating and hearing taking disputes. If aggrieved party disagrees with the decision of
the expropriation committee, they can appeal to the Minister of Land for administrative review. If the party is
dissatisfied with the decision, they can appeal to court for judicial review.
In overall comparative aspect, both countries have a clear redress forum responsible for addressing
land taking disputes. In eminent domain theory, judicial redress can provide stronger procedural protection for
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affected property owners than administrative redress because the court can conduct judicial review and stays
far from the conflict of interest.
A taking proceeds with two mechanical administrative steps: (1) pre-dispute and post-dispute
mechanism. The safeguard of the eminent domain is to provide due process of law and just compensation to
affected citizens. To testify the above-mentioned argument, the Dissertation posits two propositions relating to
institutional and procedural protection under the eminent domain theory for analyzing the achievement of the
due process of law and market/just compensation.
The first proposition is that market/just compensation through negotiation can be achieved only if
ownership is recognized and legal compliance is provided. The second proposition is that if the due process of
law and market/just compensation fails in the pre-dispute mechanism, both still can be achieved in the postdispute mechanism only if the conflict of interest does not exist. Judiciary can provide more institutional and
procedural steps for guaranteeing constitutional due process and just compensation.
Hierarchical Constraints and Failure of Redress Mechanism
Cambodian redress mechanism suffers from hierarchical constraints and adverse incentives, which
impede efficiency and effectiveness of land dispute resolution. Conflict of interest dominates this mechanism.
The redress mechanisms are afflicted by political influence and hierarchical constraints. These make
institutional accountability weak.
Reform Proposal of Redress Mechanism
A review of the American and Japanese taking systems shows that both offer a single redress that
achieves a high degree of institutional accountability. This contrasts with existing Cambodian redress, which
lack transparency and therefore to demonstrate independence and gain enforcement leverage.
Thus, the Dissertation suggests the reform of complex, multiple institutions into a single, simple
institution solely responsible for land dispute resolution. Experience has shown that imposition of redress
institutions under the executive branch has faced higher risk of political hierarchical constraints and conflict of
interest. Furthermore, as the Prime Minister himself has indicated in public statements, dispute resolution is the
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exclusive preserve of the judicial branch under the Cambodian Constitution. Thus, the Dissertation suggests a
single expert institution be under judicial branch, which is called “specialized court.”
Feature of Specialized Court
The proposed specialized court would consist of two expert chambers – civil and administrative, to
which jurisdiction would be transferred from the administrative ADR institutions currently responsible for
receiving and resolving complaints from land dispute-affected citizens. The prospective specialized court
would have an assisting attached body called “district court-annexed mediation,” which is combined from the
existing administrative ADR institutions to conciliate disputes under the review of the specialized court as
appropriate.
Innovative Methods of the Specialized Court
Trust is a core of institutional reform under this Dissertation proposal. In order to have and restore
public trust, this Dissertation proposes two necessary features of such a prospective specialized court; namely,
the public participatory judicial process and compulsory procedural hearing.
The public participatory judicial process can be made by either alternative method of judge under
selection or exclusionary rule. The compulsory procedural hearing is bound by one-year limitation of
complaint referral. These methods are based on theories of public trust, economic interest protection, and
procedural justice for affected citizens in land taking disputes.
Expected Achievement of New Mechanism
The newly proposed mechanism would provide a clear and complete mechanism for the resolution of
land disputes. Cambodia would have a clear distinction of duties and roles among local authorities,
expropriating authorities, and the specialized court.
Under the proposal, the Cambodian justice system would have a complete review function of
constitutional requirements; namely, the constitutional review and judicial review in its legal and judicial
system. The new mechanism would activate judicial review over administration. This would help achieve the
principle of checks and balances to strengthen the rule of law in post-war young Cambodian democracy.
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Thus, the specialized court would become an institutional protector of due process of law between the
state and its citizens. The prospective specialized court, through its mission, would be expected to enhance and
restore public trust in the whole justice system. In a word, this new mechanism makes a tender reform to legal
and judicial reform of neo-patrimonial administration in post-war Cambodia.
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Introduction to Land Disputes and Redress Mechanism Challenge in Cambodia

People accuse our justice institutions of working slowly and being corrupt. They change the Ministry
of Justice into the Ministry of Injustice, and that affects the national justice system. Now we will
conduct public forums in order to make citizens have confidence in our judicial institutions.
Ang Vong Vathana, Minister of Justice, December 12, 2013. 1

A. Background and Context of Research
1. Research Problem
Cambodia experienced severe political conflict and a devastating civil war in the last half of the
twentieth century. 2 These situations ruined Cambodian human resources, law, and property system. 3 The
property system fell in confusion and controversy in the post-war period. 4 After the collapse of the Khmer
Rouge regime in 1979, people moved and occupied vacant lands and buildings on a “first-come, first-served”
basis without appropriate documentation of ownership recognition. 5 People occupied lands and buildings in a
customary manner without unclear proof o f ownership. 6
Post-war government started to reform land tenure by allowing private ownership over land in order to
have economic activity on land in 1989. 7 Land reform has sparked many land disputes. Reform has attracted
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many investors, who are interested in investment in land, to Cambodia. The Cambodian government has
granted or conceded a large area of land to these investors for agro-industrial purpose. 8 According to the
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing, Cambodia had 117 registered companies receiving land
concessions from the government, which covered 1,181,522 hectares as of June 8, 2012. 9
Private land reform and land takings for development have created incentives for land grabbing and
given rise to competing claims. 10 The status of the actors is important. Actors involved in land disputes are
individuals, the rich, the powerful, authorities, individual soldier, the military, and the state. 11 Land disputes
affected 770,000 Cambodians as of 2014. 12
The post-war government has made an effort to deal with land disputes by the consecutive
establishment of multiple institutions responsible for land dispute resolution. Initially, Cambodia had only one
court responsible for dealing with all disputes. However, land disputes continued to rise; therefore, the
government reacted by creating various administrative ADR institutions responsible for dealing with land
disputes in parallel with the court. The government created the Land Dispute Resolution Commission in 1999,
the Cadastral Commission in 2002, and the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution in 2006. 13
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In addition to these formal institutions, the government created various informal bodies such as
Mobile Team sponsored by of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), and Maison
de la Justice sponsored by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), and ad-hoc commissions
associated with development projects. 14
Although Cambodia has multiple formal and informal institutions responsible for dealing with land
disputes, these institutions are not efficient and effective to prevent or resolve land disputes. 15 Instead, multiple
institutions have weakened accountability, which gives rise to a mutual push-and-pull movement of complaints
without clear responsibility for resolution.
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A number of sensitive cases, for instance, Borei Keila and

Boeung Kak land disputes have persisted in the heart of the Phnom Penh capital, are often ignored or kept
prolonged without appropriate processing.
Having seen the responsible institutions are not effective to resolve disputes, many affected citizens
have resorted to political intervention from the Prime Minister and other state top institutions such as the
Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Land, the National Assembly, and a number of other institutions thought to
have power to resolve disputes. 17 Moreover, in order to protect their land from arbitrary taking, affected
citizens have used direct or collective actions such as protesting, road blocking, and tire burning, which
frequently lead to clashes. 18 As a consequence, criminal charges are often filed against land protesters. More
than 500 land activists were charged between 2008 and 2012. 19
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Such aspects are common in Cambodia today. They show that affected citizens have lost trust in the
existing responsible redress institutions. 20 Even the Minister of Justice, on December 12, 2013, said that
people had developed the habit of replacing the “Ministry of Justice” with the “Ministry of Injustice.”
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He

further added that the loss of public trust in social justice institutions was due to these institutions working
slowly and being corrupt. 22 In response, the Ministry of Justice started to control the court work by the
reportage of the caseloads to the Ministry. 23
2. Dissertation Argument
The Dissertation argues that the loss of public trust and political intervention are caused by the
complexity of land dispute resolution institutions, which reduce accountability and resulted in prolongation
and backlog of cases. Thus, institutional reform for a clear responsibility is a pre-requisite to end land disputes,
on-street protest, political intervention and to restore public trust in the social justice system in Cambodia.
3. Dissertation Objective
Given that the majority of land is not registered and many land disputes occur, Cambodia should have
a particular way and single institution responsible for dealing with land disputes and land takings. The
objective of this Dissertation is to explore a possible means to reform existing multiple and complex redress
institutions into a single simple institution in order to have a clear responsibility for dealing with land disputes
and land takings in Cambodia.
The Dissertation proposal is in line with the current policy of the Cambodian government. Recently,
the Cambodian government passed the new court law to transform Cambodian existing courts to be specialized
20
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courts in 2014. 24 Under the new court law, four types of specialized courts – civil, criminal, commercial, and
labor – will be arranged first, while other specialized courts will be established upon necessity. 25
This new court law also suggests the establishment of an administrative court under the judicial
system. 26 Such a suggestion conforms with the authorization of the 1993 Constitution that confers exclusive
jurisdiction to decide disputes to the judiciary in all cases, including administrative cases. 27 No other
institutions have judicial power. 28 However, the new court law suggests and directs, pending establishment of
an administrative court, the civil chamber will bear responsibility for dealing with administrative disputes. 29
The Dissertation views judicial control, and ultimately that the prospective establishment of an
administrative court is necessary to reform existing administrative ADR institutions. If without doing so,
Cambodia will further have multiple and overlapping redress institutions with complicated procedures. The
Dissertation will examine the complexity of the existing administrative arrangements and explore a possible
way to combine the existing redress institutions into a single judicial institution.
4. Dissertation Scope
Land taking disputes are a special category of dispute that involves in four main issues: property law,
eminent domain law, due process of law, and institutional design and responsibility, and public trust. The
Dissertation limits its scope of study in these four fields.
5. Dissertation Methodology
Land takings for development purposes are a leading cause of land disputes in Cambodia. To highlight
the special features of land takings in Cambodia, the Dissertation makes a comparative study with similar
arrangements in the American and Japanese jurisdictions. Despite this, the Dissertation does not cover the
whole administration of America and Japan. The Dissertation limits its scopes to the post-colonial America
and post-war Japan over land taking practice; especially, institutional arrangement and responsibility to deal
24
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with taking disputes. Such a comparative study has purpose to learn and understand the concept and policy of
both countries in arranging institutional mechanism, responsibility, protection, and procedure to deal with land
taking, dispute resolution, and protection of human rights.
This study mainly covers the overall aspect of Cambodian legal and judicial system. The study
focuses on judicial and ADR institutional responsibility of taking dispute resolution in Cambodia. Due to few
academic articles talk of land takings in Cambodia; therefore, the analysis in this Dissertation largely depends
the government’s laws, regulations, policies and reports, decisions from courts and ADR institutions, media
report, and other sources from non-governmental organization
Besides these, substantive information in this Dissertation arises from the interviews and critical
discussions with legal practitioners. The author interviews a senior government official of the Ministry of Land
for the general views of the ADR institutions and process of land dispute resolution. The author also interviews
the arbitrator chief of Labor Arbitration Council for the process and resolution of the LAC. The author often
makes critical discussions with a judge, lawyer, and clerk over their duties and judicial process in practice.
Substantial components depend on the author’s quantitative and qualitative analysis over those sources.
B. Interrelations of Property Law, Taking Law, and Due Process of Law in Review
Takings are the boundary of public law and private law. Public law consists of constitutional and
administrative law. Constitutional law is the baseline norm for authorizing the taking power, while
administrative law governs the due process of taking – taking decision and action. Private law consists of
property law and its economic interest. The property law governs the substantial object of taking – land, house,
construction, and ownership. The economic interest governs property interest, right to property development,
loss and damage of property, and compensation.
In overall relations, public law governs the authorization of a taking over private property, while
private law demands the balance of public interest and compensation of loss and damage incurred by such a
taking. These laws become a fundamental subject for consideration and decision-making over a taking dispute.
Thus, the Dissertation will review the interrelations of property law, taking law, and due process of law
relevant to land taking disputes in general and Cambodian context.
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1. Property Law
Property law is a private law governing property and its related rights, which is called “property
rights.” Property is a broad concept, which include tangible and intangible property, movable (personal) and
immovable (real) property, and intellectual property. This Dissertation will cover only the immovable property
and its related rights, which is referred to economic interest and development right of property
a). Means of Ownership Acquisition
In property law, ownership acquisition of immovable property is essential to receive various rights
related to that property and protected by law. Immovable property refers to land, construction, and other
improvements affixed to that land and construction. In property theory, there are three main means to acquire
an ownership of an immovable property: (1) legal acquisition, (2) possession, and () adverse possession.
Ownership acquisition over an immovable property can be made by legal acquisition. Legal
acquisition refers to the legal means of immovable transaction from one owner to another by purchase, gift,
will, or exchange of property. 30 For instance, if one wants to acquire ownership of an occupied land, one must
negotiate and buy it from the previous land occupant via a purchase agreement and register this land. Then,
one will become the legal owner of that purchased land.
Possession is a primary principle to acquire ownership of an immovable property. 31 This principle can
be applied to land not formally recognized under law as subject to ownership, which is regarded as the first
possession. 32 This concept dated back to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which were the era of
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enlightenment, when John Locke raised this conception for discussion. 33 According to Locke’s concept, a
possessor could acquire ownership over an immovable property by occupation and labor. 34 In this context, if a
man occupied an immovable property and worked on it, he would become owner of that occupied property
within a fixed period determined by law. In this sense, occupation and labor on an immovable property led a
man to ownership acquisition of such an occupied immovable property. 35
Ownership acquisition of an immovable property can be made by the principle of adverse possession.
Adverse possession has a similar means as possession; namely, the occupation over an immovable property. 36
However, adverse possession can affect registered immovable property and benefits a later possessor against
the registered property owner. 37 Under a typical rule of adverse possession, if a landless man occupied a
registered property in good faith within a fixed period by law, he would acquire ownership over such an
occupied immovable property when the prescribed period was completed. 38
A taking affects the legal title to land, and compensation for a taking is to be paid to the holder of the
legal title. In Cambodia, the majority of land is unregistered (and therefore not covered by legal title), takings
often trigger an immediate need to determine the legal title holder by reference to the rules on possession and
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adverse possession. 39 As a result, these rules are exercised with much higher frequency than is the case in most
developed countries.
Cambodia currently permits ownership acquisition through land possession within a fixed period of
five years under the 2001 Land Law. 40 The 2001 Land Law does not authorize adverse possession over
registered land. 41 However, this principle is authorized under the new Civil Code of 2007, which authorizes
the adverse possession over registered immovable property to be made within ten or twenty years based on the
integrity of land possessors. 42
b). Right to Use Property
A possessor or owner of immovable property has a right to use property for economic purpose. 43
When one becomes a possessor or owner of an immovable property, one will receive a “bundle of rights” that
is related to that property. 44 These rights include the right to management, the right to enjoyment, and the right
to disposal of property. 45 Besides these, a possessor or owner can sell, rent, bequeath, and make other
economic and developmental activities over such a property. 46
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The right to use property for economic purpose is protected under Cambodian laws. The status of land
tenure is divided into two forms – possession and ownership – under Cambodian property laws. Possession
refers to an occupation of land less than five years with or without a possession certificate, while ownership
refers to an occupation of land for more than five years with or without ownership title. 47 Even though the
status of land tenure is different, the right to use property for economic purpose is guaranteed equally under the
law. In this sense, both possessor and owner can transact their immovable property freely. 48
In short, Cambodian property laws provide an adequate framework for ownership acquisition and the
economic use of property.
2. Taking Law
In property law, a property owner oresumptively has an exclusive right over his or her property.
However, property can typically be taken by the state when public interest requires.
a). Background of Taking Law
The practice of government takings has a long history. 49 Historically, the power to take property was
in the hand of the sovereign. 50 The sovereign long enjoyed this privilege in appropriating property from
citizens for its own use without the consent of property owners. 51
Government takings attracted academic attention the work of Hugo Grotius, the Dutch jurist, in
1625. 52 Grotius wrote a treatise, De Jure Belli et Pacis, in which he named the exercise of land taking by the
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sovereign as the power of “eminent domain,” (dominium eminens).53 According to Grotius, the exercise of
eminent domain was only for public benefit while affected property owner was entitled to compensation. 54
Since the inception of eminent domain power, this concept has spread to various nation-states. Most
nation-states have adopted this concept into their legislations, most often with constitutional backing. 55
Various terms are coined to refer to the power of eminent domain. Most popular terms are used in most
jurisdictions such as expropriation, appropriation, compulsory purchase, compulsory acquisition, or
condemnation, while the simple one is taking. 56
Cambodia adopted the power of eminent domain in its post-war Constitution in 1993. Article 44 of the
1993 Constitution provides “[t]he expropriation of ownership from any individual shall be exercised only if the
public interest as required as prescribed by law, and to pay fair and just compensation in advance.” 57This
clause is fundamentally enshrined in the 1993 Constitution that confers power to the government to condemn
private properties for public use. The 1993 Constitution is the supreme law of the nation, which subsidiary
laws, regulations, and decisions of the state must comply with. 58
b). Restriction of Taking Law
Although a variety of terms are used for the “eminent domain power” in various jurisdictions, the
concept of eminent domain is relatively uniform. A constitution confers eminent domain power to government
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to take land for social interest and development. However, the constitution typically constrains government
exercise of this power. 59 A constitution typically authorizes government to be able to take land only if it serves
“public use,” while affected property owners are provided with due process of law and paid with “just
compensation.” 60
These restrictions are to protect the property owner from arbitrary takings and to control rent-seeking
by developers and others. 61 Government, together with authorized private developers, if there are no such
restrictions, could invade private property rights arbitrarily. 62 Therefore, the constitutional taking clauses are
seen to protect private property rights from arbitrary takings rather than allowing government to exercise such
a power with restraint. 63
The 1993 Cambodian Constitution follows this pattern, and imposes restrictions on government in
exercising the taking power. The 1993 Constitution grants the government the power of eminent domain to
exercise land taking only if it serves public use and follows procedures stated by law, while property owner
must be paid fair and just compensation in advance. 64
3. Due Process of Taking Law
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Apart from the constraints of public use and just compensation, the constitution obliges government to
respect due process of law for affected property owners. 65 The constitutional due process clause provides that
no taking of private rights is made without prior notice and hearing for affected citizen. 66
The constitutional due process clause has minimal requirements that limit government’s law,
regulation, decision, or action must not be unnecessary, unreasonable, capricious, or arbitrary, which lead to
the taking of private rights. 67 These requirements are the foundations for judiciary to review the governmental
decision or action that does not comply with constitutional clauses of “due process,” “just compensation,” and
“public use” requirement. 68
Due process of taking law, in general, involves two administrative stages. The first stage is the
procedure before dispute occurs, which is referred to in this Dissertation as the “pre-dispute mechanism.” The
second stage is the procedure for maintaining due process and fair treatment between parties when dispute
occurs, which is ditto as the “post-dispute mechanism.”
The due process of taking law, by its nature, requires government to guarantee and provide both
administrative stages to affected property owners prior to the forced exercise of expropriation and relocation.
The following section will demonstrate a number of procedural aspects and protections in each administrative
stage.
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a). Pre-Dispute Mechanism
The first due process of taking law is pre-dispute mechanism. Pre-dispute mechanism is a procedure to
prevent dispute from happening and appearing in later redress forum. Pre-dispute stage refers to implementing
stage of expropriating authority or delegated developer. In this sense, the expropriating authority or delegated
developer is the responsible body for maintaining the due process with the affected citizens in the pre-dispute
stage.
Land taking results in relocation and loss of property right, leading to dissatisfaction and frequently to
protest. Taking law requires the expropriating authority or delegated developer to provide some safeguard
aspects to affected property owners that expropriators must follow to avert disputes. 69
Pre-dispute safeguards in most jurisdictions are roughly as follows. First, government must announce
and notify necessity and development project, which cause the taking of private property, to affected
landowners in advance. 70 Second, expropriating authority or delegated developer must conduct social and
environmental impact assessment of development project and affected citizens. 71 Third, expropriating
authority or delegated developer must appraise the value of affected property on market price base. 72 Fourth,
expropriating authority or delegated developer must negotiate the appraised price with affected landowners on
market value between willing buyer and seller without duress. 73
Such a procedural mechanism is to prevent dispute and treat parties equally under pre-dispute stage.
However, if there is a protest against expropriation, violation of due process, or disagreement on compensation,
dispute will appear in the redress forum. This will lead to the second stage of due process protection by redress
institution under taking law framework.
69
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b). Post-Dispute Mechanism
Post-dispute stage refers to a hearing mechanism. Hearing mechanism is guaranteed for affected
citizens. The due process at post-dispute mechanism requires to have a “meaningful hearing,” which consists
of the rudimentary requirements such as a timely and adequate notice, an opportunity to confrontation and
cross-examination, right to have counsel, and right to an impartial decision-maker. 74
Most jurisdictions arrange a hearing for land taking dispute in administrative or judicial redress
mechanism. For instance, America arranges hearing mechanism in judicial redress, while Japan and Cambodia
arrange a hearing in administrative redress first before proceeding with a judicial recourse, as the last resort. 75
A taking dispute comprises two types of disputes. It could be either administrative dispute or civil
dispute, or both. 76 If affected citizens challenge the constitutionality of taking, violation of due process of law,
or administrative decision and action; in this context, court (administrative judges) will have jurisdiction to
address the issue. However, if affected landowners disagree on ownership and compensation, a jury or
committee of civil, property, financial experts will resolve this type of dispute.
Land taking is naturally sure that expropriating authority or delegated developer cannot receive
consensus from affected property owners to give in their properties for development project. Some property
owners will, inevitably, disagree and object expropriation project. Therefore, the constitution protects those
property owners from arbitrary taking of life, liberty, or property. In this sense, the constitution requires to
have appropriate hearing for objected citizens. 77 In this regards, a hearing must be made under an independent
resolver, who stay far from conflict of interest. Such a doing is to maintain due process of law for both parties
and make affected citizens able to accept the resolution. 78
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In the Cambodian context, due process of taking law is guaranteed under Cambodian 1993
Constitution and laws. The 1993 Constitution requires a taking be made only if it is followed by procedures
prescribed by law. 79 In this sense, the constitution obliges the government to follow and provide protection for
affected citizens before a forced exercise of land taking and eviction.
In addition to the constitutional requirement of due process protection, the 2001 Land Law further
provides a strong protection for affected landowners from arbitrary forced eviction and relocation. Article 35
of the 2001 Land Law prohibits authority from exercising arbitrary forced eviction only if it receives an
eviction order from court. 80 Forced eviction cannot be made without a judicial hearing and decision in
Cambodian context. Moreover, Article 36 of the same law further protects would-be evictees that if the
execution of judicial eviction order causes turbulence, such an execution must be suspended. 81 In this context,
Cambodian laws provides safeguard protection to affected citizens from arbitrary taking and eviction.
Apart from the procedural safeguard, the 1993 Constitution confers on citizens a constitutional right to
challenge against state or state authority over any breach of law and file a claim for remedy if they are suffered
from unfair treatment from state authority or incumbent. 82 The 1993 Constitution obliges the government to
thoroughly consider and resolve such a complaint. 83 Above all, the 1993 Constitution empowers only court to have
jurisdiction to decide such a complaint. 84 Citizens are equally before the law and receive judicial defense
through court recourse. 85
The government further passed the Law on Expropriation (hereinafter “2010 Expropriation Law,”
which implements the procedural safeguards required under the 1993 Constitution and 2001 Land Law in
2010. 86 The 2010 Expropriation Law provides procedure and mechanism, for example, expropriation
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committees, compensation assessment, and grievance redress committee; however, none of these have been
established yet. 87 The process of these mechanisms is under a separate sub-decree, which is so far in a draft.
In contrast to these formal requirements, the Cambodian government has, in practice, created ad-hoc
commission to handle taking disputes on a case-by-case basis. There is no uniform practice in Cambodia.
Current practice of land takings renders many forced evictions and relocations of local land occupants without
undergoing appropriate redress and court order. 88 Such a practice violates the constitutional protection of
human rights in Cambodia. In this context, David Chandler, an eminent historian of Cambodia, compared
current forced eviction to the forced removal of people from the city by the Khmer Rouge forces in 1979 were
the same. 89 Therefore, Cambodia needs, in such a challenge, an independent institution that could guarantee
due process of law between parties, interpret and protect the constitutional and legal clause.
In short, Cambodia has constitutional provisions and laws for exercising taking powers; however,
Cambodia does not have appropriate implementing and hearing mechanisms for affected citizens yet.
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Chapter I

Legal and Judicial Reform Policy in Post-war Cambodia

Reform of existing land dispute resolution mechanism requires an understanding of past policy. The
policy of legal and judicial reform has proceeded with two major courses in post-war Cambodia: (1)
institutional reform of judicial institutions, and (2) institutional reform of alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
institutions. The following section will illustrate the institutional policy of these reforms in post-war Cambodia.
A. Institutional Reform toward Judicial Institutions
Cambodia experienced many political turbulences and civil wars. 90 These have destroyed Cambodian
human resources and legal and judicial system. 91 Human resources and the legal and judicial system were
almost destroyed under the Khmer Rouge period between 1975 and 1979. 92 After the fall of Khmer Rouge
regime, the then-Cambodian government endeavored to re-establish the legal and judicial system the court
from scratch. 93
So far, Cambodian government has succeeded in re-establishing a number of major legal and judicial
institutions such as court, supreme council of magistracy, bar association of Cambodia, and constitutional
council. These institutions have played an important role in preserving social justice in post-war Cambodia.
This section will illustrate the background, development, and procedure of these institutions.
1. Institutional Background
After the civil war, the government began to re-establish the court first, and then continued to create
consecutive institutions: the court, the supreme council of magistracy, the bar association, and he constitutional
council, which were involved in justice preservation. This section will demonstrate the intuitional background
of these institutions in brief.
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a). Court
The first institution to be re-established was the court. The Cambodian government established the
court from scratch. 94 After the collapse of the Khmer Rouge era in 1979, the then-government, so-called the
“Council of State,” followed the communist regime. 95 The Council of State started to re-create the court
system by issuing the Law on Organization of People’s Revolutionary Provincial/Municipal Court in 1980. 96
Afterward, the Council of State decided to create the Municipal/Provincial People’s Revolutionary Court as
the court of first instance (hereinafter the “People’s Court”) in 1980.
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A year later, the Council of State

decided to establish the military court for hearing military offenses in 1981. 98 The Council of State
promulgated the Law on Organization and Prosecution for establishing the prosecution unit attached to the
court in 1982. 99
The People’s Court served as first and last instance for dispute resolution. 100 However, the People’s
Court was not an independent body, and was under the Ministry of Justice because Cambodia adhered to
communist regime, in which one party controlled the country in that time. 101 Therefore, appeal for review
could be made to the Ministry of Justice and in the last resort to the Council of State. 102 If the Council of State
finds error in judgment, the Council of State will refer the case to the People’s Court for re-hearing. 103
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To provide for final review, the government created the Supreme People’s Court and Supreme
People’s Prosecutor General, (hereinafter the “Supreme People’s Court”) in 1985.104 The process and activity
of this Supreme People’s Court was under the Law on Organization and Activity of Supreme People’s Court
and Supreme People’s Prosecutor General in 1987. 105 The Supreme People’s Court replaced the Ministry of
Justice and the Council of State as the final court of appeal. 106
In 1993, Cambodia promulgated the new democratic constitution to turn the country from communist
regime to democracy with separation of powers. 107 However, Cambodian judicial institution faced namely, the
lack of an intermediate court of appeal. Thus, Cambodia arranged the new Law on Organization and
Functioning of Court in 1993. 108 This law provided to establish an appellate court. 109 As a result, the
government created the appellate court in 1994. 110
The introduction of democracy into the nation influenced the names of courts. The previous names
under the communist regime were changed. The new names of courts were the provincial/municipal court,
appellate court, and supreme court. 111 Since then, Cambodian court system had full three-tiers and functions
for resolving social disputes in common with most other jurisdictions around the world.
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b). Supreme Council of Magistracy
The 1993 Constitution provided that judiciary was an independent branch from legislative and
executive power. 112 Furthermore, this Constitution embodied the King to be the guarantor of judicial
independence.

113

The 1993 Constitution authorized to establish the Supreme Council of Magistracy

(hereinafter called the “Magistracy”) for fulfilling this task. 114
In compliance with this constitutional requirement, the government established the Magistracy in
1994. 115 The process of the Magistracy was governed by the Law on Organization and Functioning of
Supreme Council of Magistracy of 1994. 116 According to this law, the Magistracy had nine members, in whom
the King was the chairman, the Minister of Justice, the president of the supreme court and the appellate court,
the prosecutor general of the supreme court and appellate court, and other three judges, who had been elected
by judges, served as the members. 117
The Magistracy had duties to appoint, promote, and discipline judges. 118 The Minister of Justice was
responsible for appointing and promoting judges and requesting approval from the King. 119 The Magistracy
held a meeting as a disciplinary council, which was under presidency of the chairman or prosecutor general of
the supreme court for disciplining judges or prosecutors. 120 In this case, the King and the Minister of Justice
did not participate in this meeting. 121 However, the King presided over the disciplinary council for disciplining
the chairman or prosecutor general of the supreme court. 122
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c). Bar Association of Cambodia
Post-war Cambodia did not have lawyers until 1995 when Cambodia established the bar
association. 123 However, Cambodia had case defenders, which were called in Khmer language “nak-ka-pierkdei,” or “smar-kdei.” 124 The smar-kdei was not a person who studied law or had breadth of legal knowledge.
However, he or she had fair knowledge about laws and could represent clients in courts. 125
The lawyering system emerged when Cambodia established the Bar Association of the Kingdom of
Cambodia (BAKC) in 1995. 126 The government passed the Law on Status of Lawyers in 1995 for training and
qualifying lawyer practice in Cambodia. 127 The BAKC had duties to administer and train legal students to
become lawyers in post-war period.
d). Constitutional Council
The 1993 Constitution required an establishment of a Constitutional Council as the state top reviewing
body in Cambodian legal system. 128 In response to the constitutional requirement, the government established
the Constitutional Council in 1998. The process and activities of the Constitutional Council were governed by
the Law on Organization and Functioning of Constitutional Council in 1998. 129
The Constitutional Council was an independent and neutral institution for ensuring constitutional
compliance, interpretation of constitution and law, and resolution of election dispute. 130 The Constitutional
Council had nine members selected from eminent persons who held a degree of bachelor of law or above,
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administration, diplomacy, or economics and have breadth of work experience. 131 The nine members were
appointed by different bodies, in which three members were appointed by the King, another three members
were appointed by the Magistracy, and the last three members were appointed by a majority vote of the
national assembly members. 132
2. Institutional Development
Cambodia lacked human resources at the initial re-establishment of legal and judicial institutions.
However, Cambodia has had a remarkable development of institutions and human resources for the last three
decades. This section discusses the development of institutions and human resources in post-war Cambodia.
a). Challenge of Initial Institutional Reform
The re-establishment of legal and judicial system was arduous for the then-government because
Cambodia faced a serious lack of human resources after the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime. Cambodia
had 400 to 500 legal professionals before the Khmer Rouge regime (1975-79).133 Most of these legal scholars
were killed during this regime. As a consequence, an estimate from six to ten legal professionals, who held
bachelor and associate decrees, remained alive in the post-war period. 134
In order to re-establish the judicial system, the government of the time was constrained to appoint
judges with less than complete qualifications. Most selected judges had junior and high school education and
were further trained in a short term (three-to five month) program of law at the Comrade School of
Administration and Law (sala-kama-phibal-rothabal-ning-nitesastr) between 1982 and 1989. 135 Cambodian
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judiciary had 72 judges, 40 prosecutors, and 508 clerks, who served the justice system throughout the country
as of 1993. 136 Therefore, Cambodian judicial system faced the shortage of qualified persons to become judges
at the initial institutional re-establishment.
b). Development of Human Resources
More than three decades have passed since the collapse of Khmer Rouge regime. Cambodia has
developed a remarkable quantity of institutions and human resources during this period. Currently, Cambodia
has 105 higher education institutions as of 2014. 137 A total number of 253,764 students have been pursuing
higher education in the academic year 2012 – 2013. 138 A relative figure of students is estimated to graduate
annually.
In a particular development of legal field, a number of higher education institutions have a training
course in law. One of those examples is the Royal University of Law and Economics (RULE). RULE restarted its training, under the name of Comrade School of Administration and Law (sala-kama-phibalrothabal-ning-nitesastr), for a three-to-five month training program in 1982. 139 However, RULE began to have
bachelor and master course of law in 1992 and 2002, respectively. 140
So far, RULE has produced a remarkable number of human resources in legal field. A number of
31,633 law students graduated from RULE as of 2014. 141 RULE has dispatched 1,065 scholarship students to
study abroad from 1993. 142 From this figure, we are able to say, Cambodia no longer faces the serious lack of
human resources as before.
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c). Development of Judicial Sector
In a particular development, the judicial sector has enjoyed a noticeable development of both
institutions and human resources since 1993. Judge underwent a proper two-year training program. Trainee
judge were trained at school in the first year and would be served as interns in a ministry or court in the second
year. 143 Those who were eligible for the judicial exam were those who (1) held diploma of secondary legal
study and served the state for 6 years, (2) were civil servants with a high school degree, and (3) persons who
completed legal study at a border camp. 144
The first training term began in August 1994, in which 44 judges were further trained. 145 The
government established the Royal Academy of Judicial Professions (RAJP) for training legal professions in
2002. 146 Currently, those who hold bachelor of law are eligible for judicial exam. 147 So far, RAJP has trained
and produced a noticeable number of judges. Today, Cambodian judiciary comprises 259 judges, 142
prosecutors, 614 clerks, and 121 administrative staff as of 2014. 148
In addition to the increase of judicial staff, the development of institutional coverage has also been
noteworthy. Cambodia had 21 provincial/municipal courts, one appellate court, and one supreme court as of
1998. 149 Currently, Cambodia has 23 provincial/municipal courts. 150 Further, the government plans to establish
several appellate courts in certain areas for provincial territorial jurisdictions in the near future. 151
Apart from the increase of judicial personnel, the number of lawyers has also increased since the
establishment of the BAKC in 1995. Cambodia had a few lawyers allowed to practice law prior to establishing
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the BAKC. Most of whom were ex-judges or one who held doctorate of law. 152 Due to lack of lawyers, case
defenders (smar-kdei) were allowed to represent and defend case in court. 153
The BAKC created a Lawyer Training Center for training lawyers. The initial training faced the
shortage of qualified human resources. Therefore, the BAKC allowed to the case defenders to take the bar
exam and further trained at the center to be qualified as the lawyers. 154 One who held bachelor of law was
allowed to attend the center directly without the bar exam. 155 Furthermore, those, who held bachelor of law or
equivalent decree and worked in legal or judicial sector for at least 2 years, judge or ex-judge who worked at
least two years, and those who held doctorate of law, were exempted from the bar exam and training and could
practice law as lawyers. 156
Currently, the BAKC provides a two-year training term. Those who hold bachelor of law are eligible
for the bar exam. The first year is the training at the Lawyer Training Center, and the second year is the
internship at any lawyer’s office. 157 Trainee lawyers are registered as the practicing lawyers after the
completion. 158
The BAKC has trained and produced a remarkable number of lawyers in post-war Cambodia. The first
training of 33 trainee lawyers started in 1995. 159 The BAKC had 203 registered lawyers as of January 1998. 160
Currently, the Cambodia has a total number of 939 lawyers as of July 21, 2014.161 This figure is far higher
than the number of judges in the court system. Today, judges and lawyers play a crucial role in preserving the
justice system in Cambodia. The following figure shows the statistics of judicial staff and lawyers in
Cambodia.
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Figure 1: Number of judges, prosecutors, clerks, and lawyers in Cambodia
Supreme Court
Judges
Prosecutors
Clerks
Staff

Sub-Total
17
7
20
22

Appellate Court
Judges
Prosecutors
Clerks
Staff

24
66
42
Sub-Total

17
10
47
21

Provincial/Municipal Court (23)
Judges
Prosecutors
Clerks
Staff
Total Judges and Prosecutors
Total Clerks
Total Lawyers

Total

Total

27
113
86

Sub-Total

225
125
547
78

Total

350
975
625
401
614
939

1954

Source: Ministry of Justice, Annual Report as of Jan 27, 2014, and BAKC, as of Jul 21, 2014
3. Institutional Procedure and Responsibility for Dispute Resolution
In addition to the quantity development of institutions and human resources, judicial institution has a
remarkable development of institutional procedure in post-war period. This section will illustrate the
development of institutional procedure and responsibility of court for dispute resolution; especially, after
Cambodia adopted the new codes governing civil justice in Cambodia.
a). Development of Institutional Procedure
Cambodia has developed a remarkable number of substantive and procedural laws both criminal and
civil litigations, prior to the adoption of the new Codes, were governed by most laws enacted in the communist
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period. The Cambodian judiciary has proceeded with a course of criminal and civil litigation, while other
litigations, for example, administrative dispute remain inactive under the current system.
Criminal proceeding is governed by the Provisions on Court System, Criminal Law, and Criminal
Procedure, which was adopted by the United Nations for Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC) for
temporary implementation in 1992 (mostly called “Transitional Criminal Law” or “UNTAC Law of 1992”)
and Law on Criminal Procedure of 1993. 162 Civil proceeding is administered by several norms such as Circular
on Instruction of Civil Procedure of 1984, Law on Contract and Liability of 1988, Law on Marriage and
Family of 1989, Law on Procedure of Civil Judgment Enforcement of 1992, and Law on Court Fee of 1993. 163
Turning of the political regime from communism to democracy, the Cambodian government
endeavored to establish new laws for governing justice system in compliance with the new 1993 democratic
Constitution. Several years later, Cambodian government consecutively passed a number of major laws,
including codes governing judicial proceedings under the assistance of various donors.
Cambodia adopted the Code of Criminal Procedure and Criminal Code in 2006 and 2009 respectively
under the assistance of the French government. 164 Likewise, Cambodia passed the Code of Civil Procedure and
Civil Code consecutively in 2006 and 2007 under a Japan-led project. 165 These new laws govern post-war
judicial proceedings.
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In addition to this development of judicial procedures under the new codes, Cambodian judiciary is
upgraded beyond expectation in 2014. Recently, Cambodia promulgated the new three court laws to replace
the old court laws, which were enacted in the communist period, on July 16, 2014. 166 These new court laws
were Law on Court Organization, Law on Status of Judges and Prosecutors, and Law on Organization and
Functioning of Supreme Council of Magistracy. 167 The passage of the new three court laws could be
considered as an incremental development and reform of post-war judicial institutions.
The tremendous change of judicial institution introduces a clear division of court structure and judges.
The new court law indicates to establish four types of specialized courts; namely, civil, criminal, commercial,
and labor. 168 The Law on Court Organization of 2014 divides lower court as specialized court, while upper
courts as specialized chamber. 169 Furthermore, this new law authorizes to establish other specialized courts by
Royal Decree as necessary. 170 Meanwhile, pending establishment of an administrative court, the civil court
will be responsible for resolving administrative cases.
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investigating judges, and trial judges are clearly distinguished under the new court laws. 172
b). Civil Proceedings under New Code
Before Cambodia adopted the Code of Civil Procedure in 2006, Cambodian court proceedings
followed the inquisitorial system. 173 After Cambodia passed the new Code of Civil Procedure, Cambodian
court proceedings followed the adversarial system, in which parties were active while judge was inactive in the
process. 174
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Civil proceedings, under the 2006 Code of Civil Procedure, undergo three main stages: (1) submission
of complaint, (2) preparatory oral argument, and (3) oral argument. First, any affected citizen, who suffers
from any damage, can submit a lawsuit to court for resolving their claim. 175 Court clerk is responsible for
checking complaint form and tax. Court clerk will send the complaint to administrative court staff for
registering complaint in the complaint registration book. Then, administrative court staff will send complaint
to court chief for signature. 176
Administrative court staff, after the court chief’s signature, will send the case to the responsible judge
that is automatically determined by court chief. 177 The responsible judge will check the legal viability of
complaint. If the judge identifies defect, the judge will require the complainant to rectify it within appropriate
time.
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docket. 179
After a complaint is filed, the court will set the first date and call upon the parties to appear in the first
meeting to prepare for preparatory oral argument within 30 days. 180 However, the court can extend this period
upon necessity and judicial discretion. 181 Then, the court clerk will send the complaint to the respondent. 182
The preparatory oral argument will be set for date when both parties can attend. 183 The parties must prepare
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documents for submission for the preparatory oral argument. 184 The preparatory documents include the
plaintiff’s claim, defendant’s response, points of dispute, and evidence that will be presented to the judge. 185
When the parties appear in the preparatory oral argument, the judge will attempt conciliation deemed
necessary and appropriate. 186 Conciliation can be made several times depending on judicial discretion. 187 If
conciliation fails, the responsible judge will arrange parties’ assertions, clarify points of disagreement, and
organize evidence related to points of dispute in order to proceed to oral argument. 188
The judge will set the date for oral argument when the parties are able to attend. 189 At the oral
argument, the judge will allow both parties to make a statement of their claims and assertions and to present of
evidence arranged in the preparatory oral argument. 190 The process starts with the statement of complainant,
following by respondent. 191 At this stage, parties can present new evidence if the judge allows it. 192 The judge
will allow new evidence if it does not slow down the hearing process. 193 If the judge finds that the new
evidence is important to the case, oral argument may be extended. 194
The new Cambodian Code of Civil Procedure authorizes the judge to attempt to conciliate a dispute at
any stage of proceedings prior to judgment. 195 While conducting a hearing, if the judge sees an opportunity for
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possible conciliation, the judge will make an effort to conciliate parties before deciding the case. 196 However,
if conciliation still fails, the judge will decide the case and issue a judgment based on submitted evidence. 197
The new Code of Civil Procedure directs a single judge or a panel of three judges to conduct a hearing
on the subject of matter. 198 The three-judge panel will be responsible for any dispute in which the claim
exceeds 5 million riels (US$1,250) and other in a number of cases that call for a three-judge panel. 199
Deliberation by a three-judge panel is controlled by the presiding judge. 200 The decision is made by a majority
of votes. 201
Figure 2: The process of civil proceedings under new Code of Civil Procedure
Process of Civil Proceedings under New Code of Civil
Complaint Preparatory Oral Argument
Oral Argument
30 days
No limitation of time

Source: Author analysis from the new Code of Civil Procedure, 2006
In short, the new civil proceedings require the first meeting to take place within 30 days. However, the
time for processing consecutive preparatory and oral arguments depends on judicial discretion. This gives rise
to procedural delay.
c). Institutional Responsibility for Dispute Resolution
Cambodia has enjoyed an increase of judicial institutions and staff; however, institutional capacity
remains limited. Resolution lags behind the flow of incoming disputes. As a consequence, court show a a
backlog of cases.
196
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Backlogs vary from one court to another. Courts which are located in town and those dealing with
commercial activities face a heavy backlog. For instance, the Phnom Penh court stands number one among
other courts, followed by the Kandal court, Siem Reap court, and Kampong Cham court. 202 Courts which are
located remote areas face a light backlog of cases -- for example, courts in the Preah Vihear, Banteay
Meanchey, Pailin, and Battambang. 203
However, the capacity to clear cases varies from one court to another. Courts that clear cases most
efficiently are Battambong, Phnom Penh, Pailin and Siem Reap courts. Courts that face slow performance are
Banteay Meanchey, Preveng Veng, Takeo, Steung Treng, Kampong Thom, Preah Sihanouk, Kampong Speu,
and Mondukiri courts. 204
The following figure shows the statistics of civil cases that are previous remains, new entrance, and
ongoing remains in courts throughout the country in 2010 and 2011.
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Figure 3: The statistics of civil cases for all courts in 2010 and 2011

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Report on Civil Cases Nationwide Level in 2010 and 2011
2009
New
Ongoing
Remaining Entrance Resolved Remaining
1817
1514
1806
1525

Court
Phnom Penh
Banteay
Meanchey
Siem Reap
Svay Rieng
Steung Treng
Kratie
Kandal
Battambang
Kampong Thom
Kampong Cham
Prey Veng
Kampot
Preah Sihanouk
Kampong
Chhnang
Pursat
Kampong Speu
Koh Kong
Takeo
Mondulkiri
Preah Vihear
Ratanaki
Pailin
Total
Appellate Court
Supreme Court

Comment
Whole year, 2010

316
697
383
48
271
719
136
428
479
194
459
306

26
561
178
N/A
108
479
459
N/A
360
26
185
N/A

17
627
322
N/A
115
203
445
N/A
250
38
186
N/A

325
631
239
48
264
995
150
428
589
182
458
306

February, 2010
Whole year, 2010
Whole year, 2010
N/A
Whole year, 2010
Whole year, 2010
Whole year, 2010
N/A
Whole year, 2010
8 months, 2010
9 months, 2010
N/A

198
259
243
109
286
44

156
135
N/A
65
46
N/A

143
136
N/A
76
56
N/A

211
258
243
98
276
44

6
59
14
7471
1487
1643

6
43
25
4422
N/A
N/A

3
31
12
4505
N/A
N/A

9
71
27
7388
1487
1643

9 months, 2010
Whole year, 2010
N/A
Jan-Dec, 2009
Jan and Aug, 2010
N/A
End of 2009 &
Whole year 2010
9 months, 2010
9 months, 2010
N/A
N/A

Source: Ministry of Justice, Department of Civil Affair, 2011
The table shows that judicial institutional responsibility for dispute resolution in some courts still
poses a challenge. Current court system is viewed to be corrupt and working slow over dispute resolution. 205
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Even the Minister of Justice has known that people have lost trust in judicial system by changing the “Ministry
of Justice” into the “Ministry of Injustice.” 206
The government has effort to re-establish judicial institution more than 30 years; however, the court
system is yet to enhance public trust in its capacity. Backlogs and slow action have affected judicial reputation,
which needs addressing to improve court performance and enhance public trust in judicial capacity.
B. Institutional Reform Policy towards Quasi-judicial Institutions
The reform of judicial institutions has seemed to stand still since the establishment of the
Constitutional Council in 1998. Since then, institutional reform has inclined toward the introduction of quasijudicial institutions. These methods have been favored by donors in the post-war country, as an alternative to
the judiciary. 207 This idea has influenced Cambodian post-1998 institutional reform policy.
Cambodia established many quasi-judicial institutions with the ADR method under the auspices of
donors in post-1998. These quasi-judicial institutions were established in three main sectors: (1) land disputes,
(2) labor disputes, and (3) small claim disputes. The following section will review the quasi-judicial
institutions introduced in post-1998 institutional reform policy.
1. Land Dispute Resolution Institution
After the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime, Cambodia initially relied on courts to resolve all
disputes; including land disputes. However, post-war land reform and privatization produced many land
disputes. 208 Land disputes clogged the court system. 209
The government reacted by establishing consecutive land dispute resolution institutions. These
institutions were: the land dispute resolution commission of 1999, the cadastral commission of 2002, and
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national authority of land dispute resolution of 2006. 210 The following section concerns the background of
ADR land dispute resolution institutions in Cambodia.
a). Land Dispute Resolution Commission
The land dispute resolution commission, hereinafter called “LDRC,” was established in 1999. 211
LDRC was regarded as a pioneer ADR institution responsible for resolving land disputes in post-war
Cambodia.
i. Institutional Background
Cambodia adhered to communism with a planned economy and collective ownership in the immediate
post-war period. 212 Cambodia started a slight opening of the planned economy by re-privatization of land by
providing ownership over residential land in 1989. 213 However, Cambodia turned its political regime from
communist and planned economy to democracy and market economy in 1993 when Cambodia promulgating
the new democratic constitution in 1993. 214 The full ownership over land was officially recognized under this
new constitution. 215
The change of political and economic regime heralded the emergence of land disputes in Cambodia.
Land started to increase in value and invited land grabbing for commercial speculation. 216 Land disputes
caused by land grabbing provoked social tension and clogged the court system, in which an estimate of 50
percent of court cases were land disputes as of 1999. 217 Remarkably, land disputes were most often triggered
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by authorities. 218 Land disputes affected a large number of Cambodian people, at least one in twenty-five
families, throughout the country. 219
Having seen such an adverse situation, the Prime Minister Hun Sen came out to publicly warn of
“peasant revolution” in his public speech at a seminar on food and security at the Chamkar Doung Agriculture
University in 1999. 220 Immediately, the government issued an edict to stop anarchic encroachment on the state
land in 1999. 221 Then, the government declared to establish land dispute resolution commissions (LDRC)
throughout provinces and municipalities in the same year. 222 ADR institutions in land disputes were introduced
in parallel with courts in Cambodia.
ii. Institutional Jurisdiction
The LDRC was the first ADR institution for resolving land disputes in post-war Cambodia. LDRC
was not an independent body, but was under the executive branch, subordinated to the Ministry of Interior and
Council of Ministers. 223 The LDRC had delegated authority from the central government to investigate and
solve land disputes throughout the provinces and municipalities, made reports and sent results to the central
government. 224
In structure, the LDRC was laid out as an extension of territorial administration. The LDRC had three
echelons in hierarchy: (1) district/khan level, (2) provincial/municipal level, and (3) national level. 225 The
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LDRC was composed of senior officials of the central government such as ministers, secretaries of state,
military and police commanders, and provincial/municipal authorities. 226
The LDRC was created by decision of the government order, not statutory law; therefore, this
institution did not have clear procedure for decision-making. 227 Its competence overlapped with the courts and
was a source of confusion. 228 Furthermore, the LDRC did not function well and effectively to deal with land
disputes due to conflict of interest. 229 These factors were a source of serious procedural weakness. 230
b). Cadastral Commission
The follow-up to the LDRC was a prompt action to the establishment of the Cadastral Commission,
hereinafter called “CC” in 2002. 231 CC was the second institution responsible for resolving land disputes in
post-war Cambodia.
i. Institutional Background
Cambodia adopted the 1992 Land Law in the transitional period. 232 As noted above, Cambodia turned
its political regime from communism and planned economy into democracy and market economy by
promulgating the new constitution in 1993. 233 The change of political and economic regime led to the conflict
of property rights between the 1992 Land Law and 1993 Constitution in Cambodia.
The conflict rested on the concept and principle of the 1992 Land Law and 1993 Constitution were not
consistent. The concept and principle of the 1992 Land Law followed the spirit of the 1989 Constitution –
socialism and a planned economy. 234 The 1993 Constitution adopted democracy and a free market economy. 235
In order to follow the new concept and principle of the 1993 Constitution, the government initiated a new land
226
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law to replace the 1992 Land Law. The drafting of the new land law started in 1995 with technical support by
the Asian Development Bank (ADB). 236
The new land law was promulgated in 2001 (hereinafter the “2001 Land Law”). 237 Henceforward, the
2001 Land Law superseded the 1992 Land Law for governing land issues in post-war period. The 2001 Land
Law included some provisions regarding the cease of land possession as stated in the government edict of 1999,
which dictated the stoppage of state land encroachment. 238 Moreover, Article 47 of this new land law provided
for the creation of a Cadastral Commission for land dispute resolution under the Ministry of Land. 239
Land disputes caused by land grabbing continued to rise. Prime Minister Hun Sen came out once
again to publicly warn of “peasant revolution” in his public statement on the intensive cultivation, land
management, logging ban, areas of attention in agriculture, fisheries and forestry on April 11, 2002.240 Just
immediately following the Premier’s second warning, the government established the Cadastral Commission
(CC) on May 31, 2002. 241
The CC shared many characteristics with LDRC. The CC was also extended by territorial
administration. There were three levels of the CC mechanism: District/Khan CC, Provincial/Municipal CC,
and National CC. 242 The members of the CC mechanism were territorial authorities and cadastral officials. 243
In a sense, the LDRC was transformed into the CC under the enforceable legal framework of the 2001 Land
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Law. 244 In this context, the CC became a legitimate institution under the Ministry of Land, which was
responsible for conciliating and resolving unregistered land disputes. 245
The names of the CC mechanism were changed in compliance with the new organic law on territorial
administration. Administrative territories were originally divided into municipality and province; municipality
was divided into khan and sangkat, and province was divided into district and commune, under the 1993
Constitution. 246 Administrative territories were divided into capital, province, municipality, district, khan, and
sangkat under the new organic law of 2008. 247
A number of administrative territories were promoted; for example, the Phnom Penh Municipality was
promoted to the Phnom Penh Capital, and several districts were promoted to municipalities in some
provinces. 248 The previous Municipal/Provincial CC was changed to the Capital/Provincial CC, and the
District/Khan CC was changed to the Municipal/District/Khan CC. 249
Each CC had permanent staff. According to Prakas on appointment of CC members in 2002, each CC
had at least two permanent staff depending on territorial areas where the CC was located. The following figure
shows the names, number of administrative territories, and estimate of CC staff throughout the country.
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Figure 4: The number of CC mechanisms and staff in the territorial administration
Old Name

New Name

Number

Permanent Staff

National CC

National CC (unchanged)

1

3

Capital (1)

2

Province (24)

48

Municipality (26)

52

Khan (12)

24

District (159)

318

Municipal/Provincial
Capital/Provincial CC
CC

Municipal/District/Khan
District/Khan CC
CC

Total Number of Staff

447

Source: Author 250
ii. Institutional Procedure
As noted above, the CC was created under the authority of the 2001 Land Law. 251 This law provided
that the procedure of the CC was to be established by subsidiary regulations. 252 Therefore, the government
developed these subsidiary regulations. There were two main subsidiary regulations governing the procedure
of the CC mechanism. The first was the Sub-decree on Organization and Functioning of Cadastral Commission
in 2002. 253 The second was the Prakas on Principle of Instruction and Procedure of Cadastral Commissions in
2002. 254
Under these regulations, the Municipal/District/Khan CC and Capital/Provincial CC had competence
to conciliate disputes while the national CC had competence to decide and resolve the case. 255 The CC
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mechanism was competent to deal with unregistered land disputes. 256 Due to the fact that the majority of land
was not registered, the government set two ways for dealing with land disputes, which depended on whether
the land concerned was inside or outside of an area of systematic land registration. 257
The first way was the procedure for dealing with unregistered land disputes inside the determined
areas for systematic registration. 258 When Cambodia passed the new land law in 2001, the new land law
introduced the systematic land registration. 259 The state authority had power to determine or earmark specific
areas for systematic land registration. 260 The process of systematic land registration was sponsored by donors;
especially, the World Bank. 261
Initially, the government determined ten capital/provincial areas for systematic land registration. 262
The capital/provincial governors bore responsibility to determine areas for systematic land registration. 263
Specific areas where earmarked for the systematic land registration were called the “determined areas.”264 The
Ministry of Land would appoint an ad-hoc commission, which was called “administrative commission” to bear
responsibility for conducting land survey and land registration. 265
Disputes inside the determined areas for systematic land registration would receive resolution, which
was different from the echelons of the CC mechanism. The administrative commission would bear
responsibility for initial conciliation of dispute in the determined areas. 266 If a dispute was not settled, the
256
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administrative commission would refer the case to the National CC, not the Municipal/District/Khan CC or
Capital/Provincial, for conciliating and resolving the dispute. 267
However, if the National CC did not have time to investigate and clarify the case, the National CC
would forward the case to the Capital/Provincial CC for investigation and conciliation. 268 Likewise, if the
Capital/Provincial CC did not have time to investigate the case, the Capital/Provincial CC would forward the
case to the Municipal/District/Khan CC for investigating and conciliating the dispute. 269 The following figure
shows the procedure of land dispute resolution inside the determined areas for the systematic land registration.
Figure 5: The procedure of land dispute resolution inside determined areas for registration

Source: Author

The second way was the procedure for dealing with land dispute outside the determined areas for
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systematic land registration. 270 The process of land dispute resolution outside the determined areas proceeded
with a different course from the procedure of dispute resolution inside the determined areas. When there was a
dispute outside the determined areas, the Municipal/District/Khan CC would take responsibility for
conciliating dispute. 271 If the dispute was not settled, the Municipal/District/Khan CC would send the case to
the Capital/Provincial CC for re-conciliation. 272 Likewise, if the Capital/Provincial CC could not conciliate the
dispute, the Capital/Provincial CC would send the case to the National CC for resolution. 273 This figure shows
the process of land dispute resolution outside the determined areas for systematic land registration.
Figure 6: The process of land dispute resolution outside the determined areas for registration

Source: Author
Both were general procedures for resolving unregistered land dispute. There were some remarkable
exceptions to these procedures, where a land dispute involved in high-ranking authority or state public land. In
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such a category of disputes, the Municipal/District/Khan CC would send this case to the Capital/Provincial CC
for resolution. 274 The following figure shows the procedure of land disputes with high-ranking authority or
state public land.
Figure 7: The procedure of land dispute with high-ranking authority and state public land

Source: Author
As described above, The National CC was the second instance for land dispute sent from the
administration and third instance of land dispute sent from the Municipal/District/Khan CC. 275 However, the
National CC could become the first instance in a number of cases; for example, dispute requiring immediate
action due to threats, the use of force, or parties requesting the National CC to make temporary action to
protect parties’ interest in dispute. 276
In such a circumstance, parties could make a direct complaint to the National CC for a temporary
action. 277 The National CC had competence to resolve the dispute and determine the legal owner of the land. 278
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If the National CC found that the dispute was not a serious one, the National CC would forward the complaint
to lower levels of the CCs based on jurisdiction. The following figure shows the procedure of land dispute
resolution with need for immediate or temporary injunction.
Figure 8: The request for immediate or temporary injunction of land dispute resolution

Source: Author

iii. Institutional Responsibility, Development, and Challenge
The CC mechanism was arranged across territorial administrative levels. Each level had slightly
different procedure and component for dispute resolution in each hearing forum. However, each level had a
hierarchy to the others. This section will illustrate the hierarchical procedure and relation as well as the
development and challenge of this CC mechanism.
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(1). Hierarchical Relation and Referral of Complaint
The CC mechanism was responsible for land dispute resolution at each level. However, each level had
a hierarchical administrative relation, which induced upward-and-downward referral of complaints among
redress fora.
Under the CC mechanism, any person who had dispute over the claim of possession or ownership of
unregistered land, could file a complaint to the Municipal/District/Khan CC. 279The Municipal/District/Khan
CC would notify the complaint to all persons concerned within five days after the complaint reception. 280 The
persons concerned would respond to the claim within 30 days after the notification reception. 281
The investigation would start as soon as possible after the complaint reception. 282 The cadastral
administration would appoint a cadastral official to be an “investigator” to investigate the complaint and meet
parties, note down parties’ assertion, and collect various information and evidence. 283 Investigator could meet
witnesses and other persons who deemed necessary. 284 Parties would be present when conducting onsite
investigation. 285 Parties could provide evidence and witness, which became part of official note of dispute. 286
Investigator would make report over fieldwork. 287
The chairman of Municipal/District/Khan CC would arrange CC meeting to decide the conciliation
process after the completion of investigation.
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The Municipal/District/Khan CC would arrange an

administrative meeting five days before the conciliation hearing in order to explain the procedure and select
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conciliators. 289 Parties could choose three conciliators from the members of the Municipal/ District/Khan CC
and ad-hoc members to form the conciliation panel. 290
Parties would choose the three conciliators by consensus. 291 If parties did not agree on the members of
the conciliation panel or could not form the conciliation panel, the chairman of the Municipal/District/Khan
CC would designate the conciliators from the ad-hoc members and permanent members of the CC. 292 The
chairman of the conciliation panel would bear responsibility for conciliating the dispute. 293
The conciliators would meet the parties and determine the schedule for conciliating the dispute. 294 The
conciliation forum would be held at the disputed land or a nearby place. 295 The conciliation process did not
have a time limit, but in practice, the conciliation would meet at least three times depending on the availability
of parties to attend the conciliation process. 296
If the dispute was settled, the Municipal/District/Khan CC would make a report to the Capital/
Provincial CC and send the result to the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Office for registration. 297 If the
dispute was not settled, the Municipal/District/Khan CC would forward the case to the Capital/Provincial CC
for reconciliation. 298
The process of the Capital/Provincial CC was similar to that of the Municipal/District/Khan CC. The
Capital/Provincial CC had a secretariat for receiving complaints and investigating the dispute from the
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Municipal/District/Khan CC. 299 The Capital/Provincial CC would arrange an administrative meeting within 60
days after the complaint reception. 300
The process of conciliation panel selection at the Capital/Provincial CC was the same as that of the
Municipal/District/Khan CC. 301 However, the ad-hoc members were chosen from the representatives from the
district, khan, commune, sangkat, and other provincial/municipal offices concerned. 302 If the dispute was
settled, the Capital/Provincial CC would send the result to the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Office for
registration. 303 If the dispute was not settled, the Capital/Provincial CC would forward the case to the National
CC. 304
The process of the National CC proceeded with two courses: (1) conciliation and (2) hearing. The
National CC had a secretariat for accepting complaint and investigating the dispute. 305 After receiving the case,
the National CC would, if deemed necessary, re-conciliate the dispute first. 306 The conciliation was the same
as those of the Municipal/District/Khan CC and Capital/Provincial CC. 307 The ad-hoc members would be
formed from the representatives of ministries and institutions concerned.
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The National CC could either

further investigate the case by itself or delegate the investigative power to the lower CCs. 309
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If a settlement could not be reached, the National CC chairman would set a date for hearing the
case. 310 The National CC had a complex process for hearing and deciding the case, which depended on its
composition, namely, the Minister of Land, as the chairman; the State Secretary of the Cabinet, as the member;
and the State Secretary of the Ministry of Interior, as the member. Thus, the case was forwarded to these
members for review before the decision-making. The National CC secretariat would send the case to the
Cabinet office for checking. Then, the Cabinet office would proceed the case to the Ministry of Interior for
review. Finally, the Ministry of Interior would continue to send the case back to the Minister of Land for
consideration. 311
The Minister of Land would assign a state secretary or undersecretary of state to bear responsibility
for conducting the hearing. The designated incumbent would delegate the hearing power to the provincial or
district governor to conduct the hearing on behalf of the national CC if he or she was busy, or the hearing was
expected to conduct at the province or district. 312 The decision, on behalf, of the National CC would be made
in writing, and the aggrieved party could challenge it in court for legal review within 30 days. 313
(2). Challenge and Development of Institutional Responsibility
The CC mechanism had a noticeable challenge and development in its procedure and responsibility
since the establishment in 2002. The CC mechanism had three echelons for conciliating and resolving land
dispute. 314 The two lower levels of the CC mechanism; namely, the Municipal/District/Khan CC and Capital/
Provincial CC, had overlapping competence for the conciliation of land disputes. 315 The National CC had
competence to resolve and decide the case. 316
Mutual referral of complaints often occurs in such a structure. The lower CC often refers the case up
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to the upper CC when complaints are not properly resolved. 317 The upper CC will check whether the lower CC
properly resolves, or if the upper CC does not have enough time to investigate the case, the upper CC will
forward the case to the lower CC for further investigation and resolution. 318 The Center for Advanced Study
(CAS), studied over the process of CC mechanism and its responsibility in land dispute resolution, found the
majority of the cases referred up to the upper CC were often sent back to the lower CC with instructions to
conduct further investigations or to reattempt conciliation in 2006. 319
Each referral always takes time and prolongs the cases, and sometimes, the case is kept pending
without processing. The Center of Advanced Study found that around 50 percent of the caseload was
pending. 320 Furthermore, cases were typically pending for years. 321 The CC mechanism received a total
number of 3,763 cases, but it could succeed in resolving only 1,022 cases, approximately 27 percent as of
March 2006. 322 Thus, the resolution of land disputes lagged behind the arrival of new cases, resulting in
backlogs.
Backlogs of cases prompted the Ministry of Land to establish “Mobile Team,” an assisting body to the
CC mechanism, for resolving congestion of land disputes in 2007. 323 Mobile Team, under the auspices of the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ), worked as a group of five members for dealing
with land disputes within the specific areas of accumulated land disputes. 324 When the disputes were
successfully resolved, Mobile Team would move to another area under the assignment of the Ministry of Land.
There were seven teams working in accumulated areas of land disputes in districts such as Memot,
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Cheung Prey, Battambang, O’Chrov, Ponhea Krek, Peam Chor, and Baray. However, the land disputes in three
districts – Cheung Prey, Battambang, and Peam Chor – were resolved. 325 Currently, only four groups remained
working in the concentrated areas of land disputes. 326
Having seen the mutual referral of complaints, which lacked proper investigation and resolution, the
Ministry of Land started to reform the procedure of the CC mechanism. The Ministry of Land issued a letter to
grant the authority to the Capital/Provincial CC to investigate and conciliate any land dispute that could not be
settled by the administration commission on behalf of the National CC on June 7, 2007. 327 However, the
Capital/Provincial CC could refer the case to the national CC for hearing when it could not settle the case. 328
The Ministry of Land further reformed the CC mechanism by the delegation of decision power to the
Capital/Provincial CC on January 21, 2010. 329 Thus, the two upper levels of the CC mechanism had power to
decide the case. This was regarded as an important reform of the CC mechanism to deal with land disputes.
Despite such a delegation, the CC mechanism still faced the reciprocal referral of complaints. The
Ministry of Land issued a circular to instruct and implement the procedure of decision-making at the
Capital/Provincial CC on January 21, 2010. 330 According to this circular, the Capital/Provincial CC could
forward the case to the Municipal/District/Khan CC to re-conduct the conciliation and hearing over the case. 331
This still caused the prolongation of cases in the CC mechanism. The following figure shows the new
development and complexity of the CC mechanism.
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Figure 9: The new development of process of land disputes in the CC mechanism

Source: Author

This figure shows that even though the CC mechanism was consecutively reformed, the complexity of
institutional procedures still existed and caused mutual referral of complaints, which resulted in prolongation and
backlogs. The following table shows the result of land dispute resolution by cadastral commissions since its
establishment as of July 2011. 332
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Figure 10: The total report of land resolution under the CC mechanism

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Reports on Cadastral Commission (CC) from Establishment to July 2011
Referral to
Received
Resolved Dismissed Withdrawn Court/National
Name of CC
Case
Case
Case
Case
CC
Phnom Penh
224
39
92
7
14
Kampong Cham
1098
464
452
110
2
Kampong Speu
195
87
103
0
0
Kandal
335
82
38
14
7
Takeo
193
63
60
15
3
Kampot
276
94
65
6
2
Prey Veng
414
244
46
35
3
Kampong Thom
321
52
100
70
7
Siem Reap
255
82
63
15
3
Battambang
365
168
95
35
48
Preah Sihanouk
116
19
60
0
3
Kampong
Chhnang
162
56
27
0
0
Pursat
103
30
35
0
0
Banteaymeanchey
325
101
99
39
4
Kep
95
34
31
2
0
Svay Rieng
493
270
141
19
0
Koh Kong
60
19
24
3
2
Kratie
105
46
29
0
2
Pailin
67
16
48
0
0
Odormeanchey
254
143
72
22
2
Steung Treng
26
10
9
3
0
Ratanakiri
62
7
3
15
0
Mondukiri
26
4
9
4
0
Preah Vihear
43
21
12
0
0
National CC
184
60
12
23
28
Referral from
D/K/P
109
53
2
23
3
Referral from AC
74
7
9
0
58
Total - Outside
LASSP
643
266
206
47
6
Total - Inside
LASSP
4970
1885
1507
367
103
Nationwide Total
5688
2211
1725
437
109

Source: Ministry of Land, Secretariat of National Cadastral Commissions, 2011
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The cadastral commissions receive many complaints, but resolution is relatively uncertain. The CCs
tend to dismiss cases based on the division of institutional jurisdiction between court and CC. 333 According to
the report of the Land Ministry showed that the CC mechanism dismissed 1,725 cases out of 5,688 received
cases as of 2011. 334 The CC mechanism still consisted of 1,206 pending cases. 335 Cases are often kept
prolonged under the CC. As a result, a limited number of cases were forwarded to court. These figures
demonstrate the high rate of dismissal and case prolongation.
c). National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution
The National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (hereinafter “NALDR”) was a third institution
that Cambodian government established to cope with land disputes in 2006. 336 The NALDR was the state top
authority responsible for dealing with land disputes after the CC mechanism failed to curb with prevalence of
land disputes. However, since its establishment, this state top authority could not prevent and stop land
disputes, and land disputes still occurred. 337 This can be regarded as a third failure to cope with land disputes.
This section will cover the institutional background, jurisdiction, and action of NALDR in dealing with land
disputes in Cambodia.
i. Institutional Background
The CC mechanism succeeded in resolving only 1,022 cases out of the total 3,763 received cases, or
approximately 27% as of March 2006. 338 The CC mechanism could successfully conciliate small and simple
cases between villagers. 339 However, the CC mechanism seemed reluctant or unable to conciliate and solve big
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land disputes relating to authorities, the military, and powerful persons. 340
Having seen that the CC mechanism could not deal with a number of land disputes, and land disputes
were still on the rise, the Prime Minister came out to repeatedly warn of “peasant revolution” in his public
speech on the stock-taking, agriculture, forest and fisheries conference on March 29, 2006.341 Following the
third public warning, the government established the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR)
in 2006. 342
The NALDR is the state top authority consisting of political elites such as state ministers, ministers,
secretaries, soldier commander, military commanders, opposition parties, and NGOs. 343 The NALDR
membership was readjusted in 2008 and 2011. 344 Currently, the NALDR membership consists of 23
governmental elites. 345 The NALDR has a secretariat, locating in the Cabinet, responsible for receiving
complaints. The NALDR secretariat consists of 16 senior government officials. 346 The Land Minister, who is
the chairman of the National CC, is the vice-president, and the Capital/Provincial governor, who is chairman of
the Capital/ Provincial CC is the member of NALDR. 347 The following table shows the current membership of
NALDR.
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342
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343
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Figure 11: The members of the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Members of National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution
Membership
Status
Representative of Prime Minister
President
Minister of Land
First Vice-president
An Eminent Person
Standing vice-president
Several Eminent Persons
Vice-president
Minister of Environment
Member
Minister of Agriculture
Member
Minister of Industry
Member
Minister of Social Affairs
Member
Ministry of Justice
Member
Sate Secretary of Ministry of Defense
Member
State Secretary of Ministry of Interior
Member
State Secretary of Ministry of Economics and Finance
Member
State Secretary of Ministry of Water Resources
Member
State Secretary of Ministry of Fine Arts
Member
Superintendent General of National Police
Member
Commander-in-chief of Royal Armed Forces
Member
Commander of Land Forces
Member
Commander of Marine Forces
Member
Commander of Royal Gendarmerie
Member
Secretary General of Cambodia Development Council
Member
Lawyer of Government
Member
Governor of Capital/Province
Member
Representative of NGOs Concerned
Member

Source: Royal Decree on Appointment of Members of NALDR, 2006, 2008, and 2011
ii. Institutional Procedure and Jurisdiction
The NALDR was established in reaction to the prevalence of land disputes that the CC mechanism
had failed to curb. The NALDR was established by Royal Decree, which was lower than the law in Cambodian
legal hierarchy, on February 26, 2006. 348 This state top authority was put into operation under the Sub-decree
on Organization and Functioning of the Secretariat General of the National Authority for Land Dispute
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See: Royal Decree on Establishment of National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution.
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Resolution on July 14, 2006. 349 Currently, the NALDR has no law governing its procedure.
However, the NALDR had a number of institutional jurisdictions under the authorization of the Royal
Decree and Sub-decree that empowered this body. According to the 2006 Royal Decree, the NALDR was
commissioned to receive complaints, investigate, and resolve land disputes that were beyond the competence
of the National CC and from every circle. 350 The NALDR also had duty to observe the process of land dispute
resolution of the CC mechanism and other competent authorities. 351 In practice, the NALDR often delegated
and ordered lower authority to take responsibility for resolving land disputes. 352 The following figure shows
the process of NALDR in resolving land disputes. 353
Figure 12: The process of NALDR in intervention to solve land disputes

Source: Author
Delegation impeded the efficiency and effectiveness of land dispute resolution, and even the Prime
349
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The NALDR also sends the case to court.
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Minster has criticized the sluggishness of the NALDR. 354 This was inevitable, given the awkward composition
of the NALDR members. From its establishment to 2010, the NALDR received a total number of 1,421
cases. 355 However, the NALDR could resolve 225 cases, (15,85%), while 1,043 cases (73,39%) were
forwarded to other competent authorities. 356 In 2012, the NALDR received 103 complaints, an increase of 10
cases over 2011. 357 The NALDR could resolve 30 cases, while the remaining were left. 358
Acute land disputes and consequent violence prompted the government to suspend economic land
concessions (ELC) to private companies on May 7, 2012. 359 The government enforced the “Old Policy, New
Action” by re-measuring and cutting off ELC-affected land for actual land possessors. 360 In order to exercise
this New Action, the Prime Minister Hun Sen appointed his son, Hun Manit, as the deputy secretary general of
the NALDR and appealed for students to voluntarily join the re-measurement mission. 361 In response to such
an appeal, around 1,500 students were volunteered to measure disputed land in 16 provinces with cooperation
with the existing cadastral officials. The number of volunteering students was increased to 2,016 persons in
proportion to the coverage of 21 provinces. 362
The “Old Policy, New Action” achieved a remarkable result. According to the data from the Ministry
of Land showed that this mission completed the land survey of 710,000 parcels and issued 500,000 titles to
affected people as of May 8, 2014. 363 Despite such a result, the “Old Policy, New Action” did not govern all
land disputes throughout the country. This mission overlooked many land disputes, for instance, the case of
Boeung Kak and Borei Keila land disputes that had happened in the heart of the Phnom Penh capital. 364
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2. Maison dela Justice/House of Justice
In addition to the establishment of the formal institutions to deal with land disputes, the Cambodian
government also created an informal center for resolving disputes in a number of localities, under the “Access
to Justice” project, hereinafter called “A2J.” The A2J project covered small disputes between ordinary people
The following section will demonstrate the institutional background, development, procedure, and jurisdiction
of the A2J project.
a). Institutional Background
The A2J project was initiated by donors, especially, the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP).365 Many donors flooded into Cambodia after the 1993 general election. The government, through the
Council for Legal and Judicial Reform, requested that the UNDP fund a fieldwork study of the “role and
relationship between formal and informal justice system and review ADR mechanisms.” 366 The UNDP funded
this fieldwork study and produced an empirical report of the gap of access to justice through court in 8
provinces in Cambodia. 367 The fieldwork study resulted in a handbook, Pathways to Justice: Access to Justice
with a Focus on the Poor, Women and Indigenous People in Cambodia in 2005. 368
Following this study, the UNDP and the Cambodian government, under the Ministry of Interior and
Ministry of Justice, agreed to establish an informal justice service center, called “macha-mundul-seivakamyutethor,” in Khmer, “Maison de la Justice” in French, or “House of Justice” in English, under the A2J project
in 2006. 369 The A2J project was initially under the auspices of the UNDP; however, it was handed over to the
Ministry of Justice in 2010. 370 Currently, the A2J project continues under the management of the Ministry of
Justice. 371
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b). Institutional Development
Originally, the A2J was created under a pilot project, in which the first four pilot projects located in
the commune and district level in two provinces – Kampong Speu and Kampong Chhnang in 2006. 372
However, the A2J started to broaden its service coverage to another 16 pilot projects in 6 provinces in 2008. 373
The government established another 11 projects at the municipal and khan level in 2013 374. The Ministry of
Justice plans to establish the A2J throughout the country. 375
The A2J project had three levels. The national level was called the “National A2J.” The National A2J
had only one center, which consisted of 11 officials located in the Ministry of Justice. The municipality, district,
and Khan level was called the “Maison de la Justice,” or “House of Justice.” The Maison de la Justice has 31
centers consisting of 93 officials, in which each center had three staff, located in various municipalities,
districts, and Khans. The commune/sangkat level was called the “Commune Dispute Resolution Committee”
(CDRC). The CDRC had 56 centers consisting of 392 members (each has seven staff) in various communes
and sangkats. 376
Figure 13: The numbers of staff working in Maisons de la Justice, Access to Justice Program
Numbers of Staff in the Access to Justice (A2J) Project
Name
Location
National A2J (Access to Justice)
Ministry of Justice
Maison de la Justice
Municipality, District, and Khan
Commune Dispute Resolution Committee
Commune and Sangkat
Total

Number
1
31
56
88

Staff
11
93
392
496

Source: Ministry of Justice, Access to Justice Project, Annual Report 2013
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c). Institutional Procedure
Maison de la Justice is an informal institution created for small disputes. 377 Therefore, this institution
is established by only inter-ministerial Prakas, which is far lower than law in Cambodian legal hierarchy. 378
Maison de la Justice does not have law governing its procedure. Maison de la Justice, in practice, follows the
general concept of mediation, which later develops into two manuals governing its procedure and operation in
2010. 379
The two manuals show a remarkable procedure for dispute mediation and resolution in Maison de la
Justice in Cambodia. Local residents, who have small disputes, can go to Maison de la Justice for legal
consultation. Maison official will provide legal consultation over their dispute and ask them whether they
agree with Maison to mediate their dispute. 380
If Maison official find that the dispute is beyond the competence of Maison de la Justice, or parties do
not want to resolve their disputes through Maison service, Maison official will suggest them to file complaint
to other competent institutions. However, if local residents agree to use Maison service, residents can make a
complaint orally or in writing. If local residents cannot write or fill in the complaint form, Maison official will
help them fulfill the complaint and read to them for confirmation. 381
A Maison official will send the complaint to respondent within two days after the reception of
complaint. 382 The Maison official will start to mediate the dispute after parties submit complaint. The Maison
official can mediate dispute at least three times. 383 The first mediation will start within 7 days after parties
submitted complaints. The Maison official needs to notify parties three days before mediation. 384 The place of
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mediation is in the Maison center; namely, the municipal, district, khan, commune, or sangkat hall. 385
d). Institutional Jurisdiction
The establishment of Maison de la Justice is to bring justice closer to people in their locality. 386 The
primary purpose of Maison de la Justice is to serve marginalized groups. 387 Thus, Maison de la Justice
mediates only small disputes between local residents. 388 The mediation of Maison de la Justice is voluntary. 389
If parties reach agreement, Maison official will close the dispute. If the parties cannot reach agreement, the
case will be referred to the court. 390 Currently, four types of disputes are most common in Maison de la Justice
in practice: (1) land dispute, (2) domestic violence, (3) defamation, (4) breach of marriage, and (5) debt. 391
e). Performance
Presently, Maison de la Justice mediates disputes in localities where these centers are located. This
section will consider the performance in dispute mediation and resolution under Maison de la Justice at the
municipal, district, khan and commune/sangkat level.
i. Performance in Dispute Resolution at Municipal, District, Khan Level
Maisons de la Justice have been established in municipalities, districts, and Khans, totaling 31 centers
consisting of 93 officials, in which each center has three staff. 392 According to the annual report of A2J project
of the Ministry of Justice of 2013, Maison de la Justice had a total number of 1,510 cases, of which 753 cases
remained from the previous year and 757 new cases entered. 393 The responsible centers could mediate 609
cases out of 1,510 caseloads, while 901 cases were pending. 394 The following figure shows the total cases of
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Mainson de la Justice at the municipal, district, and khan level.
Figure 14: The total number of disputes at Maison de la Justice at municipal, district, khan level

Total
1,510

Maison de la Justice at municipal, district, khan level
Newly Received
Previously Remained
Pending
Already Mediated
757
753
901
609

Source: Ministry of Justice, Annual Report, 2013
There were three types of results among the mediated cases at the municipal, district, and khan level:
541 settled cases, 68 deposited cases, while 90 cases were referred to other authorities. 395 The following figure
shows the number of mediated disputes under Maison de la Justice at municipal, district, khan level.
Figure 15: The types of mediated disputes at municipal, district, khan level
Mediated

609

Decision

541

Settled

68

Deposited

90

Referred to other
authorities

Source: Author, compilation from annual report of A2J project, Ministry of Justice, 2013
There were various types of disputes in Maison de la Justice at the municipal, district, and khan level.
Land disputes were the second most common. 396 The following figure shows types of disputes mediated under
the Maison de la Justice at municipal, district, khan level.
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Figure 16: The types of mediated disputes at municipal, district, khan level
Type of Dispute
Debt and contract
Land dispute
Divorce
Defamation and insult
Domestic violence
Property damage
Property claim
Minor injuries
Marriage disengagement
Other petite disputes

530
489
133
103
70
53
29
11
6
86

Source: Author, compilation from annual report of A2J project, Ministry of Justice, 2013

ii. Performance in Dispute Resolution at Commune/Sangkat Level
Commune dispute resolution committees (CDRCs) have 56 centers consisting of 392 members in
various communes and sangkats. 397 Each center comprises seven members. 398 CDRCs are also active to deal
with disputes at the commune/ sangkat level. According to the annual report of A2J project of the Ministry of
Justice of 2013, CDRCs received a total number of 1,808 cases, of which 446 cases remained from the
previous year and 1,362 new cases. 399 CDRCs could mediate 1,253 out of 1,808 cases, while 555 cases were
pending. 400 The following figure shows the total number of cases at the commune and sangkat level.
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Figure 17: The total number of disputes of Commune Dispute Resolution Committees at commune/
sangkat level

Total
1,808

Commune Dispute Resolution Committees (CDRCs)
Newly Received
Previously Remained
Pending
Already Mediated
1,362
446
555
1,253

Source: Ministry of Justice, Annual Report, 2013
There were three results among the mediated cases at the commune and sangkat level: 53 settled cases,
1,124 deposited cases, while 76 cases were referred to other authorities. 401 The deposited cases were the
highest number in the CDRC mediation. This showed the CDRCs intended to keep cases without processing.
The following figure shows the mediated disputes in CDRCs.
Figure 18: The types of mediated disputes at commune and sangkat level
Mediated

1,253

Decision
53

Settled

1,124

Deposited

76

referred to other
authorities

Source: Author, Compilation from annual report of A2J, Ministry of Justice, 2013
There were various types of disputes appeared in CDRCs. However, land disputes still stood number
two in row at commune/sangkat level. 402 This shows that land disputes are most common in many redress
institutions. The following figure shows the total types of disputes in CDRCs.
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Figure 19: The types of mediated disputes at commune and sangkat level
Type of Dispute
Domestic violence
Land dispute
Debt and contract
Divorce
Defamation and insult
Property damage
Marriage disengagement
Property claim
Minor injury
Other petite disputes

484
404
298
295
163
34
28
18
14
70

Source: Author, Compilation from annual report of A2J, Ministry of Justice, 2013
In short, Maison de la Justice under the A2J project is active in both reception and mediation of small
complaints at localities. Maison de la Justice could resolve half of entered cases. Maison de la Justice at
municipal, district, and khan could settle cases better than CDRCs, where intended to deposit cases. However,
Maison de la Justice still faces a heavy degree of backlog that needs addressing.
3. Labor Arbitration Council
By way of comparison, and to illustrate the prevalence of ADR mechanisms in Cambodia institutional
reform, this section provides a brief overview of the Labor Arbitration Council (LAC), widely seen as a
successful application of ADR techniques in Cambodia.
The LAC was established in 2002. 403 The LAC may be regarded as a unique institution for resolving
labor disputes, and it could be said that it is a trusted institution for resolving disputes in post-war Cambodia
compared to other institutions.
a). Institutional Background
Cambodia passed Labor Law in 1997 (hereinafter called “1997 Labor Law”).404 The 1997 Labor Law
provided two types of labor disputes: (1) individual 405 and (2) collective. 406 Both types of dispute undergo
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preliminary conciliation from the Labor Inspector of the Ministry of Social Affairs, Labor, and Vocational
Training (hereinafter called “Ministry of Labor”) before proceeding to other institutions. 407
Individual labor dispute will be sent to court after the unsettled conciliation from the Labor
Inspector. 408 Collective labor dispute will be, if unsettled by the Labor Inspector, sent to arbitration council for
resolution. 409 Therefore, the government, under the Ministry of Labor, created the labor arbitration council
(LAC) for resolving collective labor dispute, as authorized under the 1997 Labor Law. 410
The Ministry of Labor issued a Prakas to establish the LAC in 2002. 411 The LAC started its operation
under the auspices of donors; especially, International Labor Organization (ILO) in 2003. 412 According to the
2002 Prakas, the LAC has at least 15 members. 413 Currently, the LAC has 30 members. 414 Each member is
selected for one-year mandate annually but can be reselected. 415 The LAC members are chosen from tripartite
components: one thirds from the Ministry of Labor, another one thirds from the employer association, and the
last one thirds from the employee trade union. 416
Presently, the LAC has only one institution located in the Phnom Penh Capital; however, its
jurisdiction governs all collective labor disputes throughout the country. Sometimes, the LAC conducts a
mobile hearing of a dispute, which is located outside of the capital. 417 The LAC service is free of charge. 418
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The LAC members are part-time volunteers, do not have fixed salary, but receive an honorarium for each case
resolution of US$120. 419
b). Institutional Procedure
The LAC procedure is under the Prakas of 2002. However, this Prakas is nullified by the new Prakas
of 2004 (hereinafter called 2004 Prakas). 420 The 2004 Prakas provides a detailed procedure of the arbitration
process in the Prakas itself and its annex. 421 The 2004 Prakas provides that collective labor disputes will be
heard by a panel of three arbitrators called the “Arbitration Panel,” which is selected by parties from the list of
30 members of the arbitration council. 422
The LAC has a secretariat for accepting complaints, which are sent from the Labor Inspector who
failed to settle collective labor disputes. 423 This secretariat will facilitate the forming of the Arbitration Panel
within three days after the reception of unsettled complaint by allowing parties to choose arbitrator
respectively. 424 The Arbitration Panel consists of three members, to whom each party chooses one arbitrator
respectively, and both selected arbitrators will choose the third one as the leader of the panel. 425 The employee
chooses an arbitrator from the trade union (employee) list, and employer chooses an arbitrator from the
employer list. Then, the two will choose a third arbitrator from the list of the Ministry of Labor. 426 If there is a
disagreement on the selection of the third arbitrator, the third one will be chosen by ballot. 427
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The 1997 Labor Law puts a strong obligation on the LAC to report its decision to the Minister of
Labor within 15 days after the reception of the complaint. 428 The Arbitration Panel will hold a meeting within
three days for setting the date for hearing after its formation. 429 Then, the Arbitration Panel will inform the
secretariat to notify parties to appear in the hearing forum on the set date. 430
Parties can present their arguments orally and submit evidence at the hearing. 431 The Arbitration Panel
can conduct a number of hearings depending on the subject matters to make decision. If the case is not
complicate, the Arbitration Panel can decide it in a morning or afternoon session. If the case is a complex one,
the Arbitration Panel can conduct the hearing sessions five to six times. 432 However, the award cannot exceed
the fixed 15 days that the panel must report its decision to the Minister of Labor. 433
In principle, the Arbitration Panel will issue the award by consensus. If the Arbitration Panel cannot
reach the consensus, the Arbitration Panel will issue the award by the majority of votes. 434 However, the
dissenting arbitrator is allowed to express his or her opinion in the annex of the award. 435 Then, the Arbitration
Panel will report the award to the Minister of Labor.
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The Minister of Labor will notify the award to the

parties immediately, and parties can challenge the award to the Minister of Labor within 8 days after the date
of notification reception. 437 The award cannot be applied when parties challenge, and parties can file a lawsuit
to court for judicial review. 438
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c). Institutional Responsibility
The 1997 Labor Law and the 2004 Prakas put a mandatory limitation of 15 days for the LAC to bear
responsibility for dispute resolution. 439 Mostly, the LAC could arbitrate disputes within this limited period. 440
The LAC could complete 1,521cases as of 2013 without backlog. 441 Therefore, the LAC is viewed as a most
trustful and fast resolution institution in post-war Cambodia in comparing to courts and other ADR institutions.
The following figure shows the annual entrance and resolution of cases under LAC.
Figure 20: The total labor dispute entrance and resolution under LAC from establishment until 2013
Year

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Total

Cases

31

113

81

119

148

180

144

189

255

261

1,521

Source: Labor Arbitration Council, Annual Report 2012 and Newsletter April-June, 2014.
In short, the LAC is unique in its selection and hearing process. The method of arbitrator selection
results in diversity and independence of resolvers and decision. The binding hearing process makes resolvers
bear responsibility to fulfill their duties in resolving disputes. The LAC could resolve most disputes within the
fixed period of 15 days. Therefore, the LAC has not encountered a backlog of cases and is viewed as a most
efficient and effective institution in post-war Cambodia.
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C. Chapter Summary
Cambodia has implemented institutional reform policy in two ways in the post-war period. Initially,
the Cambodian government intended to restore and reform judicial institutions by re-establishing these
institutions from scratch after the collapse of Khmer Rouge. The court of first instance was established in 1982,
followed by the supreme court in 1985, and finally appellate court in 1993. Following these, the government
continued to establish the supreme council of magistracy in 1993, the bar association in 1995, and the
constitutional council in 1998.
However, the Cambodian government’s institutional reform policy was changed post-1998. The
government tended to make institutional reform toward quasi-judicial, namely, alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) institutions in post-1998 policy. Multiple ADR institutions emerged in post-1998 Cambodia. The
government introduced ADR methods in three main fields: (1) land, (2) small claims, and (3) labor.
Cambodia introduced multiple ADR institutions in the field of land disputes. Land dispute resolution
institutions were established in response to the large number of land disputes, without serious study of
institutional procedure and jurisdiction. Land disputes caused by land grabbing reached an emergency when
the Prime Minister came out to publicly warn of “peasant revolution” in 1999.
Following this warning, the government decided to establish Land Dispute Resolution Commission
(LDRC) throughout provinces and municipalities in order to curb with land disputes. However, LDRC was
created by governmental decision, without a clear governing rule for accepting and resolving disputes. As a
consequence, LDRC faced procedural problem and confusion of complaint reception with court.
Land disputes continued to rise as of 2002. Then, the Prime Minister came out to publicly warn of
“peasant revolution” once again. Immediately, the government established the Cadastral Commission (CC) for
dealing with land disputes. However, the CC was established under authorization of the 2001 Land Law for
resolving unregistered land. In a sense, the LDRC was transformed into CC with clear responsibility for land
dispute resolution. As a result, the CC shared many characteristics with the LDRC.
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The government, under the Ministry of Justice and the Ministry of Land, issued the inter-ministerial
Prakas on the division of institutional jurisdiction between the CC and the courts in 2003. The 2003 Prakas
allowed the court to deal with registered and contractual land disputes, while the CC was responsible for
resolving unregistered or untitled land disputes. Such a division has resulted in a push-and-pull movement,
denial, and dismissal of complaints between both institutions.
Furthermore, the CC mechanism is constructed within an existing territorial administrative structure
divided into district, province, municipal, and national level. Such arrangement reduces both the responsibility
and the decision-making authority of each unit. As a consequence, CC has faced many backlogs. Therefore, the
government established Mobile Teams, assisting bodies, to relieve these backlogs.
On the other hand, the CC mechanism was unable to resolve a number of big land disputes involving
authority, powerful, military, and the rich. Land disputes still continued to rise; as a result, the Prime Minister
came out to make a third public warning of “peasant revolution” in 2006. Immediately after that, the
government decided to establish the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR) at the same
year.
The NALDR is a state top authority, which is composed of many governmental elites such as state
minister, minister, commander-in-chief of military, soldier, and police forces, and capital/provincial governors,
as members. However, the NALDR is established by Royal Decree, which is lower than law in the Cambodian
legal hierarchy. As a result, the NALDR has not had a governing law over its resolution process.
The authority of the NALDR is authorized under the 2006 Royal Decree and Sub-decree that put this
institution into operation. According to these regulations, the NALDR was commissioned to investigate, and
resolve land disputes beyond the National CC and receive complaints from everywhere. The NALDR is also
empowered to observe the process of land dispute resolution by the CC mechanism and other institutions.
In practice, the NALDR could investigate disputes directly by cooperating with local authorities and
submit to the chairman for decision. Alternatively, the NALDR could delegate or order local authorities to bear
responsibility for investigating and resolving disputes, instead. Lack of procedural law, awkward composition
of membership, and delegation have paralyzed this state top authority. These impeded the efficiency and
effectiveness of dispute resolution.
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The government established the Maison de la Justice, under the access to justice (A2J) project, for
small claim disputes and marginalized groups in 2006. Maison de la Justice works as standalone petite court
for dealing with small disputes in localities. Land disputes stand number two in frequency in these Maisons.
Centers at municipal, district, and khan level could settle more disputes than commune/sangkat level, which
tended to deposit cases.
The government created an ad-hoc tribunal for labor dispute called Labor Arbitration Council (LAC)
in 2002. The LAC was established for only resolving collective labor disputes. Collective labor disputes were
resolved by a three-arbitrator panel, who were selected by parties. The panel is obliged to make decision and
report to the Minister of Labor within a mandatory 15 day. Since its establishment, the LAC has dealt well
with disputes without backlogs of cases if comparing to court, land dispute resolution institutions, and Maison
de la Justice, backlogs of cases are a challenge need addressing in these bodies.
In a word, the failure of land dispute resolution institutions to deal with and prevent land disputes was
due to these institutions were established by reaction without serious studies of institutional procedure and
jurisdiction. As a consequence, these institutions are not efficient and effective to curb with prevalence of land
disputes. Reform of these institutions is necessary to end land disputes in Cambodia.
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Chapter II Law in Action: Land Dispute Resolution in Cambodia
[Officials] are not resolving the problem, and then the people come to Phnom Penh, and when they
arrive in Phnom Penh, still no one resolves the problem.[…] It has been for very long under the
leadership of Hun Sen that land disputes continue to occur. So now I have to watch and take action. If
you don’t work and you don’t like to work hard, you can resign.
Prime Minister Hun Sen, August 18, 2014. 442

A. Challenge of Institutional Responsibility for Land Dispute Resolution in Cambodia
Cambodia has multiple institutions responsible for dealing with land disputes. These institutions are
not efficient and effective to curb land disputes. Multiple institutions, instead, weaken institutional
responsibility. Land disputes are chronic. Therefore, Prime Minister Hun Sen, recently, reiterated his concern
over the chronic issue of land disputes at the seminar on national strategy on food security and nutrition in the
governmental peace house in Cambodia on August 18, 2014. 443
During the speech, the Prime Minister put strong blame on responsible authorities, at both local and
national levels, for sluggishness (laziness) in resolving disputes, to the extent that affected citizens sought
intervention in the capital. 444 The Prime Minister further added that when affected citizens ran for intervention
seeking at the capital, authorities tried to block them by force from entering the capital. The Prime Minister
confessed at the seminar that he rarely received petitions from dispute-affected citizens. Henceforward, the
Prime Minister warned authorities not to accept petitions from dispute-affected citizens instead of him. 445 He
further asserted that authorities did not follow his suggestions and worked only on paper. 446
Land disputes have been a vexed issue for nearly three decades in post-war Cambodia. A number of
land disputes have erupted into violence in some areas of the country in the past years. For instance, the
villagers rioted against authorities exercising land expropriation in the Udong District of Kampong Speu
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Province on June 09, 2011. 447 At least, ten people were wounded in this clash. 448 The military officers, serving
as security guards for TTY Co. Ltd., opened fire at the villagers, who were protesting against the destruction of
their cassava field in Snuol District of Kratie Province on January 18, 2012. 449 Four villagers were injured in
this shooting. 450 In another case, hundreds of troops opened fire during suppression of the land claim
movement in Chhlong District’s Promar village of Kratie Province on May 15, 2012. 451 A 14-year-old girl was
killed at scene, other two villagers were injured, thousands of local people were evacuated, and several
protestors were charged and imprisoned. 452 This violence mirrored the seriousness of land disputes that needs
to be addressed in Cambodia.
The previous chapter of this Dissertation argued that sluggishness of authorities responsible for land
dispute resolution can be attributed to the hierarchical responsibility of public administration in Cambodia.
This Chapter will present a more complete picture of the state of administration, as well as features of the
property regime that are specific to Cambodia, concluding with a pair of case studies that illustrate how these
factors interact in the context of actual disputes.
B. Cambodian Post-war Governmental Administration
Politics and public administration are closely linked in post-war Cambodia. Politics has
overwhelmingly dominated public administration, which induces hierarchical constraints in public
administration. This section will give a brief view of the political regime and administrative reform in post-war
Cambodia.
1. Background of Political and Administrative Regime
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Cambodia has experienced severe political turbulence and civil wars. 453 These have made post-war
administrative reform encounter difficulties. Cambodia started to re-establish its administration from scratch
after the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979. 454 The new then-government continued to lead the
country under a communist regime between 1979 and 1993, in which administration was centralized. 455
Subordinate officials (administrators and authorities) were appointed by the central government. 456
However, the political and administrative regime was gradually changed since Cambodia agreed to
end the chronic civil wars in 1991 and arranged the general election in 1993. 457 After the election, Cambodia
declared the new Constitution on September 24, 1994 (hereinafter called “1993 Constitution”). 458 The 1993
Constitution obliged Cambodia to follow democracy. 459 Both the political and administrative regime shifted
from communism to democracy. 460
The principle of power separation was clearly provided for in the 1993 Constitution. 461 Powers were
separated into three branches – legislative, executive, and judicial. 462 The 1993 Constitution required elections
for the National Assembly (lower house) at five-year intervals. 463 Cambodia has undergone five National
Assembly elections since 1993. Among these elections, the fourth and fifth legislative terms were a critical
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turning-point for the political and administrative regime; especially, concerning institutional and hierarchical
constraints in Cambodia. 464
Five political parties won the fourth election, the Cambodia People’s Party (CPP), 90 seats; Sam
Rainsy Party, 26 seats; Human Rights Party, 3 seats; Norodom Ranaridth Party, 2 seats; and FUNCINPEC 465
party, 2 seats for the legislative term (2008 – 2013). 466 One party dominated the political and administrative
regime in Cambodia in the fourth legislative term. 467 The winning party created coalition government with the
Norodom Ranaridth and FUNCINPEC parties. 468
This resulted in an imbalance of power. The opposition did not have enough authority to call for any
government member to appear and answer questions relevant to his or her practice in the National Assembly.
The National Assembly mostly approved what was proposed by the executive. As a result, the National
Assembly came to be viewed by some as a rubber-stamp institution. 469
Dominance of the single ruling party changed in the fifth legislative term, which was elected on July
28, 2013.470 Only two political parties won seats in the National Assembly in this election – the CPP won 68
seats, and the Cambodia Nation Rescue Party (CNRP), which was combined from the Sam Rainsy Party and
Human Rights Party, won 55 seats. 471 The result of this election showed that the ruling CPP lost 22 seats,
while the opposition party gained 26 seats in the fifth legislative term. 472
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In spite of gaining more seats in the National Assembly, the CNRP denied the election result by
allegation of fraud and boycotted the National Assembly. 473 The CPP formed the National Assembly and the
government itself on September 23 and 25, 2013, respectively. 474 The government thus formed operated under
a constitutional cloud. 475
The CNRP stayed outside the National Assembly and protested for re-election resulting in political
deadlock for almost a year. The parties made an agreement on political settlement to form a National
Assembly on July 22, 2014. 476 Both parties agreed to divide and share positions in various committees,
president, and vice-president of the National Assembly. 477 This secured the smooth process of the National
Assembly. However, the effects the standoff persisted in the executive, which was composed of only members
of the winning CPP.
2. Reform of Governmental Administration in Cambodia
Cambodia has been under the control of one dominating party since the collapse of the Khmer Rouge
regime. 478 The reform of public administration was gradually made post-1993. The authorization of division
between central and local government was made under the 1993 Constitution. 479 However, the reform of local
government seemed rather slow after Cambodia changed the political regime and adopted the new constitution
in 1993. 480 This section will discuss the development of administrative reform in Cambodia, which is divided
into two levels: (1) central or national government and (2) local or sub-national government.
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a). Central/National Government
The national/central government refers to the cabinet and various ministries. The members of the
central government are provided in the 1993 Constitution. Article 118 of the 1993 Constitution determines the
members of the central government as follows:
Cabinet is the government of the Kingdom of Cambodia. Cabinet is led by one prime minister
accompanied by deputy prime ministers, state ministers, ministers, and secretaries of state as
members. 481
A year later, the government enacted the Law on Organization and Functioning of Cabinet to provide
its power and process in 1994 (hereinafter called the “1994 Cabinet Law”). 482 The 1994 Cabinet Law
reiterated the members of the Cambodian cabinet members as that of the 1993 Constitution. 483
However, the 1994 Cabinet Law further added the new members into the cabinet. Article 6 of the
1994 Cabinet Law determines “undersecretaries of states,” who are political members, as non-permanent
members of the cabinet. 484 Undersecretaries of state are appointed by Royal Decree upon the request of the
Prime Minister. 485
Presently, the central government of Cambodia has one cabinet, 26 ministries, and one secretariat of
civil aviation. 486 The current members of the central government consist of 1 prime minister, 9 deputy prime
ministers, 13 prime minster-accompanied delegate ministers, 15 state ministers, 27 ministers, 179 secretaries
of state, and 235 undersecretaries of state. 487 The following table shows the current members of the central
government in Cambodia.
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Figure 21: The number of the current Cabinet of Cambodia
Members of Cambodian Cabinet
Status
Prime Minister
Deputy Prime Minister
State Minster
Prime Minister-accompanied Delegate Minister
Minister
Secretary of State
Undersecretary of State
Total

Number
1
9
15
13
27
179
235
479

Source: Author, compilation from the Royal Decrees, September 24, 2013.
b). Local/Sub-National Government
The local government is also provided in the 1993 Constitution. The 1993 Constitution determines
that the administration of local government be made by an organic law. Articles 145 and 146 of the 1993
Constitution state that:
Article 145
Territory of the Kingdom of Cambodia is divided into capital, province, municipality, district, khan,
commune, sangkat.
Article 146
Capital, province, municipality, district, khan, commune, sangkat shall be administered by an organic
law. 488

Upon this provision, the government developed and passed organic laws governing local government
in two stages. The first was the reform of commune/sangkat administration by enacting the Law on
Administration of Commune/Sangkat in 2001 (hereinafter called the “2001 Commune Administrative
Law”). 489 The second was the reform of the upper territorial administration of commune/sangkat; namely,
Need Big-head Government?; Cabinet Has More Than 60 Advisors and Assistants [ទីស�ីការគណៈរដ�ម�ន�ីមានទី្របឹក្សោ និង ជំនួយការ

ជាង៦០នាក់], dir. Radio France Internationale (RFI), October 19, 2013, radio broadcast.
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Constitution of Kingdom of Cambodia, arts. 145 and 146 (1993).
See: Law on Administration of Commune/Sangkat [ច្បោប់ស�ីពីការ្រគប់្រគងរដ�បាលឃុំ សងា�ត់] ( 2001).
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district/khan, province/municipality, and capital by enacting the Law on Administration of Capital,
Province/Municipality, District/Khan in 2008 (hereinafter called the “2008 Local Administrative Law”). 490The
following section will demonstrate the administration and process of local government in post-organic laws.
i. Administration of Commune/Sangkat
Commune/sangkat became a territorial public legal entity when its administration was under the Law
on Administration of Commune/Sangkat in 2001. 491 The 2001 Commune Administrative Law empowered the
commune/sangkat

administration

to

follow

decentralization.

492

Therefore,

the

commune/sangkat

administration is led by a council, called “commune/sangkat council.” 493 The commune/sangkat council is
elected by local people within every 5 years. 494 The first election was made in 2002. 495 Connume/sangkat
councils have been elected three times as of 2012.
According to the 2001 Commune Administrative Law, commune/sangkat council has from 5 to 11
councilors depending on demography and geography.

496

The selection of these councilors to

commune/sangkat council depends on the result of a proportional election, in which candidates are members of
political parties.

497

The candidate receiving the largest number of votes becomes the chief of

commune/sangkat council, which is called “commune/sangkat chief.” 498 Consecutive two candidates, who
receive relatively consecutive votes from the list, become the first and second vice-chief of commune/sangkat
council. 499 The rest are ordinary members of commune/ sangkat council.
Currently, Cambodia has 1,633 communes/sangkats. Commune/sangkat councils consist of 11,459
persons. 500 Besides councilors, commune/sangkat council has a staff who works as an administrative clerk in
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commune/sangkat administration. 501 An administrative clerk is appointed by the Minister of Interior to help
the council in its daily work. 502
Cambodia has a lower territorial administration than that of commune/sangkat called “village.” 503
Village is the lowest territorial administration in Cambodian territorial administration, which falls outside the
constitutional provision. 504 However, village is within territorial administration of commune/sangkat. 505
Village administration does not have governing law, but operates under direct instruction of the
Ministry of Interior. 506 Village administration is governed by a village chief, vice-chief, and a member. 507
Commune/sangkat council selects a village chief. Then, the village chief chooses other two villagers as his or
her members. The Ministry of Interior will appoint them as village administrators.
ii. Administration of District, Khan, Province, Municipality, and Capital
After the reform of commune/sangkat administration in 2001, the government made further effort to
reform the upper level of commune/sangkat administration; namely, in district, khan, province, municipality,
and capital administration (hereinafter called “mid-tier offices”). The effort of reform appeared when the
government passed the Law on Administration of Capital, Province, Municipality, District, Khan in 2008. 508
Mid-tier offices became public legal entities when the 2008 Local Administrative Law took effect. 509
The 2008 Local Administrative Law empowered the mid-tier offices to benefit from both decentralization and
deconcentration. 510 Mid-tier offices came to be controlled by two entities; namely, council and governor. 511
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Mid-tier office councils are under indirect election. 512 The council is not directly elected by local
people, but by their representation; namely, by commune/sangkat councils. 513 Election of mid-tier office
councils are made by proportional system. 514 Any candidate, who wishes to stand for election, must register
his or her candidacy in the list of any political party as membership. 515 The division of seats in council depends
on election result. Any candidate, who receives most votes, will become the chief of council. 516
The 2008 Local Administrative Law determines the number of each council relying on demography
and geography. 517 Currently, Cambodia has 1 capital, 24 provinces, 26 municipalities, 159 districts, and 12
khans.518 This law sets the minimum and maximum of each council; for example, the council of Phnom Penh
Capital does not exceed 21 councilors. Provincial councils have from 9 to 21 councilors. Municipal councils
have from 7 to 15 councilors. District or khan councils have from 7 to 19 councilors. 519 Mid-tier office
councils have a five-year mandate. 520
Since the introduction of decentralization and deconcentration to administration of mid-tier offices in
2008, councils of these administrations have elected two times; namely, in 2009 and 2014. The second election
was held on May 18, 2014, in which 11,459 commune/sangkat councilors elected 3,324 councilors of capital,
province, municipality, district, and khan administration. 521
Apart from councils, mid-tier offices have a council of governors. 522 The council of governors
consists of one governor and a number of deputy governors. 523 The 2008 Local Administrative Law
determines the minimum and maximum of the council of governors; for instance, the Phnom Penh council of
512
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governors consists of at most 7 persons, while provincial council of governors ranges from 3 to 7 persons, and
municipal, district, and khan council of governors ranges from 3 to 5 persons. 524
Central government appoints each governor to serve in the governor council by rank. The King
appoints governor of capital and province by Royal Decree upon the request from the Prime Minister and the
Minister of Interior. 525 The Prime Minister appoints the deputy governor of capital and province; and governor
of municipality, district, and khan by Sub-decree upon the request of the Minister of Interior. 526 The Minister
of Interior appoints the deputy governor of municipalities, districts, and khan by Prakas. 527 Council of
governors has a 4-year mandate but can be reappointed for another 4-year mandate. 528
Councils and governors of mid-tier offices have interrelations. Councils work as legislative teams
while governors work as executive teams. Councils arrange development plans at the local level, and
governors implement these plans. 529 Governors, in practice, had more powers than councils the first legislative
term (2009 – 2014).530 The following table shows the division of territorial administration in Cambodia.
Figure 22: The division of territorial administration of local government in Cambodia
Territorial Administration in Cambodia
Capital
1
25
Province
24
Municipality
26
197
District
159
Khan
12
Commune
1,406
1,633
Sangkat
227
14,139
Village
14,139

Source: Author, compilation from the report of Ministry of Interior, 2014
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3. Relation between Central and Local Government
The relation between central and local government is crucial to autonomy. Since the introduction of
organic laws to commune/sangkat administration in 2001, and capital, province, municipality, district, and
khan administration in 2008, local government become a territorial public legal entity, which follows
administrative decentralization and deconcentration.
In spite of acquiring legal personality, local government does not have local autonomy. 531 Local
government still suffers from hierarchical constraints and restriction of its powers. 532 Commune/sangkat act as
the state representative agent under the designation or delegation from the central government in order to serve
local people. 533
Furthermore, commune/sangkat administration is subject to strict monitoring and intervention from
the Ministry of Interior. 534 The Ministry of Interior can intervene in a number of issues over commune/sangkat
administration such as checking legitimacy of work management and performance, use of power, and capacity
development of commune/sangkat. 535 For such an intervention, the Minister of Interior can delegate this task
to upper territorial administration such as capital, province, municipality, district, and khan to do the job. 536 If
commune/sangkat administration cannot fulfill the required work, the Ministry of Interior will dissolve that
commune/sangkat council. 537
Apart from these, commune/sangkat administration is also restricted in its relations to upper levels of
administration and outsiders, such as government, ministry, institutions, authority, agent of government, and
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various non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Such a relationship can be made only if it goes through the
Ministry of Interior. 538
Administration of mid-tier offices is under stricter control than commune/sangkat administration.
Mid-tier offices are responsible for legal compliance to the central government. 539 These are representative
agents of the central government and bear responsibility for government, ministry of Interior, and other
institutions who are their superiors. 540
Furthermore, administration of mid-tier offices is also restricted of self-determination concerning a
number of sensitive issues. 541 In such a case, the administration must ask for opinion from the Minister of
Interior before issuing any decision. 542Researchers Peter Blunt and Mark Turner have described Cambodian
local administration bodies as “administrative arms of central government and the line ministries.” 543
More importantly, even though local government – mid-tier offices and commune/sangkat –
becomes a public legal entity, they do not enjoy independence in their finances. Both organic laws of 2001 and
2008 prohibit borrowing by local government entities. 544 Therefore, local governments cannot borrow money
or take action that causes debt for administration. The following figure shows the hierarchical relation and
responsibility of central and local governments in Cambodia.
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Figure 23: The hierarchical structure of whole administration in Cambodia

Source: Author
In short, governmental administration of Cambodia rests in three administrative regimes –
centralization, deconcentration, and decentralization. The centralization power rests in the cabinet and various
ministries. The joint administrative regime of decentralization and deconcentration is in capital, province,
municipality, district, and khan level. The decentralization is in administration of commune/sangkat level.
However, Cambodian decentralization regime is not complete yet because this decentralization is, in practice,
still under strict control from centralized government. Blunt and Turner have remarked that “decentralised
local democracy was only introduced more than 20 years after the overthrow of the Khmer Rouge” in
Cambodia, but it was a “limited form of decentralization” and the reality of such decentralized power was “one
of continued central control.” 545
4. Challenge of Governmental Administration in Practice
Politics and public administration have mutual influence in Cambodia. Strong politics will influence
responsibility of public administration. In this context, administrators will adapt themselves to political
influence rather than administrative responsibility provided under law. Cambodian post-war politics and public
administration are inextricably intertwined.
545
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Cambodian post-war politics, like politics in general, is not transparent. After the collapse of the
Khmer Rouge regime, Cambodia did not have a national reconciliation of the four fighting factions. 546
However, the four faction parties agreed to cease fighting by the Paris Peace Agreement in 1991 and arranged
a general election in 1993 under the auspices of the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia
(UNTAC) in 1993. 547
After the 1993 election, Cambodia still could not reunite the winning political parties to form a
government. In order to reunite and be able to form a government, Cambodia adhered to power-sharing among
the winning political parties, in which the opposition was allowed a co-prime minister and a number of coministers in post-1993 election government. 548 Despite the co-government, the incumbents did not trust each
other, and this led to internal conflict leading to what a number of scholars called a coup d’état, in 1997. 549
Competition of political parties has not been entirely transparent. For example, in one reported
incident, one political party tried to weaken and defeat another by buying members of other parties. 550 In such
cases, positions are created for political defectors in public administration. 551 Further, the integration of Khmer
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Rouge forces into Cambodian armed forces in 1998 further added burden to post-war Cambodian
administration. 552
These factors pushed Cambodian post-war administration into a pattern of “neo-patrimonialism.” 553
This caused difficulties in administrative reform and aggravated hierarchical constraints in public
administration.

554

Law enforcement and institution autonomy were weak despite the introduction of

democracy and rule of law in 1993.
The Cambodian neo-patrimonial system is characterized a number of remarkable features. Neopatrimonialism rests on “pyramidal hierarchies” of network to support and protect each other in public
administration, as Caroline Hughes (2006) put forward the form of Cambodian post-war administration:
…is pursuit of khsae or networks of support and protection, which operate through patron-client or kin
relationships that combine pyramidal hierarchies of power and respect with personal dyads of favour
and reciprocity. 555

The pyramidal hierarchies produce a patron-client relation in post-war administration. 556 The patronclient relation has appeared in two kinds of noticeable relations. The first is the elite-patron relation, and the
second is the popular patron-client relation. 557 Such a relation was strong in Cambodian administration, as Rob
Ricigliano (2009) asserted:
Central to how Cambodia works today is the “patron-client” relationship. Simply put, society is
organized around the idea that there is a powerful patron who, in exchange for support from the rest of
the society, assures people that their needs are met. This basic social compact has existed for many
centuries and is deeply rooted in Cambodian culture. It shapes people’s expectations of government
and provides social order. Today, in Cambodia, the patron-client relationship takes on two distinct
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forms: one that operates among the elites in the society (Elite Patron-Client System) and one that
operates among the vast majority of Cambodians (Popular Patron-Client System). 558
The patron-client system causes incumbents to bear reduced responsibility for provided obligation by
laws and regulations. 559 This system makes incumbents intend to be responsible for their superiors rather
obligation prescribed by law, as Netra Eng and David Craig (2009) put:
In Cambodia, neo-patrimonialism most commonly involves powerful “backers” who provide security,
protection and opportunity for advancement and extra rewards in return for personalised loyalty.
Clients become part of an entourage around the backer, or, more commonly, part of a “line”, a
hierarchical connection extending up to the powerful, centrally connected backer. Whole ministries
can become to a significant extent the personalised fief of a patron, who will install members of his
network in all the significant roles and offer advancement based on further alignment with the network
and its members’ interests. 560

The patron-client system is easily fallen into rent-seeking, which causes the slow and interrupted
process of the systematic administration. In common, top elites have more opportunities to amass unofficial
fees from various channels of rent-seekers, as Simon Springer (2009) asserted:
The shadow state response allows elites to amass extraordinary wealth that is pocket rather than put
back into developing the country, as this money is obtained through unofficial channels. Potential
rivals are bound to the rulers in exchange for largesse, negating the creation of strong bureaucracies
that could potentially heighten independent tendencies among elites. Such actually existing
neoliberalism thereby allows systems of clientelism and patronage to continue. 561

In this context, incumbents use their positions for private benefit. Thus, rent-seekers often seek top
position in government for private capital gaining rather legal obligatory compliance, as Andrew Robert Cock
(2010) put:
This is partly because holding a senior position within the state apparatus has been one of the major
avenues of private capital accumulation, with senior government officials actively seeking to advance
their individual and network’s interest through the powers they exercise in the holding of
governmental office. 562
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Neo-patrimonialism can have the effect of distorting the application. Responsible institutions could
apply law selectively, as Daniel Adler, Douglas Porter, and Michael Woolcok (2008) raised:
[I]n a neo-patrimonial system the law is applied selectively, to bestow legitimacy on administrative
transactions of dubious legality, and to protect well connected groups or individuals from prosecution.
[…]Thus, even when liberal institutional arrangements are formally adopted they tend to serve other
purposes as they are transformed in practice by the pre-existing norms and power relationships onto
which they are transposed. The result: formal institutions that routinely fail to perform the functions
that liberal theories of governance prescribe. 563

In this context, Fabian Thiel (2010) called Cambodian post-war administrative structure an “‘elite
capture of law.’” 564 Such an administration, so-called neo-patrimonialism, undermined people’s trust in
government. This clearly showed in the fifth general election on July 28, 2013. The powerful ruling CCP, who
had controlled the country over three decades, lost 22 seats in the National Assembly. The Prime Minister
publicly blamed subordinate ministries, authorities, and state institutions, who laid claim to certain state organs
as places or houses of their families at the first session of the fifth Cabinet meeting on September 25, 2013. 565
During the public address, the Prime Minister committed to make a deep reform of public
administration in the fifth legislative term (2013 – 2018). 566 The Prime Minister raised three steps for public
administration reform in order to abolish nepotism and cronyism in state institutions:
First, you must use a mirror to look at yourself.
Second, you must take a bath to scrub your body.
Third, you must heal your disease; otherwise, let others scrub your body.
Prime Minister Hun Sen, Address of first Cabinet session on September 25, 2013. 567
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The Prime Minister’s speech concerning administration reform is a Khmer metaphor, which can be
unpacked as follows. The first step is to leave ministries and state institutions opportunity to see and check
what they have done in their supervised institutions once again. The second step is that if they see problems,
they must take measure to clean or abolish these problems. The third step is that if they do not take action to
resolve problems, let other authorities intervene, resolve, and punish all parties concerned. The Prime
Minister’s measure is favorable and leaves a chance for subordinated officials to correct mistakes and start to
reform in this term. 568
Hence, Cambodia is at a crossroads for change. This Dissertation should be understood as one
contribution to discourse on reform called forth by the Prime Minister’s forceful statements and concern on the
land dispute issue. The Dissertation aims to propose methods of reforming ADR and judicial institutions based
upon experience, and upon a comparison of Cambodian experience with that of two jurisdictions with more
mature property systems.
Understanding the cause of land dispute is a necessary step toward that end. Accordingly, the next
sections will conceptualize the substantive law and institutional arrangements of land administration.
C. Concept and Division of Land Ownership in Cambodia
Each country has a distinct historical relation to its land. Land tenure and ownership arise from people
and enduring labor on such occupied land. Cambodia went through its history by enduring human labor on
such land. Cambodia has its own unique features of land tenure and ownership. This will cover the background
of land tenure and ownership, special division, and distinguished relations of such division in Cambodian
property laws.
1. Background of Land Ownership in Cambodia

568

However, Cambodia’s current issue has reached the third measure. The third measure is appropriate to
restore public trust in state institutions.
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In the ancient period, land belonged to the King in Cambodia. 569 There was no private ownership;
however, people had a right to occupy and use land. 570 Although people were not formal owners of land in
theory, people were assumed owners of occupied land through tilling the land in practice. 571 This tradition
became deeply entrenched in Cambodian society leading to a customary practice lasting for centuries. 572
France colonized Cambodia from 1863 to 1953. France started to introduce a Western property system
into Cambodia. In this spirit, the Convention, which was regarded as the first Cambodian land law, was
declared to invalidate the exclusive royal land and recognize private ownership in Cambodia in 1884. 573 The
introduction of Western property concepts ultimately crystallized when Cambodia promulgated the first Civil
Code in 1920 (hereinafter called the “1920 Civil Code”). 574
The 1920 Civil Code divided Cambodian land into two categories: (1) private property and (2)
collective property.

Private property referred to any land that had been privately occupied by each

individual. 575 Collective property divided into two categories: public property of collective and private
property of collective. 576
The 1920 Civil Code did not abandon the entrenched custom of land tenure practice in Cambodia. 577
The 1920 Civil Code included this customary tenure right under the fixed period of legal requirements, which
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could lead to ownership acquisition. 578 In this context, the 1920 Civil Code introduced the principle of
possession, which allowed local residents to occupy land. 579 Such an occupation, if satisfying five-year statute
of limitation, would lead to ownership acquisition by land possessor. 580
The 1920 Civil Code was extensively applied in Cambodia until 1975 when Cambodia fell into the
Khmer Rouge regime. 581 By then, Cambodia achieved in the establishment of the land register, 100% under
possession and 10% under ownership. 582 This demonstrated that Cambodia had a proper legal system
governing property throughout the country prior to the collapse of property in 1975.
Cambodia fell under the control of the Khmer Rouge between 1975 and 1979. The Khmer Rouge
regime nationalized all properties under the control of the state. 583 Private ownership was abolished. 584
Previous land documents and titles were largely destroyed. 585 People were forced to work on land for
collective agricultural production. 586
After the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime, Cambodian property started to fall into confusion. 587
People moved and started to occupy vacant land and buildings on a “first-come, first-served” basis without
clear support of ownership documentation. 588
A number of land experts, around 50 out of 1000 cadastral officials, remained alive at the end of the
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Khmer Rouge period. 589 Due to a lack of human resources, Cambodia could not return to the previous practice
of the pre-existing property system. 590 As a result, Cambodia implemented collective ownership once again
between 1979 and 1989. 591 People worked in groups on collective land for agricultural products as under the
name of solidarity groups (krom samaki). 592
Solidarity groups were first active after the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime because the whole
country faced a shortage of food, and people struggled to sustain themselves. 593 However, the production of the
solidarity groups decreased due to the unequal share of labor and product, accordingly. 594 The government decided
to dissolve the solidarity groups and started to re-privatize land in 1989. 595 This was the start of the second period
of private ownership in Cambodian history. 596
The government issued two main decisions concerning land privatization policy, namely, the Policy
on Farmers and the Policy on Land Management and Use for initial land reform, both in 1989 (hereinafter
called the “1989 Policy Decisions”). 597 According to the 1989 Policy Decisions, land in Cambodia was divided
into four categories: (1) residential land (domicile), (2) productive land (paddy and farm), (3) land reserved for
forest and fishery, and (4) reserved land of the state. 598 The last of these categories would play a particularly
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important role in the future course of land policy and dispute processing in Cambodia.
Furthermore, the 1989 Policy Decisions introduced three forms of land tenure: (1) ownership, (2)
possession, and (3) concession. 599 However, the ownership concept was incomplete or ambiguous because
through these decisions, “ownership right was permitted on residential land, and possession right on
agricultural land.” 600 Ownership regimes under both decisions were formalized when the government issued
the Sub-decree on Providing Ownership on Residential Land to Khmer citizens on April 22, 1989 (hereinafter
called the “1989 Residential Ownership Sub-decree”). 601
The 1989 Residential Ownership Sub-decree did also not determine the size of each type of ownership
as that under the 1989 Decisions. 602 Therefore, the government issued Instruction on Policy Implementation of
Land Management and Use on June 03, 1989 (hereinafter called the “1989 Instruction”). 603 The 1989
Instruction determined the size of land ownership and possession under the three forms of land tenure.
Ownership over residential land was limited to 2,000 square meters; possession of agricultural land was by five
hectares, and land concession exceeded five hectares. 604
At the outset of initial reform, Cambodia lacked human resources to manage the process. 605 Thus, the
government left local authorities, who were controllers of previous solidarity groups, to redistribute land to
local residents based on the number of families and availability of land without appropriate documentation. 606
In this context, only local authorities and neighboring people knew history and actual occupants of land in
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localities. 607
The initial land reform was only governed by regulations and policies of the government, not by
legislation. 608 The 1989 Constitution of the State of Cambodia authorized a right to occupy and use land to be
administered through subsidiary legislation. 609 Then, the government drafted the first land law in this spirit. In
the process of developing this land law, Cambodia reached the transitional period (1989-1993).610 This drafted
land law was promulgated in 1992 (hereinafter called the “1992 Land Law”). 611 The 1992 Land Law became
the first fundamental law for governing all land issues in post-war land reform.
The 1992 Land Law followed most of concepts of the 1920 Civil Code. 612 The 1992 Land Law
divided Cambodian land into two categories: (1) private property and (2) collective property. Private property
referred to any land that had been privately occupied by each individual. 613 Collective property divided into
two categories: public property of collective and private property of collective. 614 The 1992 Land Law allowed
temporary possession, which could lead to ownership acquisition. 615 However, the principle of the 1992 Land
Law was not different from that of the 1989 Policy Decisions; namely, allowed only private ownership over
residential land. 616
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A year later, Cambodia entered into the new era of political regime when the country held a general
election and established the new Constitution in 1993 (hereinafter called the “1993 Constitution”). 617 The new
constitution bound Cambodia to a constitutionally monarchical democracy. 618 Therefore, the political and
economic regime shifted from socialism and a planned economy to democracy and a free market economy. 619
The change of the political and economic regime and the Constitution had a vast influence over the
property system; namely, leading to the conflict of property rights under the 1992 Land Law and the terms of
1993 Constitution. 620 The concept and principle of the 1992 Land Law followed the spirit of the 1989
Constitution and several regulations adopted in 1989 – socialism and a planned economy, and incomplete
recognition of ownership over residential land but occupation and use right of agricultural land. 621 The 1993
Constitution adopted democracy, free market economy, and recognized full ownership over land. 622 Thus, the
1992 Land Law could not satisfy the modern concept of social change and international economic
integration. 623
In order to follow the new concept and principle of the 1993 Constitution, the government initiated a
new land law to replace the 1992 Land Law. 624 The drafting of the new land law started in 1995 with technical
support by the Asian Development Bank (ADB). 625 Finally, the effort to establish the new land law was
achieved when Cambodia formally promulgated the new land law on August 30, 2001 (hereinafter called the
“2001 Land Law”). 626 Henceforward, the 2001 Land Law superseded the 1992 Land Law.
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The 2001 Land Law made a number of changes. The 2001 Land Law changed the “public property of
collective” into “public property of state” or “state public property.” 627 “Private property of collective” was
changed to “private property of state,” or “state private property.” 628 In common concept, previous “collective
property of state” was then changed to “state land” or “state property.” 629
The second change was full recognition of ownership over land tenure. The 1992 Land Law followed the
spirit of the 1989 Constitution adopted in the communist period, recognized ownership over residential land but
only an occupation and use right for agricultural land. 630 The 2001 Land Law offered full recognition of ownership,
either residential or agricultural, land in compliance with spirit of the 1993 Constitution. 631
The 2001 Land Law denied any ownership prior to 1979, but recognized the acquisition of ownership
through original possession for the period between 1989 and 2001. 632 The 2001 Land Law denied the principle of
adverse possession for occupation commenting after 2001. 633 If one occupied land in compliance with the legal
requirement of the 2001 Land Law for five-year statute of limitation, one would have ownership over that land, if
and only if title to the land was not registered land. 634
The third change was the establishment of a modern land cadastral commission and systematic land
registration. The 1992 Land Law introduced only an ad-hoc method of land registration; namely, sporadic land
registration. 635 The 2001 Land Law supplemented sporadic land registration with systematic land registration. 636
The fourth change was the introduction of new methods of fragmenting ownership, through economic
land concessions and land leases. 637 Economic land concessions can be authorized to grant by 10,000 hectares to
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developer or investors for 99 years. 638 Long-term land leases can be made by 15 years or more. 639 However, longterm leases of state public property can be authorized for only 15 years. 640 Concessions or long-term leases over
large areas of land are made to boost economic activity over land. 641 So far, over 1,181,522 hectares have been
conceded or leased to private developers for agro-industrial purposes. 642
The 2001 Land Law did not serve as the sole source of law relating to land for long; a conflict of
Cambodian property laws happened again when Cambodia adopted the new Civil Code in 2007 (hereinafter
called the “2007 Civil Code”) under the assistance of Japanese drafting. 643 The 2007 Civil Code of Cambodia
almost completely followed the Japanese Civil Code. Therefore, a number of provisions between the 2001
Land Law and the 2007 Civil Code were contradictory.
In order to readjust this contradiction, the enforcement of the 2007 Civil Code, which was
promulgated in 2007, was suspended several years. This left chance for the Civil Code drafters to make
consistency between the 2001 Land Law and the 2007 Civil Code. 644 The effort to readjust this contradiction
between the 2001 Land Law and the 2007 Civil Code appeared four years later when the government
promulgated the Law on Enforcement of Civil Code in 2011 (hereinafter called the “2011Civil Code
Enforcement Law”). 645 The 2011 Civil Code Enforcement Law cancelled and amended many provisions of the
2001 Land Law, which were contradictory to the 2007 Civil Code. 646
In short, Cambodian property laws faced swift changes, which were a source of complexity, confusion,
and disputes. Not only local residents, but also enforcement authorities and legal practitioners have an
ambiguous concept of ownership entitlement and acquisition under the swiftly changed property system. As a
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result, competing claims have occurred among stakeholders. The next section will demonstrate the ambiguous
division of land ownership, which results in competing claims in Cambodia today.
2. Division of Land Ownership under Cambodian Property Law
The rate of change in Cambodian property laws outstripped institutional capacity. Many land disputes,
which cause social tension in Cambodia, are also attributed to these swift changes and ambiguous concepts of
property division.
Cambodian property laws, especially the enforcing 2001 Land Law, divide land ownership into three
categories: (1) public ownership, (2) collective ownership and (3) private ownership. 647 Of these, this
Dissertation concerns only public ownership and private ownership. Collective ownership relates to indigenous
and pagoda land, and the issues raised by takings disputes in this category are effectively the same as those
affecting private land. 648
a). Public Ownership
Public ownership is a vexed issue because it is a source of land dispute between state and land
possessors in Cambodia. 649 The state often claims ownership over occupied land by local residents based on
the concept of public ownership. 650 Therefore, a full understanding of this concept is important to grasp the
foundations of land disputes in Cambodia today.
i. General Concept and Notion of Public Ownership
Public land, or public property, or state land, or state property has the same meaning insofar as both
terms refer to land or property belonging to the state, or in a word, so-called “public ownership.” 651 In this
Dissertation, the terms “state land” or “state property” are used interchangeably. 652
The scope of state land is ambiguous in modern Cambodia. State land is assumed to cover 80 percent of
647
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the whole Cambodian territory, while the remaining, 20 percent, is assumed to be owned by private persons. 653
Today, the majority of land is not registered. Around 3,6 millions of parcels have been registered as of August
2014. 654 Cambodia has more than 10 millions of land parcels for land registration. 655 Therefore, a large quantity
of land area remains under the competing claims between state and private land possessors.
Several sources lay the foundation for the concept of “state land.” The first source is the 1993
Constitution. Article 58 of the 1993 Constitution determines the identity of state land in Cambodia:
State property is primarily comprised of land, underground, mountain, sea, seabed, continental shelf,
coastline, airspace, island, river, canal, stream, lake, forest, natural resources, economic and cultural
center, national defense base, and other facilities determined as belonging to the state. Management,
use, and control of state property shall be determined in law. 656

The 1993 Constitution enumerates types of state land. However, this provision is vague because the
1993 Constitution leaves subsidiary law to determine other kinds of state land. In response to the constitutional
authorization, the government adopted the new land law in 2001. The 2001 Land Law reiterates the concept of
state land under the principle of the 1993 Constitution, as in Article 12 provides:
The state is the owner of properties in the territory of the Kingdom of Cambodia enumerated in the
Article 58 of the 1993 Constitution and of all escheated properties, or properties that owners
voluntarily give to the state, or properties that are not subject to private ownership acquisition by law,
or are not properties privately possessed by the provisions of the Chapter IV of this law. 657

In addition to the reiteration of Article 58 of the 1993 Constitution, this provision adds several kinds
of properties, which can be considered state land. However, its definition of state land is still vague in scope
and coverage. Therefore, the government developed a Sub-decree on State Land Management in 2005 for
controlling state land (hereinafter called the “2005 State Land Sub-decree”). 658 The 2005 State Land Subdecree further extends the ownership of state land, as stated in Article 2:
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State land means all lands belong to the State, through which are under the management of National
ministries or institutions and land which is granted to the public legal entities or establishments that
are recognized by law as the legal persons for management. 659
As of this provision, the concept of state land is slightly clear of concept, which refers to all properties
under the state and state organs. However, the context and coverage are still a challenge for determination
between the state and private land possessors.
In short, the government tries to extend state land as much as possible from the 1993 Constitution to
the 2005 State Land Sub-decree. The next section will further explain the government’s effort of extending
state land by sub-categorization.
ii. Sub-categorization of State Land
State land is sub-categorized into two kinds: (1) state public land and (2) state private land. 660 Such a
concept of division dated back to the 1920 Civil Code and 1992 Land Law. 661 The concepts of state land in
both legislations were the same because the 1992 Land Law copied the majority of its concepts from the 1920
Civil Code for application in post-war land reform. 662 Both legislations mentioned sub-categories of state land,
but failed to identify them with specificity. 663
When Cambodia enacts the 2001 Land Law, it sub-categorizes state land into state public land and
state private land. 664 Such a sub-category is further extended in subsidiary regulations. 665 The next section will
try to identify the identities of state public land and state private land under Cambodian existing legislation.
(1). State Public Land
State public land is mentioned in the 2001 Land Law. 666 However, the 2001 Land Law does not give a
clear definition of purpose and use of state public land. 667 Despite this, the purpose and use of state public land
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can be inferred from the context of the term “public.” 668 State public land is dedicated exclusively to the public
purposes. 669
The public are assumed owners of state public land, while the state is only the representative owner
and has representative right to manage such land for public use. 670 Having seen the significance of state public
land, the 2001 Land Law enumerates state public land in a public sense, as stated in Article 15:
(1) Any property that has a natural origin such as forest, navigable or floatable waterway, natural lake,
navigable and floatable riverbank, and seashore;
(2) Any property that is subject to particular arrangement for general interest such as quay of harbor,
railway, railway station, and airport;
(3) Any property that is put for public use by either in its natural state or after arrangement such as
road, lane, oxcart way, pathway, garden, and public park, and reserved land for those;
(4) Any property that is put into operation for public service such as public school or educational
building, administrative building, and public hospital;
(5) Any property that is made as natural reserve protected by law;
(6) Archeological, cultural, and historical patrimony;
(7) Immovable property that is royal property, which is not private property belonging to the royal
family. 671
Such a list is reiterated in the 2005 State Land Sub-decree. 672 In addition to this list, the 2005 State
Land Sub-decree further adds “other types” of land that have characteristics to serve “public use,” which can
be included in state public land. 673
In short, scope of state public land is small based on enumerated list of state public land under existing
laws and regulations.
(2). State Private Land
The 2001 Land Law lists the types of state public land, but fails to define state private land. 674 The
2001 Land Law only mentions the use and transaction of state private land. 675 The failure to define state
private land looms large on the existence and overlapping between state private land and individual private
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land, which induces competing claim s. 676
Although the 2001 Land Law fails to define state private land, the 2005 State Land Sub-decree defines
state private land in Article 5:
State private land is comprised of all land that excludes state public land and land occupied by private
or collective possessors or owners in compliance with the 2001 Land Law. State private land includes
all escheated properties, or properties that owners voluntarily give to the state, or properties in which
legal possessors or owners are unidentified. 677

Such a definition is not perfectly clear on the distinction between state private land and individual
private land. The exclusion of state public land is rather clear because state public land is enumerated for
recognition. 678 However, the exclusion of private or collective possessors or owners is blurred because the
majority of land is not registered. 679 In practice, such a blurred provision causes competing claims between the
state and private land possessors. 680 The next section will illustrate private ownership or private land, which is
overlapped with state private land, which can give rise to ownership acquisition under current legislations.
b). Private Ownership
Private ownership of property or land is a special feature or concept in Cambodian property laws if
compared to other jurisdictions. Sometimes, this feature causes confusion to foreign legal scholars, who may
view Cambodian law through the lense of their legal order. This section will demonstrate the special feature of
private ownership under Cambodia property laws.
i. Feature of Private Ownership under Cambodian Property Law
In most modern property systems, the ownership of most parcels has been established. Adverse
possession is most often applied in a case involving a claim against private owner, cutting off the interest of
the non-occupier. However, in Cambodia, when the 5-year limitation period is invoked against “state private”
land. It has the effect of creating an ownership interest where none previously existed.
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This is the special feature of private ownership under Cambodian property laws. In order to testify this
special feature of private ownership acquisition, this Dissertation raises the principle of title issuance to any
land possessor when registration under the two circulars of the Ministry of Land. The first is the Circular on
Procedural Implementation of Establishing Cadastral Index Map and Registration for systematic land title in
2002. 681 The second is the Circular on Procedural Implementation of Sporadic Land Registration for sporadic
land title in 2004. 682
Both circulars provided the same principle for issuing title to land possessor, whose land was under
systematic land registration from the state, or who applied for land registration under sporadic land registration.
The following quote was extracted from both circulars on the principle of title issuance.
(1) Issuance of Ownership Title: will issue ownership title for any land that has been possessed
peacefully without protest over 5 years until the promulgation of the new land law.
(2) Issuance of Possession Certificate: will issue possession certificate for any land that has been
possessed peacefully without protest and less than 5 years prior to the land law takes effect. This
certificate can be exchanged for ownership title when possession of such a land has completed 5 years
or over. 683

Based on these circulars, whether a possession certificate or an ownership certificate is issued depends
on the 5-year statute of limitation. 684 If less than 5 years, a possession certificate is issued, and over 5 years,
ownership title.

685

This can testify that “ownership” over an occupied land, whether registered or not, is

recognized based the 5-year limitation period. 686
The principle of title issuance under both circulars is modified to follow the concept of the 2001 Land
Law. 687 The 2001 Land Law divides status of land tenure into two: (1) possession (phou-gak) and (2)
ownership (kama-sith).688 Status of possession (phou-gak) refers to any land tenure less than 5 years, while
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status of ownership (kama-sith) refers to any land tenure over 5 years. 689
The five-year statute of limitation is a change of status of land tenure from possession (phou-gak) to
ownership (kama-sith). 690 Any occupant on possessed land less than 5 years is called possessor (phou-ki).
When he or she completes or exceeds 5 years, the status of possessor (phou-ki) will be changed to the status of
owner (kama-sithi-kor). 691 A possessor, who occupies land less than 5 years, has only a possessory right (sithphou-gak).692 A possessor, who occupies land more than 5 years, has an ownership right (sith-kama-sith), even
though the land is not registered yet. 693
The status of possessor (phou-ki) and owner (kama-sithi-kor) is made clear when such a possessed land is
registered. 694 The issuance of a possession certificate or an ownership title depends on the completion of the 5-year
statute of limitation requirement. 695 For instance, one who occupies land less than five years, when one requests to
register this land, one will receive a possession certificate (ban-phou-gak). 696 If one occupies land over 5 years,
when one requests to register this occupied land, one will receive an ownership title (ban-kama-sith). 697 If one does
not register or neglects to register occupied land, one will still have an ownership right (sith-phou-gak), which is
still protected by law. 698 If one registers it later, one will receive an ownership title (ban-kama-sith), not a
possession certificate (ban-phou-gak). 699
The effect of possessor (phou-ki), or possession (phou-gak), or possessory right (sith-phou-gak), or
possession certificate (phou-gak) and owner (kama-sithi-kor), or ownership (kama-sith), or ownership right (sithkama-sith), ownership title (ban-kama-sith) rests on legal recognition. The status of less than 5 years of possession
is less protected against a third party’s claim. 700 The status of more than 5 years of possession without registration
is stronger protection because one completes 5-year statute of limitation and is entitled to ownership rights (sith-
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kama-sith). 701 More than 5-year possession and registration of such possessed land will be most protected and
uncontestable because one receives definitive ownership title (ban-kama-sith), which is registered in the Land
Register. 702 In this sense, ownership right (sith-kama-sith), or ownership title (ban-kama-sith) is stronger and more
protected than possessory right (sith-phou-gak), or possession certificate (ban-phou-gak) under Cambodian
property laws. 703 For land not previously owned, registration of title plays the evidentiary role of proving the initial
claim against the land.
Although possessor (phou-ki), or possession (phou-gak), or possessory right (sith-phou-gak), or
possession certificate (ban-phou-gak) and owner (kama-sithi-kor), or ownership (kama-sith), or ownership
right (sith-kama-sith), ownership title (ban-kama-sith) has difference in legal protection, they have the same
right in use and transaction. In this sense, both possessor (phou-ki) and owner (kama-sithi-kor) can use and
transact their land freely. 704
So far, the status of land tenure under the 2001 Land Law is status of ownership right, not possessory
right. The 2001 Land Law authorizes and recognizes ownership over land possession between 1989 and
2001. 705 In this sense, one who has occupied land within 5 years since 1989 without protest had ownership
right (sith-kama-sith) and can request definitive an ownership title (ban-kama-sith) from the state by
registration. 706Any denial of land registration by the state authority will be considered a taking of legitimate
unregistered ownership right under Cambodian property laws.
In short, a so-called possessor (phou-ki) is someone who holds possessed land less than five years
with or without possession certificate (ban-phou-gak), while a so-called owner (kama-sithi-kor) is someone
who hold possessed land more than five years with or without ownership title (ban-kama-sith) under
Cambodian property laws.
ii. Private Ownership Acquisition
Following the comprehension of the concept of private ownership, the knowledge of private
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ownership acquisition is fundamental for any land possessor, as well as enforcing authority and other legal
practitioners. Cambodian property laws provide a number of private ownership acquisitions such as (1)
possession, (2) social land concession, (3) legal transaction, and (4) adverse possession. This section will
conceptualize private ownership acquisition under Cambodian property laws.
(1). Possession
Possession is a fundamental principle of private ownership acquisition in Cambodian post-war land
reform. In common, the principle of possession is applied to unregistered properties. 707 Having seen the
majority of land is not registered yet in Cambodia, the 2001 Land Law does not define private land at the time
of its adoption. 708 Instead, the 2001 Land Law leaves one chapter; namely, the Chapter IV, elaborating about
the principle of possession. 709 This Chapter refers to individual private land or private ownership in post-war land
reform in Cambodia.
The Chapter IV of the 2001 Land Law starts with a title that “reestablishment of immovable property
ownership by extraordinary acquisition of possession.” 710 The term “extraordinary acquisition” has a special
meaning in Cambodian property laws and history. The extraordinary acquisition can reflect Cambodia in three
situations.
The first “extraordinary acquisition” is the collapse of Cambodian property system. Cambodia underwent
many political revolts in the last haft of the twentieth century. 711 These situations ruined Cambodian human
resources, law, and property system. 712 A number of land experts, around 50 out of 1000 cadastral officials,
remained alive at the end of Khmer Rouge period. 713 Due to lack of human resource, Cambodia could not
return to recognize pre-existing property system; therefore, the 2001 Land Law abolished pre-1979 ownership. 714
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The second “extraordinary acquisition” is that people had occupied land before the law existed. After
the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime in 1979, people moved and occupied vacant land and buildings on a
“first-come, first-served” basis without appropriate documentation of ownership recognition. 715 In this context,
people occupied land and buildings in a customary manner without unclear proof o f ownership. 716 Property
system fell in confusion and controversy. 717
Endless disputes by land grabbing occurred when government started to reform land tenure by
allowing private ownership over land in order to have economic activity on land in 1989. 718 Land became
commercial commodity on market and under target of land grabbing and competing claims in the society. 719
Land disputes caused by land grabbing provoked social tension and clogged the court system, in which an
estimate of 50 percent of court cases were land disputes as of 1999. 720 More seriously, land disputes affected a
large number of Cambodian people, at least one in twenty-five families, throughout the country. 721
Having seen such an adverse situation, the Prime Minister Hun Sen came out to publicly warn of
“peasant revolution” in his public speech at the seminar on food and security at the Chamkar Doung
Agriculture University in 1999. 722 Immediately, the government issued an edict to stop anarchic encroachment
on the state land in 1999. 723 As a consequence, the clause of possession cease appeared in the 2001 when it
enacted. The 2001 Land Law recognized ownership of immovable property from 1989 to 2001 when this law
took effect. 724 Any possession after this law took effect was not allowed, except for social land concession. 725
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In a situation that the people had occupied land before law existed; therefore, the Chapter IV of the
2001 Land Law prescribed the “extraordinary acquisition” on purpose to transform local residents’ occupied
land under the status of possession (phou-gak) into ownership (kama-sith) under the authority of this
Chapter. 726
However, the 2001 Land Law provides a number of requirements in order to transform possession into
ownership. The 2001 Land Law provides that only “legal possession” can be transformed into ownership. 727
The legal possession must have satisfied five legal requirements: (1) unambiguous, (2) non-violent/peaceful,
(3) uncontested/notorious to public, (4) continuous, and (5) in good faith. 728 If one occupies land in
compliance with these requirements, one will became a legal possessor over such an occupied land. 729
Although one satisfies these legal requirements, one does not become a full or definitive owner over
land. In this context, one must have completed the five-year statute of limitation. 730 Until the completion of
required period, one, as a legal possessor, can request a definitive ownership title (ban-kama-sith) by
registering occupied land at the cadastral office. 731
In short, possession is an extraordinary acquisition of private ownership in post-war land reform in
Cambodia. This principle is applied to unregistered land within 5-year statute of limitation without protest can
lead to ownership acquisition over such an occupied land. Under the 2001 Land Law also, therefore, people
who occupied land have a right to ownership, even before registration.
(2). Social Land Concession
The second means for private ownership acquisition under Cambodian post-war property laws is the
social land concession. The 2001 Land Law imposes an ultimatum over the new start of possession after this
law takes effect. 732 In this sense, there will not have new possession on state land after the 2001 Land Law
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comes into force on August 30, 2001. 733
Although the 2001 Land Law cuts off new start of possession, it does not mean that the new way of
possession is exhausted under this law. The 2001 Land Law authorizes another new way for private ownership
acquisition by “social land concession” in post cut-off date. 734
Social land concession is characterized differently from extraordinary possession authorized under the
Chapter IV of the 2001 Land Law. 735 Extraordinary possession provides an incentive for people to move and
clear vacant land. 736 Social land concession is, in contrast, subject to the requirement and scrutiny of the state
authority. 737 The state authority will approve citizens who should be eligible for social land concession. 738
In response to the spirit of the 2001 Land Law, the government developed the Sub-decree on Social
Land Concession in 2003 (hereinafter called the “2003 Social Concession Sub-decree”). 739 The 2003 Social
Concession Sub-decree provides procedures and conditions of eligibility for social land concession. 740 The
state will grant social land concession to landless or near-landless citizens for residential or household farming
purposes. 741
The conditions for social land concession are not much different from, but stricter than, those for
extraordinary possession under the 2001 Land Law. The social land concession recipient must have occupied
and farmed land within 5 years. 742 If the social land concession recipient satisfies a 5-year statute of limitation,
he or she is eligible for ownership. 743 However, the recipient cannot sell, exchange, rent, or give gift within
this limited period, in contrast to the extraordinary possession. 744
The 2003 Social Concession Sub-decree enumerates a number of people who are considered eligible
733
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for social land concession from the sate in Article 3 as follows:
(1) Provide land to poor and landless family for residence;
(2) Provide land to poor family for household farming;
(3) Provide land to family who is affected by development project for new resettlement;
(4) Provide land to family who is affected by natural disaster;
(5) Provide land to repatriated family;
(6) Provide land to demilitarized and disabled family;
(7) Facilitate economic development;
(8) Facilitate economic land concession by providing land to workers for residential or farming
purpose;
(9) Develop area where has not properly developed. 745

Among the nine conditions above, the third one plays an important role in current development policy.
Governmental development projects often affect and relocate local residents. 746 Those relocatees often receive
social land concession from the state, as has been the case in the Borei Keila and Boueng Kak land
development projects. 747 Those relocatees have right to land ownership or social land concession. If the
relocatees have a right to ownership, they will become owners immediately after the relocation. If the
relocatees have a right to social land concession, they will become possessors of conceded land within 5 years
in order to transform this right into ownership right. 748
In short, social land concession was a new mechanism of possession over state land after the
introduction of the 2001 Land Law. Social land concession is granted to landless or near-landless persons for
residential or household farming purposes. Social land concession is governmental benevolence to landless
people.
(3). Ownership Acquisition by Legal Transaction
The third means of private ownership acquisition is the legal transaction. Legal transaction of
properties becomes necessary when Cambodia opens the door to the outside world and the start of ownership
privatization.
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The 2001 Land Law clearly states that all land, regardless of status of possession or ownership, can be
sold freely in compliance with legal provisions. 749 The 2001 Land Law provides for legal transaction of land
ownership acquisition between private persons. 750 Legal transaction is made by purchase, exchange, gift,
succession, and decision of the court. 751
A legal transaction or any change of possession or ownership must be registered or recorded in the
cadastral land register. 752Although the law provides such a requirement; in practice, citizens rarely register
their properties when they transact. 753 Citizens frequently make a private sale contract between seller and
buyer, which is witnessed by lower local authorities such as village or commune chief, or at most, district
governor. 754
Such a practice is not considered effective to change or transfer of property ownership if land is
registered one. The ownership change must be made at the national level; namely, the General Department of
Cadastre and Geography of the Ministry of Land for registering properties. 755
(4). Adverse Possession
Adverse possession is a new principle of land tenure introduced to Cambodian property laws after
Cambodia adopted the new Civil Code, which follows the Japanese model, in 2007. 756 Adverse possession is a
principle of land occupation applied to registered land with a fixed period determined by law. 757 The new
possessor, if he fulfills the legal requirement, can acquire ownership over registered land. 758
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Adverse possession is not authorized under the 2001 Land Law. 759 The 2001 Land Law prohibits
private ownership acquisition over registered land even where the claimant’s occupation predates the
registration. 760 Article 35 of the 2001 Land Law allows competent authority to force unregistered possessors
from occupied land when one who has title present or claim against possessors.
Only competent authority acting on behalf of the state and public entity can evict possessor who does
not have title or enough documents from the land.
Ordinary person or authority who does not act on behalf of the state or public entity cannot forcibly
evict peaceful possessor who has valid title. The eviction can be made only by the court order from the
claimant t who filed a claim at the court.
The court must check to verify form, origin, date, and conditions of the title presented. The court
cannot refuse to issue the eviction order in favor of person who presented valid and complete cadastral
title. 761

In addition to this article, Article 239 of the 2001 Land Law recognizes cadastral index map and land
register has “legal value and precise effect.” 762 The 2001 Land Law, based on these articles, gives value to a
person who holds title. Title holder will win the case of competing claims between title holder and land
possessor without enough documents proving land tenure. 763
The presumed value of title dominating actual possession causes many social consequences when
outsiders who hold titles win actual possessors in court or other institutions. 764 Currently, most of local
residents have occupied land without registration or titles. 765 When there is a competing claim over occupied
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land, actual possessors are difficult to prove evidence of land tenure. 766 Thus, provision giving dominant value
to title has disadvantaged many actual possessors in Cambodia. 767
When Cambodia adopted the new Civil Code modeled by the Japanese system in 2007, which took
effect by the Law on Enforcement of Civil Code of 2011, this new Code introduced the principle of adverse
possession to Cambodian property laws. 768 Since the effect of the 2007 Civil Code, the principle of adverse
possession over registered property is applied in Cambodia.769 Article 162 of the 2007 Civil Code provides the
principle of adverse possession:
(1) Any person who have occupied an immovable property peacefully and notoriously to the public
and has willingness to own such an occupied immovable property within 20 years shall acquire
ownership over such occupied property.
(2) Any person who have occupied an immovable property peacefully and notoriously to the public
and has willingness to own such an occupied immovable property within 10 years shall acquire
ownership over such occupied property if that person was honest and innocent when he/she started to
possess that immovable property.
(3) Provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not apply to immovable property that belongs to state
property at any category. 770

Article 162 of Cambodian 2007 Civil Code completely follows Article 162 of Japanese Civil Code,
except for the paragraph (3). 771 The statute of limitation for ownership acquisition under these articles is 10
years, or 20 years depending on integrity of land possessors. 772 However, this statute of limitation is
contradictory to the 2001 Land Law that authorizes only 5-year possession for acquiring land ownership. 773
In order to facilitate this contradiction, which is due to blatant copy and translation from the Japanese
version without a serious view of the 2001 Land Law, the Commentary of the 2007 Civil Code, which was
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arranged by the drafters in 2010, explains that these provisions will apply to registered property. 774 In this
context, the 5-year possession of the 2001 Land Law is applied to original land, which is assumed the first
registration (the principle of possession). 775 When land is registered, the 10-year or 20-year possession of the
2007 Civil Code will apply to it as the second registration (the principle of adverse possession). 776 This makes
Cambodian property laws adopt the principle of adverse possession in post-2007 Civil Code.
The introduction of the principle of adverse possession will be a good sign for protecting a number of
land possessors, especially, to whom deem to be informal or illegal slum dwellers under the past practice, who
have occupied land claimed to belong to the state or a third party. However, this principle of adverse
possession seems narrow and weak to protect land possessors when the 2007 Civil Code inserts a strict
condition for applying this principle in the paragraph (3). 777
As mentioned above, the provisions of Article 162 of Cambodian 2007 Civil Code copies the concept
from Japanese Civil Code. 778 However, Japanese Civil Code does not contain the paragraph (3) as that of
Cambodian Civil Code. 779 The paragraph (3) puts a narrow application of the principle of adverse possession
in Cambodia, in which this principle cannot be not applied to state land at any category.780
The paragraph (3) seems contradictory to the principle of the 2001 Land Law. The 2001 Land Law
divides state land into two categories, namely, state public land and state private land. 781 The core of the 2001
Land Law is to authorize possession on state private land leading to private ownership acquisition. 782 State
private land has function as individual private land. If the adverse possession cannot be applied to state private
land, it deems questionable.
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Furthermore, the inclusion of the paragraph (3) in Article 162 of the 2007 Civil Code is not seriously
considered of the size of land ownership between state and individual private persons in Cambodia. State land
(state public and state private land) consists of 80 percent of the whole Cambodian territory, while private land
is assumed to be 20 percent. 783 If land were already registered, the majority of land would belong the state. The
paragraph (3) does not allow applying the principle of adverse possession to state land. 784 Therefore, the
percentage of application of adverse possession is relatively less. Such an inclusion is not critically thought of
the need of land by local residents and increasing pressure of the landless and land disputes in Cambodia today.
In short, the principle of adverse possession, which is introduced by the 2007 Civil Code, is a good
sign, but it does not give much advantage to land possessors in the future.
3. Relation among State Public Land, State Private Land, and Individual Private Land
Regardless of the principle of adverse possession introduced by the 2007 Civil Code, relation among
state public land, state private land, and individual private land is unique under Cambodian property laws.
Currently, the division of such land remains unclear and overlapping because the majority of land is not
registered yet. 785 In common sense, land belongs to the state; in this context, the whole Cambodian territory
could be called “state land.” 786
However, such a division was made in legal concept. The 2001 Land Law divided state land into three
relative parts: (1) state public land, (2) state private land, and (3) individual private land. 787 The final
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determination of ownership over land depended on land registration. 788 This section will demonstrate legal
effect and relation among the three categories of land under Cambodian property laws.
a). Legal Effect and Relation of State Public Land and State Private Land
State public land and state private land have a different legal effect. The 2001 Land Law determined
state public land to be inalienable and with no statute of limitation. 789 However, state public land may have
been subject to permission for temporary occupation and use, but such a use was precarious and revocable if
occupant did not pay tax. 790 State public land can be subject to long-term lease not exceeding 15 years. 791 State
public land was not subject to ownership acquisition by extraordinary possession under the Chapter IV of the
2001 Land Law. 792
State private land had a different legal regime from state public land. State private land was subject to
the same legal regime as individual private land. In this context, state private land could be subject to sale,
exchange, distribution, transfer of rights, and land concession. 793 Transaction of state private land was made by
sub-decree. 794
Although Cambodian property laws have divided state land into state public and state private land,
both have had a close relation in practice. State public land can be reclassified as state private land when it lost
public use, as stated in Article 16 of the 2001 Land Law provided:
State public properties, when losing public use, can be reclassified as state private properties by
reclassification law. 795

In accordance with this provision, reclassification of state public land into state private land must be
made by law. 796 So far, Cambodia had not had such a law for governing state land reclassification. However,
the government enacted Royal Decree on Temporary Rule and Provision of State Public Land Reclassification
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of State and Public Legal Entity for authorizing state land reclassification instead of the required law in 2006
(hereinafter called the “2006 Land Reclassification Royal Decree”). 797
The 2006 Land Reclassification Royal Decree provided the requirements of state land reclassification
from state public land to state private land in Article 3:
The reclassification from state public land to state private land can be made only if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) That property no longer serves the public use, or
(2) That property loses its full qualification in serving the public use, or
(3) That property is no longer directly used by the public. 798

Furthermore, the government created the Sub-decree on Rule ad Procedure of State Public Land
Reclassification of State and Public Legal Entity in the same year (hereinafter called “2006 State Land
Reclassification Sub-decree”). 799 The 2006 State Land Reclassification Sub-decree governed procedure of land
reclassification.
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reclassification of state public land to be made by sub-decree. 801
T date, the government has reclassified thousands of hectares from state public land into state private
for social development, in some cases resulting in controversial evictions, as in the case of Boeung Kak
area.802
b). Legal Effect and Relation of State Land and Private Land
Apart from the relation between state public land and state private land, both categories have a close
link with individual private land, which is nebulous and overlapping. This often causes competing claim
disputes in Cambodia. 803 The 2001 Land Law prohibited private ownership acquisition of state public land
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even if such a possession was made at any time. 804 However, this law authorized private ownership acquisition
on state private land by principle of possession before its cut-off date on August 30, 2001. 805 This prohibition
was clearly indicated in Article 18 of the 2001 Land Law:
The following are null and void and cannot be made legally:
(1) Any possession of public property belonging to the state and public legal entity, and any
transformation of possession of state private property into ownership, even such possession and
transformation had occurred at any time, that were not complied with the legal norms and procedures
which had already set out;
(2) Any transformation of land concession, even such transformation had occurred before this law
took effect, except for social land concession;
(3) Any concession that is not complied with provisions of the Chapter V;
(4) Any possession of state private property, by any means, occurred after this law had taken effect. 806

In reliance on this article, conversion to private land through individual possession was limited to state
private land as of August 30, 2001. 807 Due to the fact that the majority of land was not registered, state private
land and individual private land were overlapping. 808 Any individual, who occupied land before this cut-off
date, could acquire ownership over state private land only. 809
Private ownership over state public land cannot be acquired regardless of the length of possession. 810
The state can assert and confiscate such a possessed land based on retroactive clause of the 2001 Land Law. In
addition, the 2001 Land Law stipulates three imperative penalties for any possession deemed illegal: forced
eviction, non-compensation, and criminalization, as stated in Article 43:
The public property of the state shall not be subject to ownership acquisition at any case.
The status of the occupant of the state public property remains precarious and illegal if that status is
not authorized by formalities prescribed in law.
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An individual who has illegally occupied shall be forced to urgently vacate and shall be punished as
determined in article 259 of this law. 811
An individual who has illegally occupied is not entitled to any compensation over his/her works and
improvements made on that immovable property. 812

This article further adds burden on land possessors, deems informal or illegal slum dwellers on state
land or land belonging to third party. The state authority can force those dwellers from occupied land without
appropriate compensation and charge them under criminal law. 813As a result, Cambodian land is overlapping
among state public land, state private land, and individual private land, which induce competing claims among
stakeholders and endless disputes in Cambodia. The following figure shows the relation and overlapping
ownership of land in Cambodia.
Figure 24: The overlapping land ownership under Cambodian property laws

Source: Author
In short, the relation of state public land, state private land, and individual private ownership has a
close link and overlapping tenure in practice. State public land is regulated for public use, which cannot be
subject to private ownership acquisition. However, state public land can be subject to temporary occupation
and a 15-year long-term lease. State private land has the same legal regime as individual private land; namely,
it can be subject to business transactions. The interlink of state public land and state private is that state public
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land, when it loses its public use, can be reclassified as state private land. In this context, lost-public use state
land could be subject to individual ownership acquisition, as a consequence. Land reclassification must be
made by law. Currently, Cambodia does not have an appropriate law governing this; but it is made by
temporary regulation.
D. Land Administration and Registration
Land administration and registration are preliminary for preventing and protecting land disputes
caused by grabbing. Land disputes arise from the negligence of authority responsible for land administration
and registration. When dispute occurs, resolution often faces conflict of interest. Thus, affected residents
cannot satisfy dispute solution; as a consequence, they protest against enforcement of forced eviction. The
following section will demonstrate authorities responsible for land administration and land registration, which
result in conflict of interest in competing claim dispute resolution between state and individual private person.
1. State Land Management Authority
State land is under the control of an authority, which is authorized under the 2005 State Land Subdecree. 814 This authority is called the “State Land Management Authority.”

815

The State Land Management

Authority has a duty to manage, classify, and reclassify state land for registration and development. 816 The
State Land Management Authority is divided into levels: (1) local level and (2) national level.
The local level has two echelons, namely, the municipal/district/khan level and provincial/municipal
level. The district/khan level is called the “Municipal/District/Khan State Land Working Group.” 817 The
Municipal/District/Khan State Land Working Group is composed of the municipal/district/khan governor as
the chairman and subordinated institutions as members.
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Committee is composed of the capital/provincial governor as the chairman, and various subordinated
institutions as members. 820
The national level has three main bodies involved in the process: (1) Ministry of Land, (2) Land
Policy Council, and (3) Council of Ministers. 821 The Ministry of Land will register classified land sent from
local level. If the Ministry of Land disagrees with the classified land, the Minister of Land will send classified
land to the Land Policy Council for consideration. If the Land Policy Council agrees, the Land Policy Council
will send the classified land to the Ministry of Land for registration. If the Land Policy Council disagrees, the
Land Policy Council will send the classified land to the Council of Ministers for decision. Then, the Ministry
of Land will register the classified land by the decision of the Council of Ministers. 822
2. Land Registration Authority
The categorization of a given parcel of land as state public land, state private land, and individual
private land is determined at the time of registration. 823 Cambodia has authorities responsible for registering
land by the type of registration systems. Cambodia has two types of land registration systems: (1) sporadic
land registration and systematic land registration. 824 Each has a different registration process, but the same
level of responsible authority in territorial administration. This section will demonstrate the land registration
process and responsible authority in post-war Cambodia.
a). Sporadic Land Registration
Sporadic land registration is one of land registration systems in post-war Cambodia. This system was
introduced when Cambodia started to re-privatized land in 1989. 825 The sporadic land registration system has
continued its mission until today. This section will cover the background, responsible authority, and process of
sporadic land registration in Cambodia.
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i. Background of Sporadic Land Registration
Sporadic land registration refers to land registration initiated by individual private persons applying
for land registration at state cadastral office. 826 Sporadic land registration was introduced in post-1989
Cambodia land reform.

827

The then-government appealed to people to come and apply for registering their

occupied land at the cadastral office in 1989. 828 In response to this appeal, people came and applied for land
registration, and around 4.5 million of application forms were filed at cadastral offices. 829
The initial sporadic land registration did not have comprehensive regulations for governing its process.
The process was a de facto practice under some governmental circulars and instructions. 830 As of 2002, the
government adopted the Sub-decree on Sporadic Land Registration for managing the sporadic land registration
process (hereinafter called the “2002 Sporadic Registration Sub-decree”). 831 The 2002 Sporadic Registration Subdecree materialized the de facto practice in legal effect. 832 Furthermore, the Ministry of Land developed the
Circular on Procedural Implementation of Sporadic Land Registration for detailing procedural mechanism for
sporadic land registration process in 2004. 833
ii. Responsible Authority for Sporadic Land Registration
Sporadic land registration proceeds with a course of bureaucratic process. A number of central and local
authorities are key actors involved in the process of measurement, approval, and issuance of titles. Cadastral
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administration extends its bureaucracy from central to local level in territorial administration. There are two levels
of cadastral administration: (1) central cadastral administration and (2) local cadastral administration.
The central cadastral administration is the Ministry of Land, in which the General Department of Cadastre
and Geography is responsible for setting technical standard for border demarcation, cadastral index map, other
documents, and final approval of title issuance. 834
The local cadastral administration has two levels: (1) the District/Khan Cadastral Administration and (2)
the Provincial/Municipal Cadastral Administration. The District/Khan Cadastral Administration is responsible for
survey, border demarcation, and check of land registration request; namely, the fieldwork. If the District/Khan
Cadastral Administration cannot do this job of technical capacity, the District/Khan Cadastral Administration can
request the Provincial/Municipal Cadastral Administration for help. The Provincial/Municipal Cadastral
Administration is responsible for checking, approving, and sending the output of the fieldwork to the central
administration for approval. 835
iii. Process of Sporadic Land Registration
Sporadic land registration is initiated by individual land possessor. 836 Any possessor can apply for land
registration by submitting application form to commune/sangkat chief. 837 Commune/sangkat chief will help
him/her fill in the application form and send to the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration for
checking. 838
The Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will check the application form. If the Municipal/
District/Khan Cadastral Administration finds the application form inappropriate or land occupation illegal, the
Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will deny the application form with reasoning and return the
application form to the applicant. 839 However, the applicant can appeal to the Capital/Provincial Cadastral
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Administration for review.

840

If the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration finds that the requested

land for registration is in dispute, the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will arrange the dispute
conciliation. 841
If the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration finds the application form appropriate, the
Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will record it in the application reception book and set the date
for fieldwork. 842 The Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will send the proposed date of fieldwork
to the municipal/district/khan governor within 3 days. 843 The municipal/district/khan governor will announce and
notify the date of fieldwork to the applicant within 14 days at municipality, district, khan, commune, sangkat halls
and easily visible place in village where the fieldwork will conduct. 844
On the fieldwork day, the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will send officials for
conducting fieldwork (hereinafter called the “fieldwork officials”). 845 The fieldwork officials will ask the land
possessors for information relevant to land, survey and demarcate land. 846 If there is a border dispute during the
fieldwork, the fieldwork officials will conciliate the dispute.847 If the dispute is not settled, the fieldwork officials
will send the case to the Municipal/District/Khan CC for conciliation. 848
After the completion of fieldwork and data is collected, the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral
Administration will conduct the technical verification over collected document. 849 After checking, the Municipal/
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District/Khan Cadastral Administration will approve the document, which is called the “screening document.” 850
Then, the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will make a public display of the screening document,
including a map of land parcel and location, and list of landowners, within 30 days at the municipality, district,
khan, commune, and sangkat. 851 The municipal/district/khan governor will notify the applicant within 7 days
before the public display. 852
During the public display, any land possessor, legal representative, or person interested in the land parcel
can object to the displayed document by communication with the Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral
Administration stand-by officials at the displayed place. 853 The Municipal/District/Khan CC will resolve the
objection and disputed land before proceeding with a course of registration and title issuance. 854
After the period of public display, if there is no objection, the displayed document is considered valid. 855
The Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will include the land parcel into the sporadic index map. 856
The Municipal/District/Khan Cadastral Administration will send the document to the Capital/Provincial Cadastral
Administration for signature. 857 The Capital/Provincial Cadastral Administration will continue to send the
document to the central Cadastral Administration; namely, the General Department of Cadastre and Geography at
the Ministry of Land. 858
The General Department of Cadastre and Geography will record the land parcel in the Land Register. 859
After the land parcel is recorded, the General Department of Cadastre and Geography will issue land title to the
applicant.
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for recordation. 861 The following figure shows the process of sporadic land registration in Cambodia.
Figure 25: The administrative process of sporadic land registration

Source: Author
In short, sporadic land registration is bureaucratic in process. As a result, the process of title registration
and issuance is slow.
b). Systematic Land Registration
In addition to the sporadic land registration, which was introduced in post-1989 land reform,
Cambodia had another registration system that was introduced under the authorization of the 2001 Land
Law. 862 This new registration system was called the “systematic land registration.” 863 This section will cover
the background, responsible authority, and process of systematic land registration in Cambodia.
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i. Background of Systematic Land Registration
The systematic land registration started in 2002. 864 The process of systematic land registration was
under the support of multiple donors, in which the World Bank was major counterpart that contributed
US$ 23.4 million for this project. 865 The systematic land registration proceeded under multiple-donor project
called the “Land Management and Administration Project (LMAP).” 866 The LMAP, initially, covered only ten
municipal/provinces, including Phnom Penh capital earmarked for registration. 867
However, the arrangement of the LMAP resulted in forced evictions and relocations of local residents;
especially, of the case of Boueng Kak land dispute. 868 Following the endless protest from the affected residents,
the World Bank suspended funding the LMAP in 2009. 869 Since then, the LMAP was changed into the Land
Administration Sub-sector Project (LASSP). 870 The LASSP continued to register land with a number of donors,
except the World Bank. 871
ii. Responsible Authority for Systematic Land Registration
The process of the systematic land registration proceeded under two main regulations. 872 The first was
the Sub-decree on Procedure of Establishing Cadastral Index Map and Land Register in 2002 (hereinafter
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called the “2002 Systematic Registration Sub-decree”). 873 The second was the Circular on Establishing
Cadastral Index Map and Land Register, which was adopted in the same year. 874
The 2002 Systematic Registration Sub-decree determines responsible authorities for registering
land. 875 The responsible authorities for systematic land registration are not different from those of the sporadic
land registration system; namely, the national and local levels. 876 However, the systematic land registration has
an “administrative commission” responsible for specific earmarked areas.

877

The membership of

administrative commission is provided in Article 3:
-

Representative of provincial/municipal governor, as chairman; 878
Cadastral official who is liable for determined area, as member;
Provincial/municipal cadastral official who responsible for administrative work, as member;
Governor or representative of district/khan, as member; 879
Chief or representative of village, as member;
Two elders in determined area; as members. 880

Capital/provincial governors, who are the capital/provincial state land management committee, will be
responsible for appointing an ad-hoc administrative commission for registering land in the determined area. 881
The relations among administrative commission, Capital/Provincial Cadastral Commission, and central
Cadastral Commission are not different from those of the sporadic land registration.
iii. Process of Systematic Land Registration
Systematic land registration is the state mechanism for registering land in a certain area by the
determination of the state. In this context, the state determines a specific area for registration. In this process,
land possessors wait for such a registration and coordinate with cadastral officials by proving evidence or
document relevant of land tenure to cadastral officials.
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The process of systematic land registration has three important steps: (1) determination of the area, (2)
establishment of the administrative commission, and (3) operation of land registration. Determination of the is
is preliminary step for administrative commission and registration process. The 2002 Systematic Registration
Sub-decree confers the power to capital/provincial governor, who is the chairman of the Capital/Provincial
State Land Management Committee and the chairman of Capital/Provincial CC, to declare an area for
systematic land registration. 882 The capital/provincial governor will announce any specific area earmarked for
systematic land registration after discussion and approval from the Ministry of Land. 883
After the area is determined, the capital/provincial governor will appoint an ad-hoc administrative
commission responsible for registering land in this area. 884 The administrative commission will hold internal
meetings to explain procedures, divide roles in members, and put forward date and place of public meeting
concerning the announcement of the determined area to capital/provincial governor. 885
The capital/provincial governor will write a formal letter that describes and allows the operation of
systematic land registration to lower local authorities in the determined area within 15 days before the public
meeting takes place. 886 The capital/provincial governor will announce the date and place of the public meeting
within 7 days before the operation starts in order to allow local residents in the determined area to know the
procedure of systematic land registration, prepare documents, and cooperate with the ad-hoc administrative
commission. 887
On the operation day, the General Department of Cadastre and Geography of the Ministry of Land will
send fieldwork officials, who form an administrative commission to survey and demarcate the borders of land,
collect data relevant to the identity of the land and possessors. 888 After completing data collection and
882
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checking, the fieldwork officials will prepare documents for public display (hereinafter called the “screening
document”). 889 The capital/provincial governor, upon the request of the administrative commission, will
announce the display of the screening document, including cadastral index map and list of land possessors,
within 30 days at easily visible places in the determined area. 890
During the public display of the screening document, any possessor or person interested in the land
parcel, can object to the screening document to the administrative commission if the displayed document has
error. 891 The administrative commission will resolve the objection by conciliation. If the objection is not
conciliated, the administrative commission will forward the case to the National CC, 892 but from 2010, only to
the Capital/Provincial CC for resolution. 893
If the land possessor or person interested in the land parcel does not object to the displayed document
within this period of fixed 30 days, the displayed data would consider correct, except for the land possessor or
interested person had a clear document for proving reasons that he/she could not have objected during the
displayed period. 894 In this case, he/she could file an objection to CC for resolution as determined by law. 895
After the display period or dispute resolution is concluded, the administrative commission will
approve and sign on the screening document and send to the capital/provincial cadastral office for technical
check and signature. 896 The capital/provincial cadastral office will send the document to the capital/provincial
governor for approval and signature. 897 The capital/provincial governor will send the document to the Minister
of Land for signature. 898 Then, the document will be sent to the central cadastral administration for
registration. 899 When the land is registered, the Ministry of Land will issue land titles in the determined area. 900
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However, if there is an objection as mentioned above, or land is still in dispute, such a dispute must be
resolved by CC or court before proceeding with registration. 901 Issuance of certificate or title cannot be made
over disputed land unless it is solved. 902 The following figure shows the administrative process of systematic
land registration in Cambodia.
Figure 26: The process of systematic land registration

Source: Author
c). Achievement of Land Registration in Cambodia
Cambodia had two ways of land registration, sporadic and systematic land registration. The sporadic
land registration was exercised in 1989, while the systematic land registration started in 2002. 903 Since 1989,
the sporadic land registration has proceeded with a slow course because Cambodia faced a limited capacity at the
initial reform, together with the bureaucratic process and unofficial fees slowed down the issuance of certificates to
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land possessors.

904

Around 4.5 million application forms were filed; the government could issue 448,277

certificates from 1989 to 1995 and 70,357 certificates from 1995 to 2000. 905 In total, there were 518,258
certificates was issued to applicants, around 12 percent out of 4.5 million application forms. 906 As of August 2014,
the sporadic land registration could issue 605,897 titles to the applicants. 907
The systematic land registration was introduced in 2002, but it could achieve more titles than the
sporadic land registration system. As of 2009, the donor-funded LMAP could issue 1.3 million titles to local
residents. 908 The LASSP continued to register land with a number of donors, except the World Bank. 909 As of
August 2014, the systematic land registration could achieve 2,510,414 titles. 910
Together with the implementation of the governmental Edict 01 concerning the cut-off of affected
land from ELCs on May 7, 2012 to August 2014, this action could achieve and issue 561,572 titles to affected
land possessors. 911 In total, the current land registration could issue 3,677,883 titles as of August 2014. 912 The
following table shows the result of land registration in Cambodia since the initial 1989 land reform.
Figure 27: The result of land registration in Cambodia
Registration System
Sporadic Land Registration (since 1989)
Systematic Land Registration (since 2002)
Old Policy, New Action (since 2012)
Total

Result of Titles
605,897
2,510,414
561,572
3,677,883

Source: Ministry of Land, Report on Total Result as of August-2014, September 11, 2014
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Cambodia has more 10 million parcels estimated for land registration. 913 Thus, a large amount of land
areas remains unregistered, which may be subject to growing competing claims disputes over the three
categories of land – state public land, state private land, and individual private land, if there will not have an
appropriate institution for resolving these types of land disputes. The next section will demonstrate competing
claim disputes and growing concern if there will not have a proper action in advance.
d). Cadastral and Registration Fee
Registration of immovable property relates to various fees that relevant to cadastral service such as fee
for land survey, fee for various cadastral services, and land tax. If the cadastral service is not transparent; if
there is a high official or “unofficial” fee, people will try to avoid land registration and not use the registration
system. This section will describe the fee for land survey, fee for cadastral service, and land tax, which is set
by law and regulation in Cambodia.
i. Fee for Land Survey
Land survey is part of cadastral service that the state; especially, the responsible Ministry of Land must
provide for local residents. The fee for land survey was determined by the Inter-ministerial Prakas of the Ministry
of Economics and Finance and the Ministry of Land on May 28, 2002. 914 However, this inter-ministerial Prakas
was changed by the decision of the Ministry of Land on December 21, 2006 (hereinafter called the “2006
Cadastral Service Fee Decision”). 915
According the 2006 Cadastral Service Fee Decision, the fee of land survey for the sporadic land
registration is not too expensive. The bigger the land is, the cheaper the fee is. However, the landowner will pay for
the expense of travel, stay, and food for cadastral officials if his or her land is 50 km or more from the cadastral
office. 916 The following table shows the fee of land measurement.
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Figure 28: The expense on land measurement in land registration
Expense on Land Measurement
Land Size
Expense Per Hectare
Less than 10 ha
30,000 riel
10 ha - 50 ha
15,000 riel
51 ha - 300 ha
10,000 riel
301 ha - 1,000 ha
8,000 riel
More than 1,000 ha
6,000 riel

Source: Ministry of Land, Decision on Provision of Cadastral Service, 2006
Note: US$ 1 = 4,000 riel.

The fee for land survey in systematic land registration is much cheaper than that of the sporadic land
registration. 917 The cheap fee of systematic land registration may be attributed to the fact that this system is
sponsored by multiple donors. 918 The following table shows the fee for land survey in the systematic land
registration.

Figure 29: The fee of land survey per square meter
Systematic Land Registration
Types of Land
Price Per Square Meter
Rural Agriculture Land
1 riel
Rural Residential Land
10 riel
District/Near-by Provincial Town Land
20 riel
Provincial/Near-by Phnom Penh Land
50 riel
Phnom Penh Capital Land
100 riel

Source: Ministry of Land, Decision of Provision of Cadastral Service, 2006
Note: US$ 1 = 4,000 riel.

ii. Fee for Cadastral Service
In addition to the expense for land survey, local residents will pay various expenses relating to the use of
917
918

Ibid.
Inspection Panel, Cambodia: Land Management and Administration Project, xiv.
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cadastral service such as issuance, change, transfer, or certification of their property. The following figure will
show various expenses for cadastral services.
Figure 30: Various expenses paid for cadastral services
Cadastral Service Expenses
Expense Per Type of Land
Residential Land
Issuance of Title or
Authentication
Per Unit

Agricultural or
Possessed Land
All
Provinces/Cities

Title or Certificate of
Land
Transfer of Land
(partial or whole)
Consolidation of
Land
Division, but not
Transfer of land
New Demarcation of
Land Border
Authentication of
Deed (Mortgage)
Receipt of Land
Letter of Cadastral
Certification

Phnom Penh, Preah Sihanouk,
Kandal,
and Siem Reap
Rural

Besides These Areas

City

Rural

City

10,000 riel

50,000 riel

350,000 riel

50,000 riel

200,000 riel

50,000 riel

100,000 riel

200,000 riel

100,000 riel

120,000 riel

100,000 riel

120,000 riel

150,000 riel

120,000 riel

150,000 riel

50,000 riel

100,000 riel

200,000 riel

80,000 riel

100,000 riel

30,000 riel

35,000 riel

40,000 riel

30,000 riel

35,000 riel

15,000 riel
15,000 riel

18,000 riel
18,000 riel

20,000 riel
20,000 riel

15,000 riel
15,000 riel

18,000 riel
18,000 riel

15,000 riel

18,000 riel

20,000 riel

15,000 riel

18,000 riel

Source: Ministry of Land, Decision of Provision of Cadastral Service, 2006
Note: US$ 1 = 4,000 riel

iii. Registration and Land Tax
Tax for registration and land is crucial to stabilize the property system and avoid land dispute if it is
properly implemented. Lax enforcement of tax in registration and land results in unused land and land grabbing for
commercial speculation. This mirrors the enforcement of Cambodian property law in the post-war period.
Cambodia has partially applied tax of registration and land in post-war land reform. Cambodia has applied three
kinds of land taxes over time: (1) registration taxation, (2) unused land taxation, and (3) used land taxation.
Registration taxation was firstly applied among the three types of taxes. The government adopted Law on
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Establishment of Registration Tax in 1991 (hereinafter called the “1991 Registration Tax Law”). 919 In addition, the
government issued the Sub-decree on Collection of Registration Tax for implementing the 1991 Registration Tax
Law at the same year. 920 The 1991 Registration Tax Law applied to both movable and immovable property. 921 The
registration tax for immovable property was 6%. 922
In addition to the registration tax, the government initiated to implement a tax on unused land in 1995. To
this end, the government adopted Law on 1995 Fiscal Year in 1995 (hereinafter called the “1995 Fiscal Law”.) 923
The 1995 Fiscal Law allowed implementing tax on unused land. 924 To implement this law, the government issued
a Prakas on Tax Collection of Unused Land for collecting tax on unused land in 1996. 925 Unused land tax was
charged by 2 percent. 926
Land tax moved into another important step when the government passed the Law on 2010 Fiscal Year in
2010 (hereinafter called the “2010 Fiscal Law”). 927 The 2010 Fiscal Law authorized to implement a tax on
immovable property. 928 The government issued a Prakas on Tax Collection of Immovable Property in 2010
(hereinafter called the “2010 Tax Collection Prakas”). 929 The 2010 Tax Collection Prakas does not implement a
tax on all immovable properties throughout the country, in that it does not cover agricultural land and property that
cost less than 100,000,000 riel (US$25,000). 930 This current taxation is applied to residential land that cost over
100,000,000 riel (US$25,000), with the rate of 0,1 percent. 931
In short, Cambodia has partially implemented land tax over time in post-war land reform.

919
920

Law on Registration Tax [ច្បោប់ស�ីពីការបេង�ើតពន�្របថាប់្រតា] (1991).

Sub-decree on Collection of Registration Tax [អនុ្រកឹត្យស�ីពីការ្របមូលពន�្របថាប់្រតា] (1991).

921

Law on Registration Tax, art. 2.
Ibid.
923
1995 Fiscal Law [ច្បោប់ស�ីពីហិរ��វត��ឆា�ំ១៩៩៥] (1995).
922

924
925
926

Ibid., art. 2.
Prakas on Tax Collection of Unused Land [្របកាសស�ីពីការ្របមូលពន�េលើដីមិនបានេ្របើ្របាស់] (1996).

Notification on Management of Unused Land Tax Collection [េសចក�ីជូនដំណឹងស�ីពីការ្រគប់្រគង្របមូលពន�េលើដីធ�ីមិនបានេ្របើ្របាស់]

(1996).
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2010 Fiscal Law [ច្បោប់ស�ីពីហិរ��វត��ឆា�ំ២០១០] (2010).
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Ibid.
Prakas on Tax Collection of Immovable Property [្របកាសស�ីពីការ្របមូលពន�េលើអចលន្រទព្យ] (2010).
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E. Land Dispute in Cambodia
Land reform brought both development and land disputes in post-war Cambodia. Many investors
come to invest in land, in projects totaling one million hectares. 932Simultaneously, land disputes have arisen
endlessly as a consequence of this development, which affect 770,000 Cambodians as of 2014. 933
Land registration is to ensure actual possessors to have tenure security against land grabbing.
Therefore, the government has endeavored to register land, which has achieved more than 3.6 million titles. 934
At the same time, land registration has resulted in a number of competing claim disputes in Cambodia. 935
There are several kinds of actors, who are involved in land disputes ranging from individuals, the rich, the
powerful, authorities, soldiers, military to the state itself. 936 Disputes are of two types: (1) land dispute between
private individuals and (2) land dispute between state and individual.
1. Land Dispute between Private Individuals
Land disputes between private individuals, in this Dissertation, refers to land disputes arising between
private persons. There are two types of land disputes between private individuals: (1) land grabbing and (2)
overlapping/double title competing claim.
a). Land Grabbing
Land grabbing was a vexed issue in post-1989 land reform. This dispute occurred when Cambodia
opened the door to the outside world and introduced the free market economy. 937 This put pressure on land; as
a result, land became the target of land grabbing for commercial speculation.
Land grabbing occurred in two ways. The first way was that ordinary people started to clear state land
for possession. The second way was that authorities, the rich, the powerful, or the well-connected grabbed land
932

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing, Statistics of Registered Economic Land Concession Companies.
Ponniah, “British Lawyer Targets ‘Ruling Elite’ in ICC Complaint.”
934
The Author calculated this number from the report of the Ministry of Land. See: Ministry of Land Management,
Urban Planning, and Construction, Report on Total Result of August-2014 Activities and Ongoing Action Plan, 3.
935
Mgbako et al., “Forced Eviction and Resettlement in Cambodia,” 40; Loehr, “External Costs as Driving Forces of
Land Use Changes,” 1036 and 1045; Un and So, “Land Rights in Cambodia,” 289.
936
Hughes, “Cambodia in 2007,” 70; Thiel, “Donor-Driven Land Reform in Cambodia—Property Rights, Planning,
and Land Value Taxation,” 227; Mensher, “The Tonle Sap: Reconsideration of the Laws Governing Cambodia’s
Most Important Fishery,” 808; Springer, “Illegal Evictions?,” 522.
937
Mgbako et al., “Forced Eviction and Resettlement in Cambodia,” 40; Loehr, “External Costs as Driving Forces of
Land Use Changes,” 1036 and 1045; Un and So, “Land Rights in Cambodia,” 289.
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from those people for personal interest. For the former, ordinary people started to clear state land for
possession was under the authorization of the 1992 Land Law, which could lead to ownership acquisition if
completing a 5-year statute of limitation. 938 The 1993 election campaign urging local residents to occupy state
land for ownership acquisition under the political campaign. 939 These prompted many local residents to start
occupying land as much as they could.
In the meantime, authorities, the rich, powerful, or well-connected people started to grab land from
those occupants for personal interest and speculation. Shaun Williams, who studied about land grabbing in
Cambodia in 1999, put “[e]xpropriation of land [was] usually perpetrated by local government official (village,
commune, district) and/or military officers.” 940 Likewise, Bib Hughes, also studied about land grabbing in
Cambodia in that time, showed the percentage of land disputes related with authorities was “22% were district
governors,” and “19% were local authorities.” 941 This figure represented an example of how powerful people
grabbed land from local residents by force, which induced land disputes throughout the country. 942 Therefore,
Prime Minister Hun Sen came out to publicly warn of “peasant revolution” to his authorities and others
involved in land grabbing consecutively in 1999, 2002, and 2006. 943
b). Overlapping/Double Title Competing Claim
Overlapping/double title competing claim dispute between private individuals, in this Dissertation,
refers to private land dispute between land possessors and outsiders who have overlapping claim over a land.
Overlapping/double title claim dispute is often triggered by an outsider who has claimed ownership over local
residents’ customary land. Such a dispute often has overlapping or double titles or certificates for claiming
ownership over disputed land. The outsider generally has more documents, such a title or certificate of land
tenure, for claiming ownership than residing land possessors. 944

938

1992 Land Law, arts. 61–76 (1992).
Rabé, “From ‘Squatters’ to Citizens?,” 3, 89, and 91.
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Williams, “Internally Displaced Persons and Property Rights in Cambodia,” 197.
941
Hughes, Land Ownership Dispute in Cambodia, 9.
942
Williams, “Internally Displaced Persons and Property Rights in Cambodia,” 197.
939

943

Hun, “Intensive Cultivation, Land Management, Logging Ban, Areas of Attention in Agricultures, Fisheries, and Forestry”;
see: The Cabinet of Samdech Hun Sen, “Cambodian New Vision,” 2.

944

Adler, Porter, and Woolcock, “Legal Pluralism and Equity,” 3.
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The Lorpeang dispute is an example of a competing claim dispute between private individuals;
namely, local residents and an outsider. Longpeang land dispute happened in Tajes Commune, Kampong
Tralarge District, Kampong Chhnang Province. This dispute was a competing claim over 182 hectares between
the KDC private company and 82 family local residents. 945 The owner of the KDC company was the wife of
the Minister of Mines and Energy (outsider), who claimed the ownership over disputed land with Lorpeang
villagers, who were land possessors in the villages (local residents).
In this dispute, the KDC held land titles over overlapping land while the local residents did not have
title, only customarily occupied the land and waited for land registration from the state. 946 The KDC claimed
that it had bought the land from some local residents in 2007; as a result, it had land titles. 947 While the
protesting local residents claimed that they had not sold the land and demanded to find who had sold the
land. 948
The dispute occurred when the company started to bulldoze land in 2007. 949 Since then, there have
been several clashes and lawsuits between the parties. After clashes, the company filed criminal charges
against the protesters and several protesters were imprisoned. The local residents claimed that they filed more
than 100 complaints against the KDC, but were often ignored. 950

945

First Commission of National Assembly Will Hold Discussion Meeting with NGOs on Lorpeang Dispute [គណៈកម�
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Tensions between the company and local residents rose when the company proceeded with their work,
while the complaints were not resolved yet. The company sped up their work by adding more workers and
bulldozer to make fences on the disputed land in early July 2014. 951 The villagers prevented the activities of
the company. 952 This led to a recent clash between the villagers and company workers when the villagers tried
to prevent the construction of the fence, which the villagers claimed to be built on their land on July 17,
2014. 953 This clash resulted in more than 20 people injured – 13 villagers and 10 company workers. 954
After the clash, 2 villagers were detained and more than 10 villagers were under arrest warrant,
charged with property damage and intentional use of violence with aggravate circumstance on July 22,
2014. 955 The court ordered more 8 villagers to appear in court on August 5, 2014. 956 The villagers gathered to
protest in front of court for release of the arrested two villagers on August 5, 2014. 957
Having seen no effect, the Lorpeang villagers decided to seek intervention and submit a petition at
Phnom Penh. The Lorpeang villagers walked to Phnom Penh for seeking intervention and submitting petitions
to various top state institutions on August 12, 2014. 958 On the way to Phnom Penh, the authority blocked the
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villagers from entering into Phnom Penh. 959 Thus, this led to another clash, which resulted in four villagers left
unconscious and three villagers arrested. 960
However, the five were released on bail on August 29, 2014. 961 For the Lorpeang dispute, 6 land
protesters were imprisoned and other 11 protesters were charged since the dispute occurred. 962 Today, this land
dispute is in chronic dispute, and affected citizens seek interventions in Phnom Penh by putting various
petitions to the Prime Minister, Cabinet, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Land, Parliament, and various
embassies for helping to resolve their dispute. 963
In short, land grabbing and overlapping/double title competing claim dispute often involve some
degree of abuse of power, wealth or authority in some quarter.
2. Land Dispute between State and Individual
Apart from land dispute caused by grabbing and overlapping/double title competing claim dispute,
Cambodia faces another type of land dispute between the state and its citizens. The Dissertation divides land
disputes between state and citizens into two forms: (1) land dispute caused by state reclamation and (2) land
dispute caused by state expropriation for development.
a). Land Dispute Caused by State Reclamation
Land dispute caused by state reclamation, in this Dissertation, refers to dispute over entitlement of
ownership acquisition between state and land possessor. This type of land disputes arises from under the
retroactive, cut-off date, and penal provisions of the 2001 Land Law. These provisions allows the state to
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reclaim or take possessed land from land possessors without paying compensation and further discharge
criminal penalty. 964
The 2001 Land Law imposes a retroactive clause that applies to previously occupied land, which is
deemed state public land, regardless of the length of possession. 965 In this context, if the authority finds any
possessor on state land, which is likely to be state public land, the authority will reclaim it. 966
Likewise, the 2001 Land Law imposes an ultimatum over the new start of land occupation, after this
law took effect on August 30, 2001, which is the cut-off date of new possession. 967 Since then, every new
possession, regardless of any type of land, is considered “illegal possession.” 968 Therefore, the state authority
can reclaim it. 969
Apart from the provisions that allow state authority to reclaim land from land possessor, the 2001
Land Law puts an imperative clause, which is a strong penalty on land possessor, who is thought to be illegal
possessor on state land. As mentioned above, the authority will, if finds the land possession illegal, take land
and destroy improvements without paying any compensation. 970 Furthermore, the land possessor will be faced
with criminal charge. 971
Therefore, the state authority will not register any land possession, which deems to be state public land.
The arrangement of the land registration system has excluded or excised any area that likely to be a dispute-prone
zone. 972 In such a case, the state authority has often reclaimed the excluded or excised areas as the state land and
granted for development. 973 For instance, the Boueng Kak area was excluded or excised from the systematic land
registration, and the state authority reclaimed the ownership and granted for redevelopment, which induced a
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chronic dispute between the state and land possessors. 974 The excise of dispute-prone or unclear border area from
titling has placed more than 2,600 families under thread of eviction. 975
In short, the 2001 Land Law authorizes the state to retroactively reclaim possessed land from local
residents, which is thought to be state public land. Such a provision is contradictory to the general principle of
law. Cambodia has fallen into “regulatory taking” dispute, in which some provisions of property laws resulting
in taking of properties without just compensation.
b). Land Dispute Caused by State Expropriation for Development
Apart from land disputes caused by state reclamation via land registration, Cambodia faces land
disputes caused by state expropriation for development, which has provoked social tensions in post-war
Cambodian peace. 976 Cambodia re-privatized land ownership in post-1989 land reform; thus, the need of land
for social development became necessary. 977 Therefore, the government adopted the principle of “eminent
domain” in its post-conflict legislation. 978 The principle of eminent domain was enshrined in several laws such
as the 1989 Constitution, 1992 Land Law, 1993 Constitution, 2001 Land Law, and 2010 Expropriation Law. 979
The following section will describe the legal framework, mechanism, and procedure for land expropriation
under Cambodian law.
i. Legal Framework for Land Expropriation in Cambodia
The ownership right over residence and land is fully and strongly protected under the 1993
Constitution. 980 The constitution provides the guarantees that all land takings is allowed only for “public use,”
while affected landowners are provided with due process of law and just compensation in advance, as stated in the
article 44 of the 1993 Constitution:
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The expropriation of ownership from any individual shall be exercised only if the public interest as
required as prescribed by law and be required to pay fair and just compensation in advance. 981

In addition to the supreme law of the land, Cambodia passed the new land law in 2001. The provision of
the power of eminent domain is repeated in the Article 5 of this law. 982 In compliance with the constitutional
requirement, The Cambodian government passed the Law on Expropriation in 2010 (hereinafter “2010
Expropriation Law,” which is procedural law governing aspect of land takings in Cambodia. 983 The 2010
Expropriation Law provides procedure and mechanism for expropriation. 984 Article 4 of the 2010 Expropriation
Law provides a clear definition of the term “expropriation” that:
Expropriation refers to a taking of ownership or real rights of immovable property of individual physical
person, private and public legal entity such as land, building, and crops for construction, rehabilitation,
and expansion of public physical infrastructure that serve national and public interest with payment of fair
and just compensation in advance. 985

In land expropriation, owner of immovable property rights is crucial for entitlement to compensation.
Thus, the 2010 Expropriation Law expresses the definition of “owner” as:
Owner of immovable property or real rights refers to individual physical person, private and public legal
entity such as owner, possessor, and interested person living on land affected by expropriation project. 986

The 1993 Constitution as well as the 2001 Land Law authorizes land expropriation only for “public use,”
but fails to define it. Therefore, the 2010 Expropriation Law defines the “public use” in two senses:
(1) Common or public interest refers to the use of land or property by the public or the public or state
agency.
(2) Requirement of national interest refers to as follows:
- The construction, rehabilitation, maintenance, or expansion of buildings necessary for national defense
or security;
- The occupation of land or property is made by national policy for defending territorial integrity. 987
Article 4 mentions the “public physical infrastructure” project, but does describe what it is. Therefore,
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Article 5 enumerates the specific development projects that serve “public use.” 988 These projects are authorized for
implementing the power of eminent domain.
The 2010 Expropriation Law also describes the authorized persons who can implement the expropriation
project. The project implementers include state, enterprise, public institutions, contractor, or investor. 989 Article 7
puts a mandatory term that “only state who can exercise expropriation for public and national interest.”
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Expropriation can be made only if it is satisfied with project as prescribed in Article 5. 991 Article 9 further restricts
that “immovable property, which is expropriated, is used only in authorized public use as stated in this law and
cannot be left without development or transfer to private individual for private use. 992
In short, Cambodian expropriation law is in a narrow sense of public use as the concept of the 1993
Constitution.
ii. Mechanism and Procedure of Land Expropriation
Expropriation mechanisms consist of two main bodies involved. The first is an Expropriation Committee,
which is established and led by representatives of the Ministry of Economics and Finance and representatives of
other ministries and institutions concerned. 993 The Expropriation Committee will have a Sub-Expropriation
Committee act as an “implementing body,” which is established and led by capital/provincial governors and other
subordinate officials. 994 The second is a Grievance Redress Committee, which is established and led by
representatives of the Ministry of Land and representatives of ministries and institutions concerned. 995
The two bodies play a crucial role in administrative stages; namely, implement the project and resolve
grievance prior to proceeding to court. 996 At initial redress, the Expropriation Committee will review grievance of
the affected citizens. 997 If affected citizens disagree with the decision of the Expropriation Committee, they can file
a complaint to the Grievance Redress Committee. 998 If the citizens are dissatisfied with the decision of the
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Grievance Redress Committee, they can file a complaint to court for judicial review. 999
Expropriation procedure is bureaucratic in Cambodia. Expropriation can be made only if it is approved by
the central government. 1000 Ministries or state institutions have right to propose an expropriation project. 1001 The
Expropriation Committee is responsible for arranging expropriation project proposal for submission to the
government for check and decision. 1002
The 2010 Expropriation Law sets out a number of safeguards in a pre-dispute mechanism in Cambodia.
Before proposing an expropriation project, the Expropriation Committee must conduct a public consultation and
survey of affected property, property owner, and other interested persons in advance. 1003 Following the collection
of enough information, the Expropriation Committee will make a report and submit to the expropriation project
proposal to the central government for approval. 1004
Upon the approval, the Expropriation Committee will announce the expropriation project, including the
purpose of project, compensation, period of complaint, to the affected property owners. 1005 The project-affected
property owners can file a complaint to review the purpose of the development project within 30 days to the
Grievance Redress Committee. 1006 However, affected citizens are banned not to file a complaint for review in a
number of big development projects such as roads, bridges, railroads, connection and distribution of water and
electricity system, kerosene pipers, sewage pipe, drainage system, and irrigation system. 1007 The Grievance
Redress Committee will investigate the complaint within 30 days, makes a report, and submit it to the central
government for decision. 1008
Relevant to compensation, the 2010 Land Expropriation Law requires that expropriation can be made
only if compensation is paid in advance. 1009 Compensation is calculated by market value or replacement value
assessed by an independent agency chosen by the Expropriation Committee. 1010 The calculation of market
999
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compensation is made on the date of the announcement of the expropriation project. 1011 Although the 2010
Expropriation Law provides procedure and mechanism, for example, expropriation committees, compensation
assessment, and grievance redress committee; however, none of these have been established yet. 1012 The process of
these mechanisms is under a separate sub-decree, which is so far in a draft.
In contrast to these formal requirements, the Cambodian government has, in practice, created ad-hoc
commission to handle taking disputes on a case-by-case basis. There is no uniform practice in Cambodia. Current
practice of land takings renders many forced evictions and relocations of local land occupants without undergoing
appropriate redress and court order. 1013 The following section will demonstrate actual practice of land
expropriation and dispute resolution under the existing redress mechanism in Cambodia.
3. Aspect of Land Taking Practice in Cambodia
The exercise for land takings for development projects occurred after Cambodia privatized land and
opened the country to the outside world in 1989. The start of land privatization was also the start of the need of
land for social development became necessary. Then, the government left this task to the municipal/provincial
governors to bear responsibility for expropriating land when it served public interest. 1014 The practice was
made by an ad-hoc commission to evaluate land and set a fixed price for affected people, without right to
appeal. 1015 As a consequence, many forced evictions occurred without undergoing appropriate redress and
compensation since 1990s.
Since 1993, many donors and investments flooded into in Cambodia. This led to the pressure of land
taking for donor-funded or investment projects. Various development projects proceeded with different
procedures in compliance with the donors/investors. There are three kinds of land takings for development: (1)
land expropriation for public interest, (2) land taking for urban renewal, and (3) land concession for agroindustrial purpose. This Dissertation divides the development projects into two types in Cambodia: (1) donorfunded development project and (2) non-donor-funded development project.
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a). Donor-funded Project
Land taking for donor-funded project often serves public interest. Land is taken for constructing road,
school, and other public utilities that serve general people, which are mostly under donor support. 1016 Having
seen that the exercise of land takings affected land tenure, a number of donors require their internal policies
applied to their funded development projects.
The requirements are to guarantee that affected property owners, reckless of land tenure status, are
entitled to compensation and require to arrange resettlement policy prior to removing affected citizens out of their
land. Currently, not all donors require their internal policies in their funded development projects, only the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), World Bank (WB), and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). 1017
For instance, the construction of National Road No. 1 was made in 1999 funded by the ADB. 1018 This
project affected 1,026 households. 1019 This case showed how an administrative system worked in making
decision in Cambodia. The government created an ad-hoc formed as an inter-ministerial commission for this
project. 1020 The inter-ministerial commission was mainly responsible for the project-related issues and
grievances over the project process as well as compensation. 1021
In compliance with the ADB’s internal policy, the inter-ministerial commission conducted the social
impacts and compensation reports for project-affected citizens and submitted them to the central government
in two times. 1022 The first report was submitted to the Ministry of Economics and Finance for decision, but it
was rejected because it was expensive to pay compensation for affected citizens and left the inter-ministerial
1016
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commission to reassess the compensation. 1023 The inter-ministerial commission conducted a second assessment
excluding a number of affected landowners within the corridor of impacts, which resulted in no
compensation. 1024
The recent case is the Railway Improvement Project, which is also funded by the ADB and the
government of Australia. 1025 This project affected 4,174 households. 1026 At least 499 households filed
complaints about project impacts to the inter-ministerial commission. 1027 The inter-ministerial commission
resolved 331 cases of these households in 2011, while the remainder were still being reviewed without
processing to court. 1028
On November 21, 2011, over 150 households submitted a complaint to the office of the special project
facilitator of the ADB for help resolve their issues. The special project facilitator found that complaint eligible on
January 11, 2012 and further requested the inter-ministerial commission to deal with affected citizens. 1029 So far, a
number of affected property owners protest and demand restoration of livelihoods from the ADB. 1030
In short, some aspects of due process can be achieved under the donor-funded projects.
b). Non-Donor-Funded Project
A number of other donors, including investors do not impose internal policy in their development
projects. The projects can follow differently from the donor-funded projects. Most of these types are projects
by the government, private, or government-private projects such as urban renewal and land concessions. 1031
These projects do not have a permanent framework to form ad-hoc commission. 1032 An ad-hoc commission
can be formed of a mix of members from the local authority and private partners when dispute happens. As a
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result, a number of projects result in forced eviction and relocation of local residents; especially, under the
investment projects for urban renewal and land concessions.
Local possessors are easily vulnerable to forced eviction by allegation of illegal occupation of state
land or land belonging to a third party. 1033 Many informal dwellers, for example, have been evicted from their
land in the Phnom Penh city for renewal projects since 1990. 1034 The authority evicted 3,100 families from
1990 to 1996, 9,200 families from 1997 to 2003, and 1,480 families as of 2008. 1035 By 2011, the total evicted
households reached to 30,009 families, around 150,045 persons were forcibly evicted from the Phnom Penh
city. 1036
Most important of all, land concessions for economic or agricultural purpose, which is well-known as
economic land concession (ELC), is a vexed issue and major source of land disputes in Cambodia today. 1037
ELC is granted to private companies in thousands of hectares for economic or agricultural purposes. 1038 The
purpose of ELC is to promote Cambodian economics and create job opportunity for local residents. 1039
However, the granted ELC often overlaps land occupied by local residents, which provokes disputes and
forced evictions of local residents, although the laws require the granting of ELC be made on registered state
private land. 1040
The ELC started when Cambodia opened the country to the outside world. 1041 However, based on the
statistics, the government granted ELC of 11,000 hectares to a private company in 1995. 1042 As of the
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government suspended ELC in 2012, the granted land areas of ELC covered more than 1 million hectares. 1043
Majority of these land areas frequently overlapped land occupied by local residents, which led land disputes
and clashes resulting in eruption of violence among land possessors, authorities, and developers. 1044 Today,
ELC has affected approximately from 400,000 to 700,000 Cambodians. 1045 This renders Cambodia in the crisis
of land disputes. The following section will study the institutional responsibility, due process, and
effectiveness for land dispute resolution under the existing redress mechanism.
F. Institutional Responsibility for Land Dispute Resolution
Efficient and effective institutions are a prerequisite to prevention of land disputes. Each institution
has high responsibility to fulfill its obligation provided by law and regulation. Responsible institutions are also
crucial to make affected citizens be able to accept redress, failure of which results in on-street protest and
political intervention seeking.
In this sense, institutional responsibility is an incremental step to establishing due process and justice
for affected citizens in competing claim disputes. If responsible institutions fail to fulfill their obligation, social
consequences will surely follow, as is the case in Cambodia. This Dissertation will raise two cases - aspect of
land taking practice in Cambodia. The purpose of studying these cases is to view responsible institutions and due
process of law in the context of active disputes.
1. Borei Keila Land Dispute
The Borei Keila land dispute was a dispute over urban renewal. It was one of many urban renewal
disputes in post-war Cambodia. Many urban renewal projects removed and evicted land possessors from home
and land without appropriate redress and compensation. 1046 This section takes the dispute over Borei Keila as
an example of the urban renewal disputes in post-war Cambodia.
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a). Dispute in Snapshot
The Borei Keila land dispute was a dispute over the redevelopment of a 14-hectare site in the center of
Phnom Penh capital that affected 1,776 families, which was alleged of slum dwellers or illegal possessors on
state land. 1047 The Borei Keila residents came to occupy the building and area in post-Khmer Rouge period. 1048
The Phnom Penh authority tried to remove these families from the site several times; however, the families
protested against the evictions.

1049

Facing consecutive strong protests, the government decided to choose the Borei Keila for onsite
redevelopment under a so-called “land sharing project” in 2003. 1050 The authority found a private partner to
redevelop the Borei Keila area by contract for constructing 10 apartment buildings for affected residents in
consideration of some portion of land in this area. 1051
However, the company built only 8 apartment buildings and took the rest by removing all remaining
house owners to remote areas. 1052 This led to a forced eviction which occurred in early January, 2012 when the
company together with authorities came to bulldoze 300 houses. 1053 After the forced eviction, some affected
residents were relocated to live in a remote resettlement site without enough amenities. 1054 The rest, who did
not accept the site, have protested and demanded that the company reconstruct two more apartments as
required in the contract. 1055
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b). Analysis over Institutional Responsibility of Borei Keila Case
This section will discuss the institutional responsibility of dispute resolution over the Borei Keila case.
The analysis focuses on institutional responsibility to maintain due process between parties involved in the
dispute and to view the entitlement of ownership acquisition among land occupants, developers, and state
under Cambodian property laws.
i. Governing Laws and Responsible Authority
Borei Keila was the state’s land sharing project. 1056 The government declared a policy on slum
upgrading at place in 2003. 1057 This policy was complied with the Sub-decree on Social Land Concession
adopted in 2003. 1058 The 2003 Social Land Concession Sub-decree provided that the state could grant social
land concession to landless people for residential or household farming purpose. 1059 Within 5-year occupation,
the resident could acquire ownership over the conceded land. 1060
The slum upgrading policy would be expected to benefit all informal or slum dwellers in cities and
throughout the country. 1061 At the first stage, the government implemented the first pilot project in four main
areas in Phnom Penh: Borei Keila, Dey Krahorm, Railway A, and Railway B, of which the Borei Keila area
was the first project. 1062
The government chose Phan Imex Construction Company Ltd. as a private partner for redeveloping
complex apartments for Borei Keila land sharing project. 1063 The government accepted the proposal from the
company to divide this area into three parts. 1064 First, the company would construct the 10 apartment buildings
on 2 hectares for the Borei Keila residents. 1065 Second, the company would receive 2.6 hectares for
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commercial development for its own as consideration. 1066 The remaining land area, 9.52 hectares, would revert
to the state. 1067
The government authorized the Phnom Penh municipality and local authorities to overlook the
implementation of the land sharing project with the community and company. 1068 The three parties, the
governor of Prampi Makara District, the community committee, and the Phan Imex Company, signed a formal
contract for redevelopment of the Borei Keila site on January 5, 2004. 1069 Under the contract, the company
agreed to invest $ 7,133,901 for the construction of 10 apartment buildings of six floors each for a total of
1,776 families. 1070
ii. Satisfaction of Contractual Requirement
According to the contract, the company would complete the construction in two stages. First, the
company would complete 3 apartment buildings within 30 months from the start of construction work.
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Second, the company would continue to construct other 7 apartment buildings at the later stage. 1072
The company finished construction of the commercial units on its own 2.6 hectare plot of land, and
the first three apartment buildings (buildings A, B, and C) for Borei Keila residents in 2007. 1073As a result, a
number of 394 families moved into the three new buildings by the lottery, held at the municipality. 1074
Furthermore, the municipal governor celebrated this ceremony in a televised inauguration. 1075 On the same day,
the governor announced ongoing construction of the next seven buildings, while the remaining families were
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awaiting apartments. 1076
iii. Breach of Contractual Requirement Inducing Dispute
The land sharing project was interrupted when the company completed 8 apartment buildings and
declared bankruptcy, unable to construct another 2 apartment buildings for Borei Keila residents in 2010. 1077
Furthermore, the Phan Imex company requested the government to own the remaining two buildings. The
company owner sent this request to the Prime Minister in April 2010. 1078 Together, the Phnom Penh governor
sent a letter to the Prime Minister in favor of the company owner’s request. 1079 Then, the Prime Minister
approved the request on January 11, 2011. 1080 By then, 1343 families of the Borei Keila residents received
apartments in the 8 buildings, but the 384 remaining families did not receive apartments. 1081
The remaining families, who were eligible to obtain an ownership right in these apartment buildings
under the social land concession, became victims of forced eviction and relocation. The company, together
with combined forces of over 100 police officials, military police, company employees, and security guards
exercised a forced removal of existing Borei Keila residents from their homes January 3, 2012. 1082 As a
consequence, more than existing 200 homes were demolished. 1083 The clash left several Borei Keila residents
wounded while one police chief was injured on his head. 1084 At the end of clash, ten residents were arrested
and detained by accusing of acts of violence and obstruction to public officials on January 5, 2012. 1085
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iv. Resolution Process of the Borei Keila Dispute
The Borei Keila dispute involved in a contract for land transfer, even if it was not registered yet. 1086
Therefore, the court had jurisdiction to resolve this dispute, according to the division of institutional
jurisdiction of land disputes in Cambodia. 1087 However, the 2004 contract of the Borei Keila land sharing
project provided for conciliation first before proceeding with a course of legal action in court. 1088
Although the 2004 contract provided contracted parties to resolve their dispute by mutual negotiation,
peaceful negotiation did not happen as stated in the contract. 1089 The dispute happened when the company
owner declared the company was bankrupt and requested to be owner of the remaining two buildings to the
government. 1090 Likewise, the responsible authority for the project sent a corresponding letter to ask the Prime
Minister for approving the request in favor of the company owner. 1091 This resulted in a forced eviction of the
remaining Borei Keila residents on January 3, 2012. 1092
After the forced removal from residing place, the evictees were sent to the new relocation sites, 25 km
to 45 km from the city. 1093 A number of evictees agreed to accept land at the new relocation site provided by
the company, while others did not accept land continued to protest and lived in tents near their previous
homes. 1094 The remaining Borei Keila residents protested and sent petitions to the authority to resolve their
damage and demanded release of the eight detainees on January 11, 2012. 1095
The authorities arrested 30 protesters, including 7 children, and took them away to the Prey Speu
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Social Affairs Center for several days. 1096 Twenty-two detainees escaped from the center on January 18,
2012. 1097 The remaining Borei Keila residents continued to protest and demand that the company to build two
more apartment buildings as required under the contract. 1098
Following a series of protests, but no effect, the Borei Keila residents filed complaint at the Phnom
Penh court on February 10, 2012.1099 The residents submitted the lawsuit to accuse the company of a breach of
contract and demand that the company build two more apartment buildings and compensate each family 4
million riels ($1,000) for the loss of time and property. 1100 In the same month, the court decided to release the
arrested 7 Borei Keila residents on bail on February 18, 2012. 1101
The process over the case seemed slow since the lawsuit was filed, while the residents were waiting
for resolution. The residents often protested to demand the court for a speedy trial. To this end, the residents
went to gather and protest in front of the court in order to speed up their case in June 2012. 1102 However, the
court official came out to promise that the court would proceed with the case by notifying the residents to
come to the court. 1103 Two months later, the court summoned the representatives of the Borei Keila residents
to appear in court on August 9, 2012. 1104 When the residents came and appeared in front of the court on the set
date, the court declared to adjourn the hearing on the ground that the court was busy. 1105
While waiting for resolution from the court, the company continued their construction. This provoked
protests from the Borei Keila residents. The Borei Keila residents made consecutive protests and clashes.
Therefore, the company owner filed a criminal charge against the protester on the count of “incitement to
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commit a crime” on August 29, 2012.1106 Three days later, the court summoned a protester to appear in court
on August 31, 2012. 1107 The court charged the protester of incitement and detained on September 6, 2012. 1108
Currently, the Borei Keila residents protest for resolution.
2. Boeung Kak Land Dispute
The Boeung Kak land dispute occurred after the Borei Keila case. However, the Boeung Kak land
dispute was relevant to the Borei Keila land dispute because the residents of the Boeung Kak were also alleged
of slum dwellers or illegal possessors living on state public land. In this context, the Boeung Kak residents
would be a would-be project under the onsite slum upgrading policy of the government in 2003. 1109 However,
the failure of Borei Keila land sharing project resulted in forced evictions of other would-be project sites in the
city. 1110
Above all, the Boeung Kak land dispute was a special dispute, as referred in this Dissertation, that
related to the types of land disputes caused by state reclamation (land registration) and land reclassification
(state land) under Cambodian property laws. Such a feature, one of many examples, is worthwhile to notice
and study. Therefore, this Dissertation puts forward this case for study.
a). Dispute in Snapshot
The Boeung Kak dispute was a dispute between affected residents and Phnom Penh authorities
following a government lease in the Boeung Kak area of 133 hectares for a 99-year contract with Shukaku.
Inc., a private company belonging to a senator from the ruling party, to develop commercial hub. 1111 Such a
lease affected around 4,252 families who had lived in the development zone. 1112 These families were evicted from
the land in order to pave the way for development. A number of land possessors, who were forced to leave,
accepted meager compensation, while other residents protested and demanded onsite development. The remaining
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residents protest against the state and company to demand for resolution.
b). Analysis of Institutional Responsibility of Boeung Kak Case
i. Background
Boeung Kak area was located in the city center of the Phnom Penh capital. Boeung Kak area had 133
hectares consisting of lake and land area. The lake area covered 90 hectares, while the land area had 43
hectares. People came and occupied the areas after the collapse of the Khmer Rouge regime. 1113 During the
late 1990s, the area became a popular location for foreign tourists, and many guesthouses were constructed on
stilts at the edge or above the water of the lake. 1114 The area around the lake was fully settled, and owners
improved their homes consecutively. 1115
ii. Start of Dispute
The Boeung Kak area, which was in the heart of Phnom Penh capital, was under the systematic land
registration. 1116 The Phnom Penh Administration Commission announced the Srah Chok commune, in which
Boeung Kak area located in, for the systematic land registration on March 31, 2006. 1117 People were waiting
for the systematic land registration. However, Administration Commission excluded the Boeung Kak area
from titling on the grounds of “unclear,” or “unknown” status. 1118 However, the Boeung Kak area was listed as
lying in the “development zone” 1119 of the state during 30-day public display from January 4 to February 2,
2007. 1120
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Under these circumstances, the Phnom Penh authority, who obtained delegated power from the central
government, signed a 99-year contract with Shukaku. Inc., a private development company, to lease 133
hectares of the Boeung Kak areas for development on February 6, 2007. 1121 The Boeung Kak residents
requested the Phnom Penh Administration Commission to register their land but were denied because the area
was declared as “state public land” and in the “development zone” of the state. 1122
However, the long-term lease of the state public land was allowed only by 15 years under Cambodian
property law. 1123 Therefore, the government reclassified the Boeung Kak area from the state public land into
the state private land on August 7, 2008. 1124 The Phnom Penh authority set a fixed amount of compensation for
affected residents to accept without negotiation. 1125 Around 2000 families, as confirmed by city hall, accepted
the compensation, while the rest rejected and demanded market value compensation, and protested against the
development project. 1126
iii. Institutional Responsibility of Complaint Resolution
The dispute arose when the authority issued an eviction order to pave the way for the company to fill
in the lake with sand, while grievance and compensation were yet unresolved, on August 26, 2008. 1127 The
Boeung Kak residents filed a complaint to challenge against the forced eviction order and stop the company
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from filling in the lake at the Phnom Penh court in September 2008. 1128 However, the court denied the
complaint on the grounds that it was an unregistered land dispute on September 22, 2008.1129 The residents
challenged the denial of complaint to the appellate court, but again the dismissed the complaint on December
25, 2008.1130
Therefore, this land dispute fell into the Phnom Penh Cadastral Commission. 1131 Affected residents
submitted complaints to the National Assembly and the Council of Ministers, but were simply ignored. 1132 The
disputes rested in the delegated project authority, the Phnom Penh authority, for negotiating and resolving
dispute.
Protests led to clashes and suppression by the authority. Many times the protests occurred, many times
the suppression and arrests were carried out. 1133 The clash erupted into violence when the authorities and the
development company came to bulldoze 8 houses of the Boeung Kak residents. 1134 At least, one person was
seriously injured on September 16, 2011. 1135
Following the clash, the Boeung Kak residents filed a complaint against the authorities to court for
property destruction. However, the authorities also filed against the residents on the count of defamation
because during the clash, the citizens cursed the authorities. 1136 The court took action on the complaint of the
authorities, while ignoring the affected citizens’ complaint by convening the affected citizens under the charge
of defamation to appear in court on October 18, 2011. 1137 However, the court adjourned the hearing because
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many affected citizens protested outside the court. 1138 Protests and charges continue today.
3. Reflection of Studied Cases
The studied cases, in this Dissertation, provide a broad picture of land disputes caused by land
competing claims and resolution process in Cambodia. These cases show that customary land tenure is
vulnerable to allegation of slum or illegal occupation on the state land or state belonging to the third party. The
taking of occupied land is often made by fixed compensation under market value.
The current taking and redress mechanism does not maintain due process and fair trial for parties.
Affected people often protest to receive negotiations. Moreover, negotiations do not stand on equal footing,
which often render in failure and clash. Likewise, the redress mechanism (both ADR and judicial institutions)
cannot maintain fair hearing for affected parties. The redress mechanism, especially, court deals with criminal
dispute, while neglecting constitutionality of taking action and decision and entitlement of ownership
acquisition between parties. As a consequence, land taking often result in forced evictions and involuntary
resettlements of affected citizens to remote areas without enough facilities.
In short, the current taking and redress mechanism cannot guarantee due process of law and access to
justice for all in land dispute.
G. Current Situation of Land Disputes and Institutional Responsibility
Cambodia has multiple ADR and judicial institutions, formal and informal, set at place for preventing,
protecting, and resolving land disputes. However, these institutions are not efficient and effective to curb with
prevalence of land disputes. Although the government suspended ELC granting and exercised the “Old Policy,
New Action,” which was called the “leopard-skin” policy through which affected land were cut off since 2012,
this action overlooked many land disputes; as exemplars of Boeung Kak and Borei Keila land disputes. 1139
Therefore, a number of land disputes are still chronic.
The failure of institutional responsibility results in political intervention seeking and resorting to ultra
vires or collective actions such as demonstration, protest, road blockading, and car-wheel burning to protect
their land. Recently, when affected citizens run for intervention seeking at the Phnom Penh capital, some
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provincial authorities blocked them from leaving the provinces, as the case of Kratie land dispute on August 18,
2014. 1140 Therefore, the Prime Minister came out to make a public blame on responsible authorities, both local
and national levels, for sluggishness (laziness) to resolve disputes until affected citizens ran for intervention at
the Phnom Penh capital and tried to block them. 1141
The development of institutional responsibility for resolving land was beyond the expectation after
Cambodia had agreed to end political deadlock and formed the legitimate National Assembly on July 22,
2014. 1142 The institutional responsibility over land dispute resolution further extended to the National Assembly
institution. The National Assembly, upon the political agreement, was divided into various committees, in which
the “first committee” 1143 was responsible for receiving complaints and investigating land disputes in parallel with
the judicial and executive branches. However, this committee did not have right to make decision. 1144 The decision
rested in the judicial or ADR institutions. 1145
The first committee of the National Assembly received more than 40 complaints from the land disputeaffected citizens as of September 17, 2014. 1146 The first committee made a field visit and investigation a number of
cases. 1147 Resolution is only compromise between parties. 1148 However, independence and tenure of investigating
incumbents are not guaranteed under law. Recently, an investigator was removed from the position, while the other
was psychologically forced to self-resignation after the investigation of land dispute in Kampong Speu province,
where involved in the tycoon, who was the senator in early December 2014. 1149
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In short, Cambodian government endeavors to prevent, protect, and resolve land disputes by establishing
consecutive mechanisms from judicial, executive, and legislative institutions to deal with land disputes. However,
redress mechanisms, especially, ones under the executive and legislative branches, do not have a clear governing
rule and faces conflict of interest. Furthermore, multiple institutions further add confusion, complexity, and less
responsibility. If Cambodia has a clear, simple, and single institution responsible for land dispute resolution, social
consequences may be likely to decrease. The following figure shows the evolution and joint hands to fight against
land disputes in Cambodia.
Figure 31: The development and joint forces to fight against land disputes in Cambodia

Source: Author
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H. Chapter Summary
Cambodia underwent many political turbulences and civil wars. These destroyed human resources,
institutions, especially, caused property system in confusion. Post-war government re-established the property
system by consecutive enactment of property laws in compliance with the change of political and economic
regime. Cambodian property laws were drafted by different donors, which rendered post-war property system
in conflict and confusion.
The swift change of post-war property laws, we could say, was beyond the institutional capacity to
under the concept of these laws. The 2001 Land Law authorizes land possession to be transformed into
ownership within 5-year statute of limitation. The 2007 Civil Code authorizes land possession to be
transformed into ownership within 10-, or 20-year statute of limitation in reliance on integrity of land occupant.
In this context, the 5-year statute of limitation under the 2001 Land Law is interpreted to be applied for the
first registration (the principle of possession). While the 10-, or 20-year statute of limitation under the 2007
Civil Code is interpreted to applied for the second or consecutive registration (the principle of adverse
possession). As a result, the principle of adverse possession, which is prohibited under the 2001 Land Law, is
authorized under the 2007 Civil Code.
Furthermore, ownership under Cambodian property laws could be different from a number of property
jurisdictions. Most jurisdictions determine “ownership” as “registered property.” However, ownership, under
Cambodian property laws, refers to both registered and unregistered property. Ownership is transformed from
possession with a five-year statute of limitation under the 2001 Land Law. If one occupied land without protest
within five years, one could acquire ownership. If such a land is not registered yet, it is an “unregistered
ownership.” Unregistered ownership is stronger protection than possession because a five-year statute of
limitation is satisfied and waited for definitive title when registered. Registered ownership is exclusive.
Above all, division and relation of land ownership are unique under Cambodian property laws.
Cambodian property laws divide land into three main categories: (1) state public land, (2) state private land,
and (3) individual private land. State public land is regulated for public use, while state private land is under
business transaction as individual private land. State public land is not subject to private ownership acquisition,
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state private land is authorized. However, state public land, when loses its public use, can be reclassified as
state private land. This context poses a challenge on the entitlement of private ownership acquisition on lost
public-use state public land.
Land registration is a final determiner of state public land, state private land, and individual private
land. Currently, the majority of Cambodian land is not registered yet. Thus, land is in overlapping status
among state public land, state private land, and individual private. This results in competing claim disputes
between private parties, citizens and state, which provokes post-war Cambodian peace and development.
Competing claim dispute between private parties arise from illegal land grabbing and double/
overlapping titles. In this context, an outsider, who has power or holds title, claims ownership over customary
land occupied by local resident. In addition, Cambodia challenges a competing claim dispute between citizens
and state caused by retroactive, cut-off date, and imperative clauses of law that authorize the state to reclaim
ownership from land possessor, where deems to be state public land. Furthermore, land taking for development
provokes social tensions and renders Cambodian in land crisis today.
Post-war government established consecutive redress mechanisms to deal with land disputes.
However, these mechanisms are not efficient and effective to prevent, protect, and resolve land due to the
political influence dominating administration. Cambodian post-war politics, although the 1993 Constitution
embodies the principle of power separation and democracy, is not transparent. Such a politics influences the
whole public administration. As a result, public administration bears responsibility in hierarchical structure
rather than legal obligation.
In this context, Cambodia has introduced decentralization and deconcentration to local government in
2001 and 2008, this body lacks local autonomy in practice. Administrative ADR mechanisms are arranged
under administrative territorial extension. Lack of local autonomy and hierarchical responsibility have
impeded institutional reform for speedy, efficient, and effective process and resolution.
Current redress mechanism fails to maintain due process between parties in competing claim disputes.
Administrative ADR institutions face conflict of interest in resolving competing claim dispute between the
state and land possessor. The court deals with only criminal action, neglecting administrative dispute over
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taking action and decision, and entitlement of ownership acquisition between local residents and third party, or
state.
Cambodian redress mechanism fails to deal with the entitlement right of ownership acquisition, which
give rise to forced eviction and involuntary relocation of land possessors with a mere meager compensation in
justification of such a removal. This violates the constitutional protection clause of ownership rights under
Cambodian 1993 Constitution. The denial of land registration by the state authority is considered as a taking of
legitimate unregistered ownership under Cambodian property laws.
Therefore, the resolution of ownership acquisition entitlement and maintenance of due process
between competing claim parties are a pre-requisite step in ending land disputes in post-war Cambodia. In this
context, only an independent body, who is far from conflict of interest, can achieve this end.
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Chapter III

Comparative Study of Institutional Responsibility in Land Takings in America

and Japan
The previous chapters have covered Cambodian post-war politics, administration, and property law,
especially, the institutional responsibility, protection, and procedure in land taking and dispute resolution. For
the purpose of this Chapter will make a comparative study with American and Japanese jurisdictions.
The scope of comparison is limited to post-colonial America and post-war Japan over land taking
practice. The purpose is to learn and understand the concept and policy of both countries in arranging
institutional mechanisms, responsibility, protection, and procedure to deal with land taking and dispute
resolution.
This Chapter is divided into three important sections. The first section will conceptualize practice of
land takings in America. The second section will conceptualize Japanese system. The last section will make a
comparative analysis of the three countries.
A. Land Taking in America
This section will cover the background and practice of land taking in America, and examine one case
in particular detail.
1. Background of Land Taking in America
America had a breadth of experiences in exercising land takings for social development. This practice
occurred since America was under the British colony. 1150 The then practice was subject to various laws that
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authorized such a power. 1151 Such a practice was under the responsibility of delegated commissioners to
negotiate and evaluate the compensation with affected citizens. 1152
The exercise of land takings for public use was not extensive yet in the colonial period. The colonial
government expropriated land for constructing buildings, municipal improvements, and roads. 1153 Beside these,
the government also took private property for encouraging economic growth by delegating the taking power to
private individuals or companies, whose activities served or benefitted the whole community. 1154 In the
colonial period, some exercises of land takings, for example of land takings for road sometimes leading to uncompensated to affected citizens. 1155
The exercise of land takings increased and changed remarkably in post-revolution period. The newly
independent states began to take land for large-scale public projects in an extensive way. 1156 Postrevolutionary practice routinely followed the colonial practice, but extending compensation for property,
which was taken for these public works. 1157
Having seen some practices of land takings faced the problem of taking purpose and compensation,
the Framers, had considered property rights essential to the concept of liberty in America, rethought about the
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purpose of land takings. 1158 As a result, the Framers shifted the practice of land taking from economic
endeavors to the protection of individual rights from governmental intrusions. 1159
Having seen the lack of protection clause of individual rights under the Federal Constitution, America
amended the first ten amendments to the Federal Constitution in 1791, which was called the “Bill of
Rights.” 1160 The Bill of Rights provided the fundamental protection of individual rights and constrained the
governmental sovereign power over the people. 1161 Among those rights, the clause prohibited the arbitrary
exercise of taking power by the government was also included in the Bill of Rights. This clause rested in the
Fifth Amendment, which stipulated:
No one shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private
property be taken for public use, without just compensation. 1162

This constitutional clause was called the “taking clause.” The taking clause of the Fifth Amendment
restricted the government to take private property only for the “public use” while affected property owners
were paid “just compensation.” 1163
In addition to the Fifth Amendment, the Fourteenth Amendment imposed the requirement of “due
process of law” on state and local governments to follow the procedures and provide the protection of affected
citizens while taking their property in 1868. 1164 The Fourteenth Amendment of the federal Constitution
provided:
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Nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor
deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 1165

The clause of the Fourteenth Amendment was called the “due process clause.” The due process clause
bound the government to the procedural protection for the affected citizens. 1166 Furthermore, each state has
similar constitutional or statutory laws governing eminent domain. 1167
In order to guarantee the uniform practice of compensation and avoid suffering to affected citizens,
the federal government adopted the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies for
Federally Assisted Programs Act in 1970. 1168 The primary purpose of this Act was to guarantee that the
displaced persons did not suffer from disproportionate injuries from the development project. 1169 Furthermore,
America codified its procedures of land takings in the Uniform Law Commissioners’ Model Eminent Domain
Code in 1974. 1170
2. Procedure of Land Taking in America
The practice of the eminent domain power in America is generally referred to as “condemnation,” or
simply “taking.” America indicates clearly the persons who are authorized for taking land. In general, the
authorized persons are local, state, federal government, and public or quasi-public corporation.
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These

bodies are called the “condemnor.” Citizens, who are affected by the taking action, or condemnation, are called
the “condemnee.”
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In accordance with the Uniform Relocation Act and Uniform Eminent Domain Code, the condemnor
must make “every reasonable and diligent effort to acquire property by negotiation.” 1172 The condemnor
negotiates with the condemnee on the fair and free market value. The condemnor, prior to starting to negotiate
with affected property owners, evaluates the affected property in order to determine the amount that would
constitute “just compensation.” 1173 The affected property owner or representative can accompany the appraiser
during the evaluation of the affected property. 1174
After the affected property is evaluated, the condemnor will establish the amount to be the “just
compensation” in a written statement and submit it to the affected property owner as an offer to negotiate for
acquiring the property. 1175 Both parties will negotiate on the evaluated price. Negotiation is always based on
market principles. 1176 If the negotiation cannot reach an agreement, the condemnor may proceed to file a
complaint to court. 1177
Before the condemnor can file the claim to court, the condemnor must show he or she has made most
diligent effort to acquire the affected property by negotiation with the landowner owner first. 1178 The law
requires the condemnor to adopt the condemnation authorization before submitting the claim in court. 1179
Under the Model Eminent Domain Code, condemnation authorization is a legal requirement of the
land taking process prior to initiating eminent domain proceedings in court that shows the effort and attempt of
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the condomnor in acquiring the affected property. 1180 The law requires a written statement of the proposed
public use, the basis in statute, the location and extent of the property, and the necessity of the use of property
for public use. 1181
The condemnor will file a claim at the court where the property is located. 1182 The complaint filing is
to apply for an order of possession from the court in order to legally acquire the property. 1183 The law requires
the condemnor to deposit not less than the appraisal of just compensation at the court. 1184 Such a doing is to
guarantee that the affected property owners will receive compensation after the court’s decision.
The eminent domain proceedings employ normal civil proceedings. 1185 The preliminary proceeding
for a public hearing is made on the “effect, the necessity, and the extent of the taking” in compliance with the
legal procedure and public use. 1186 The public hearing is conducted in a way that encourages interested parties
to participate in the proceedings. 1187 The public hearing is done at the “location reasonably proximate to the
property” where the affected owners can appear in court and give a reasonable opportunity to be heard. 1188
The condemnor cannot force the property owners to surrender possession of property before
condemnation proceedings are complete. 1189 Preemtive coercive actions are forbidden under the law. 1190 The
condemnor may not require a person lawfully occupying property to move from a dwelling, business or farm
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operation except for an emergency. 1191 In such a case, the condemnor notifies the condemnee in writing at
least 90 days before the date of removal. 1192
The entire eminent domain process in America is often time-consuming, but is said to “fully protect
the due process rights of property owners and act as a serious deterrent to eminent domain abuse.” 1193 In short,
procedure of land taking in American system provides a strong protection of property owners against arbitrary
takings.
3. Practice of Land Takings under Judicial Protection of Property Rights
The judicial system plays an important role in protecting property rights in America. 1194 Most land
takings involve judicial process in America, as David Callies put:
Compulsory purchase in the United States largely involves a judicial process. Consequently, many of
the relevant hearing and notice requirements are framed in the context of court pleadings and related
documents, court hearings, and evidentiary requirements relating to the twin U.S. Constitutional
requirements of due process of law and just compensation. 1195

The court decides both civil and administrative issues in a land taking case. The court decides not only
compensation, but also the constitutionality of the land taking. 1196 The court will decide taking disputes based
on the requirements of the state and federal constitutions – “due process,” “just compensation,” and “public
use.” 1197 These requirements are the principal pillars for judges to make their decisions in taking disputes. This
section will cover the breadth of experiences of American judges to make decisions on taking issues based on
the constitutional requirements.
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a). The Due Process Clause
The due process clause, provided in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the US Constitution, is
relevant to takings. 1198 The clause protects the constitutional fundamental rights of life, liberty, or property
against arbitrary takings. 1199 The constitutional due process clause creates an entitlement to notice and
opportunity for hearing when a taking of life, liberty, or property occurs. 1200 In this regard, the due process
clause ensures that no taking is made without a hearing, which is under the control of an impartial and
effective decision maker or judge. 1201
Judges have played an important role in interpreting the due process clause to weigh up and balance
private rights and government actions in taking. In this sense, judges will use substantive due process to check
and scrutinize the “validity of government regulations and regulatory activities” and “the legitimacy of the
government’s ends and rationality of the means chosen to achieve them.” 1202 As stated in Mathews v. Eldridge
(1976):
Identification of the specific dictates of due process generally requires consideration of the three
distinct factors: first, the private interest that will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of
an erroneous deprivation of such interest through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any,
of additional or substitute procedural safeguards; and finally, the Government’s interest, including the
function involved and the fiscal or administrative burdens that additional or substitute procedural
requirement would entail. 1203

The courts give considerable weight to the elements of due process of law protecting private rights
and governmental action in three aspects. 1204
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b). The Just Compensation Clause
In addition to due process clause, the just compensation clause is another clause for binding the
government. The constitution requires a taking could be made only if “just compensation” is paid to affected
property owner. 1205 Just compensation becomes the core of government practice and judicial intervention in
protecting private rights in America.
Land taking with compensation was practiced in America since the era of British colony.
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Constitution only adopted the earlier principle. Several states started to adopt the compensation requirement in
the post-revolutionary era. 1207 The Vermont Constitution of 1777 and the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780,
for example, mandated that the taking of private property required “reasonable compensation.” 1208 Likewise,
the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 required paying “full compensation” for the property loss or damage by
public works. 1209
These norms were the precursors of the Fifth Amendment of the Federal Constitution. The Fifth
Amendment of the US Constitution required paying “just compensation” to an affected property owner. The
constitutional concept of “just compensation” was defined as the “full payment” for affected property at the
market value. 1210
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The court participated in creating various precedents as the requirements to give meaning to the
constitutional “just compensation.”
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One important case was the Oslon v. United States in 1934. 1212 The

court decided this case by clarifying the “just compensation” concept. 1213 The Supreme Court stated that the
affected property owner was “entitled to be put in as good as a position pecuniarily as if his property had not
been taken.” 1214
The Court has also stressed that “[j]ust compensation includes all elements of value that inhere in the
property, but it does not exceed market value fairly determined,” although “[c]onsiderations that may not
reasonably be held to affect market value are excluded.” 1215 The Court has established that a property owner
was owed “the market value of the property at the time of the taking contemporaneously paid in money.” 1216
The owner was entitled to receive as compensation “what a willing buyer would pay in cash to a willing seller”
at the time of the takings of property. 1217
c). The Public Use Clause
Land takings must serve the public use requirement in America. A taking of private land is
permissible only if it serves public use. 1218 The concept of land takings for “public use” existed in America
since the colonial period. 1219 The exercise of land takings was made for both public use and economic purpose
in that time. 1220 However, such exercise was changed in post-revolutionary era. The Framers considered
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property rights essential to the concept of liberty in America; therefore, they shifted the taking practice from
economic endeavors to the protection of individual rights from governmental intrusions. 1221
The principle, too, was incorporated into the “Bill of Rights” in 1791. 1222 The Bill of Rights provided
the fundamental principle of individual right protection and restriction of the governmental sovereign power
over the people.

1223

The public use requirement is stated in the Fifth Amendment. 1224

The constitutional “public use” requirement was narrowly construed in early decisions. The American
court, acted as the protector of individual life, liberty, and property, began to limit on governmental takings by
a narrow interpretation of the constitutional “public use.” 1225 Only if the public possessed a right to use the
facility or the service, the government could justify the exercise of the eminent domain power. 1226
A narrow definition of public use still existed after the turn of the century. 1227 Land takings that the
community gained some general indirect benefit did not justify the exercise of eminent domain power. 1228
Land taking for the construction of public theaters and hotels was yet to justify the eminent domain power. 1229
The Supreme Court reaffirmed the term “public use” in Mt. Vernon Cotton Co. v. Alabama Power Co in
1916. 1230 The term “public use” meant the “use by the public.” 1231
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In short, the constitutional requirements of due process, just compensation, and public use exist. The
judiciary plays a crucial role in developing various doctrines for limiting the use of the taking power and
protecting property rights against excessive regulatory takings. As a result, many governmental regulations,
which deemed as regulatory takings, were challenged in court and declared unconstitutional in the violation of
the constitutional requirements in 1970-90s. 1232
4. Case Study: Kelo v. New City of London
The taking decision by the US Supreme Court in the case of Kelo v. City of New London in 2005 was
widely criticized. 1233 The Supreme Court decided that the taking of private land for economic redevelopment
satisfied the requirement of a constitutional “public use.” 1234 After the decision, many scholars and
commentators argued that it violated the constitutional public use requirement. 1235 As a consequence, many
states amended their constitutions and eminent domain laws to ban land taking for economic
(re)development. 1236
Although Kelo lost the case, Kelo received judicial protection and did enjoy due process of law. In
other respects, the Kelo case is similar to the land taking of Borei Keila and Boueng Kak cases described
above. Kelo and the legislative reaction to it are thus useful signposts for the improvement of the Cambodian
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system. This section will analyze the due process of law and disputed points of Kelo for extracting learning
points for improving Cambodian practice.
a). Background of Story
The court summarized the facts of the case as follows:
The city of New London sits at the junction of the Thames River and the Long Island Sound
in southeastern Connecticut. 1237 The city of New London was in the condition of “distressed
municipality” for several decades. 1238 The city’s unemployment rate was higher. 1239 Furthermore, in
1996, the Federal Government closed the Naval Undersea Warfare Center located in the Fort Trumbull
area, which had employed over 1,500 people. 1240 This made the city’s unemployment rate was nearly
double. 1241
These conditions prompted the state and local governments start to think and revitalize the
economics of the city of New London. 1242 Therefore, the city council designated the New London
Development Corporation (NLDC) as the development agency to rejuvenating this area. 1243 The
NLDC estimated that this redevelopment project would create more than 1,000 jobs and tax revenues
in the area. 1244
The state authorized a $5.35 million bond issue to support the NLDC’s planning activities and
a $10 million bond issue toward the creation of a Fort Trumbull State Park in January 1998. 1245 The
city also allowed the development corporation to expropriate private land for this project. 1246 The
pharmaceutical company Pfizer.Inc. announced to build a $300 million research facility on the New
London Mills site, which was adjacent to the Fort Trumbull area in February 1998. 1247
The city council of New London gave the initial approval to prepare a development plan for
the Fort Trumbull area in April 1998. 1248 After receiving the initial approval from the city council, the
NLDC continued its planning activities and held a series of neighborhood meetings about the
1237
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process. 1249 The council authorized the NLDC to submit its plan to the relevant state agencies for
review in May 1998. 1250 Upon obtaining the state-level approval, the NLDC finalized an integrated
development plan focused on 90 acres of the Fort Trumbull area.1251
The city council formally conveyed the New London Mills site to Pfizer. Inc. in June 1998. A
consulting team was appointed for the environmental impact assessment and preparing the
development plan in July 1998. Six alternative plans for the project area were considered as part of the
required environmental impact evaluation. 1252
The development corporation board approved the development plan in early 2000. 1253 The
development plan encompasses seven parcels. Parcel 1 is designated for a waterfront conference hotel
at the center of a “small urban village” that will include restaurants and shopping. Parcel 2 will be the
site of approximately 80 new residences organized into an urban neighborhood and linked by public
walkway to the remainder of the development, including the state park. Parcel 3, which is located
immediately north of the Pfizer facility, will contain at least 90,000 square feet of research and
development office space. Parcel 4A is a 2.4-acre site that will be used either to support the adjacent
state park, by providing parking or retail services for visitors, or to support the nearby marina. Parcel
4B will include a renovated marina, as well as the final stretch of the riverwalk. Parcels 5, 6, and 7
will provide land for office and retail space, parking, and water-dependent commercial uses. 1254
Then, the NLDC submitted a plan to city council, and the city council approved the plan in
January 2000, and designated the NLDC as its development agent in charge of implementation. 1255
The city council also authorized the NLDC to purchase property or to acquire property by exercising
eminent domain in the city’s name. 1256
In assembling the land needed for this project, the city’s development agent has purchased
property from willing sellers and used the power of eminent domain to acquire the remainder of the
project from unwilling owners in exchange for just compensation. 1257 The NLDC successfully
negotiated and purchased most of the real estate in the 90-acre area, but failed with nine owners of
private parcels, including Susette Kelo. 1258
Thus, the NLDC used the power of eminent domain to acquire properties within the
development area whose owners had not been willing to sell them in October 2000. 1259 In November
2000, the NLDC filed complaint to Connecticut Superior Court for the condemnation of the existing
property. 1260 However, in December 2000, the plaintiffs brought the counter-action challenging the
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condemnations. 1261
b). Judicial Redress Process
Kelo fought against the expropriation from the lower court to the Supreme Court. The nine
landowners brought lawsuit against the city when it attempted to exercise the power of eminent domain in the
District Court of Connecticut in 2000. 1262 Both parties appealed against the judgment to the Supreme Court of
Connecticut in 2002. 1263 Finally, the case reached the Supreme Court for decision in 2005. 1264
The disputed points of the Kelo case showed remarkable and learnable points in the field of eminent
domain power, or taking. In this case, the dispute rested in four main points of the taking power. The first was
the delegation of eminent domain power to the development corporation. The second was legal dispute on the
status of land under expropriation for the development project. The third was the purpose and necessity of land
taking for public use. The fourth was the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 1265 The court
found for the city on all these points, including taking purpose and rejected the Kelo’s claim. 1266 The most
important point of dispute was whether the land taking for economic redevelopment served the constitutional
public use requirement. 1267 This led to the most controversial discussion.
c). Legal Side-Effects of Kelo Case
Many scholars and commentators have viewed the decision of the Kelo case by the Supreme Court as
a violation of the US Constitution because they reasoned that the US Constitution banned taking of private
land to give to another private person. Most scholars were concerned that the government could use the court,
based on such a decision, for taking private land that it could not do by the executive power. 1268 Likewise, a
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private person could persuade the government to take land for them. 1269
After the Kelo decision, there were controversial discussions about the protection of private property
against takings in America. 1270 The Kelo decision made private property rights rest on the edge of
infringement. 1271 In response, the majority of states amended their eminent domain laws and constitutions to
ban the taking of private property for economic (re)development. 1272 This is possible in the American context
because the US Constitution operates to constrain, not to enable, state power, and the several states may
impose additional constraints on their own authority.
In terms of taking power, both federal and state governments have authority to exercise taking power.
However, the federal government has less authority than the state government. The fifty states have a large
amount of power over controlling and regulating land use. The states have delegated this power by statutes to
their local governments (cities, counties, villages, towns) for controlling an effective land use. In this context,
American land use control and taking powers largely rest on state and local governments.
While state laws typically encourage negotiated settlements, when negotiation fails, the condemnor
will file a claim directly to court for acquiring the property. The court will decide the case based on the
constitutional requirements of takings and compensation.
For this reason, America has breadth of experience of land taking practice by court proceedings.
Disputes over land takings are in the hand of the court for decision. American courts have developed case law
on land takings to curb arbitrary land takings by application of strict rules interpretation of constitutional
requirements of due process, public use, and compensation clauses.
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However, American courts have flirted with a broad interpretation of “public use” in several cases,
including Kelo v. New City of Landon. 1273 The decision provoked a controversy over constitutional protection
of property rights in America. Many scholars and commentators consider it violative of the constitution or
property rights are on the verge of infringement. 1274 As a result, a majority of states have amended their laws
on eminent domain to ban land taking for economic purpose. 1275 Although Kelo lost the case, the transparency
of the decision-making process left a clear record of events, with provides commentators – and Cambodian
policy makers – with a rich body of information and argument to reflect upon when contemplating
improvements to land taking mechanisms.
B. Land Taking in Japan
While the American system of land taking relies on private negotiations backed up immediately by
resort to court proceedings, the corresponding process in Japan provides for an intermediate administrative
procedure, monitored ultimately by judicial review. This section will cover the background, practice, and case
study of Japanese taking, again for the purpose of drawing useful hints for improvement of the Cambodian
system.
1. Background of Land Taking in Japan
Land takings have been a feature of Japanese law since the country opened itself to the outside world
and introduced private property rights. The comprehensive privatization of land ownership was made in the
Meiji Restoration. The Meiji government made a substantial reform of land regime by issuing the decree no.
50 to cancel the previous ban of land transaction and formal recognizance of land possession and land
transaction in 1872. 1276
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The privatization of property ownership was a concern of the government in need of land for
development such as constructing roads, dams, sewers, schools, and other public works. 1277 This led to the
emergence of a land expropriation concept, and the government started to exercise compulsory acquisition of
land for public works in Japan. 1278
In response to this need, the Minster of Finance arranged the administrative orders no. 38 and no. 158
to renew the principle of land transfer by certificate and introduced the compulsory acquisition of land and
compensation for affected property. 1279 In order to make this practice stronger, the Grand Council of State
issued the regulation no. 132 for substituting the land transfer by certificate and previous administrative orders
in 1875. 1280
The concept of land takings was included into the Meiji Constitution in 1889. 1281 Article 27 of the
Meiji Constitution provided:
The right of property of every Japanese shall remain inviolable. Measures necessary to be taken for
the public benefit shall be provided by law. 1282

This was the first protection of property rights at the constitutional level in Japan. In response to the
constitutional requirement, the Meiji government passed the first law on land expropriation, five months after
the promulgation of the Meiji Constitution. 1283 This law followed the model of the Prussian land expropriation
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law. 1284 This law was a ground-breaking legislation governing land expropriation in pre-war Japan. However,
Japanese land expropriation was amended several times before the World War II. 1285
Japan adopted a new Constitution in 1946, which took effect one year later in 1947. According to the
1947 Constitution, Article 29 provided the power to take private land for public use:
Property rights are inviolable.
Property rights shall be defined by law in conformity with the need of public welfare.
Private property can be taken only for public use, while just compensation is paid accordingly. 1286

As a result, in compliance with this provision of the new constitutional requirement, the Japanese
government made various changes and adopted various laws governing land takings in the post-war period
such as the Land Expropriation Law in 1951, 1287 the Land Readjustment Law in 1954, 1288 the Law on Special
Measure for Land Acquisition in 1961, 1289 and the City Planning Law in 1968. 1290
In addition to these laws, the Japanese government adopted two guidelines on compensation for
paying affected citizens by land takings for development projects. The first was the Guideline Standard for
Compensation for Loss Caused by Acquisition of Land for Public Use in 1962. 1291 The second was the
Guideline Standard for Compensation for Public Loss Caused by Execution of Public Project in 1967. 1292
These laws and regulations play an important role in facilitating the negotiation process in land taking for
development in post-war Japan.
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2. Procedure of Land Taking in Japan
Land takings are mostly made by two ways in Japan: (1) land expropriation by the Land Expropriation
Law of 1951 and (2) land readjustment by the Land Readjustment Law of 1954. Land takings under both laws
are broadly applied in Japan. However, the procedures under both laws proceed with different means and
techniques. The following section will illustrate the procedures prescribed under both laws.
a). Procedure of Land Expropriation Law
The practice of land takings by the expropriation law of 1951 is made only for projects satisfying the
public use requirement under the 1947 Constitution. 1293 The 1951 Land Expropriation Law follows the narrow
view of the power of eminent domain because it allows taking land only for public use. 1294 Therefore, this law
numerates the public projects in Article 3, which are authorized for land takings. 1295 Other worthwhile projects,
which serve the public purpose, but are not enumerated under this law, cannot be exercised. 1296
This law empowers certain persons for implementing these enumerated projects. According to the
Land Expropriation Law, persons authorized for exercising the land taking are called the “project initiator/
developer”(kigyousha).1297 This project initiator/developer can be a government organizations or public utility,
such as (1) national and local public body (corporation), (2) independent legal person, (3) special legal person
or quasi-public corporation, (4) public association, and (5) body for public works. 1298
The process of land expropriation follows three main stages in Japan: (1) negotiation, (2)
administrative disposition, and (3) judicial recourse as a final stage. Negotiation is the first step between the
expropriating authority or authorized project developers and affected citizens. 1299 In order to negotiate, the
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expropriating authority or project developers survey and assess land price, called a “statement of property” by
an independent appraiser. 1300 Then, the expropriating authority or developer explains the purpose of the project
and negotiates with the affected citizens on the compensation. 1301 If there is no protest on the project and
compensation, both parties will reach and conclude the contract of compensation and title transfer. 1302
However, if there is a protest or negotiation fails, the dispute will proceed to the administrative
disposition, in which administrative agencies responsible for dealing with land taking for the development
project. The administrative disposition involves in two main bodies: (1) project-recognition administrative
agencies and (2) expropriation committees. 1303 The project-recognition administrative agencies can be either
local government or the Minister of land, Infrastructure, and Transport (hereinafter “the Land Minister”) who
are responsible for authorizing “project recognition.” 1304
The expropriating authority or authorized developers will submit an application, together with a
statement of property and objection, to the local government or the Land Minister for the project
recognition. 1305 Upon the request, the local government or the Land Minister will check the application by
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reviewing the public use and environmental impact of the proposed project. 1306 If the requirement is satisfied,
the local government or the Land Minister will authorize the project recognition. 1307 The project recognition
will fix the date of compensation, eligible and interested person. 1308
Then, the expropriating authority or project developers will submit the project recognition to the
expropriation committee, an independent administrative land tribunal composed of seven members at the
prefectural level. 1309 The expropriation committee will hold a hearing to handle compensation and issue an
order of land acquisition and vacation. 1310 If the affected landowners are unsatisfied with the award, the
landowners may appeal to the Land Minister for review. 1311 If the aggrieved party is dissatisfied with the
decision of the Land Minister, he or she can appeal to court for judicial review. 1312
b). Procedure of Land Readjustment Law
Apart from land taking under the Land Expropriation law, Japan exercises land taking under the Land
Readjustment Law of 1954. Land readjustment is an urban renewal technique, which was widely used in postwar Japan. 1313 The stated purpose of the Land Readjustment Law of 1954 is to “rearrange or redesign
urbanization land for healthy, safety, and welfare for better living condition.” 1314
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The Land Readjustment Law of 1954 authorizes a wider range of implementing bodies than the Land
Expropriation Law of 1951. The bodies authorized to exercise land readjustment are individuals, private
corporations, landowners’ associations, public corporations, administrative agencies. 1315
The exercise of land readjustment depends on types of development projects and approving authority.
The approval of land readjustment projects are made by two levels of administrative authority. If the land
readjustment projects are made by individual, land readjustment cooperative, and land readjustment
corporation, the project approval is made by the local government; namely, the prefecture and municipality
respectively. If the land readjustment projects are made by the local government, the project approval is made
by the Land Minister. 1316
3. Practice of Land Taking in Japan
As noted above, and as in the American context, the expropriation process begins in Japan with
negotiation. If successful, a case will end a voluntary agreement with individual land owners.
a). Practical Aspect of Land Taking in Japan
It is said that land takings largely depend on mutual negotiation among developers, landowners, and
other interested parties in Japan. 1317 Land expropriation does not follow the full set of procedures as stated in
the Land Expropriation Law of 1951, as Tsuyoshi Kotaka (2002) put:
In general, land acquisition for public projects is not done by procedure under the Land Expropriation
Law but by mutual negotiation among project initiator, the landowner, and interested parties. 1318

Expropriating authority or authorized developers make efforts to negotiate with affected property
owners in order to acquire land for development projects. 1319 Although there are exceptions, Japan rarely
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invokes eminent domain power to force property owner from land as authorized under the law. 1320 In practice,
Japan proceeds with a principle of consensus, as Kenneth L. Port and Gerald Paul McAlinn (2003) expressed:
It is often argued that Japanese government proceeds by consensus. Therefore, the theory goes, the
government rarely invokes eminent domain doctrine. This seems to be accurate as there few reported
eminent domain cases. 1321

Instead of using a forced power under the eminent domain, Japan establishes and regulates a
persuasive and flexible method for land taking by the public contribution in development projects for public
utilities under its legal system, as Susumu Sakamoto (1998) asserted:
The notion of an eminent domain requires widespread public support and the clear understanding of
the urgency of the project, although it is rarely used. The Japanese government has sought to establish
a more flexible redevelopment system which would compel the residents to comply with a reasonable
contact. 1322

However, when the negotiation does not reach agreement, Japan turns its procedures to legal
procedure as stated in the law. 1323 The administrative agencies will mediate the disagreement. 1324
b). Factor Contributing to Practice through Negotiation
Most land takings in Japan conclude in mutual negotiation among the expropriating authority,
authorized developers, and property owners. 1325 This could be possible depending two contributing principles:
(1) compensation and (2) institutional responsibility.
i). Compensation
Compensation is a first fundamental factor that makes negotiation applicable between expropriators
and affected property owners in Japan. Japanese taking practice can guarantee just compensation for affected
property owners. Therefore, disputes are relatively less. There are two kinds of compensation in Japan: (1)
compensation for exclusive development and (2) compensation for inclusive development.
1320
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The first kind is compensation for exclusive development, which refers to any land taking that
removes or relocates property owners from the development project. However, project-affected property
owners are provided with “just compensation” for their property on market value. 1326
Just compensation is a standard practice in land takings under the Japanese government policies – the
Guideline Standard for Compensation for Loss Caused by Acquisition of Land for Public Use of 1962 and the
Guideline Standard for Compensation for Public Loss Caused by Execution of Public Project of 1967. 1327 The
standard is applied throughout the country. 1328
In the Japanese context, just compensation refers to the “full compensation,” in which the value of the
expropriated property is calculated on the “full market value” between buyers and sellers. 1329 Japan exercises
the “comparable sales method” in order to determine the market value of the affected properties taken for
development projects. 1330 The method of comparable sale is to seek the actual price of the affected property in
comparison to nearby assets. 1331 The calculation of market compensation is made between the projection
recognition and determination of disagreement, depending on the changing rate. 1332
In addition to full market compensation for the affected property, Japan provides subsidiary
compensation and assistance for affected property owners. Affected landowners will be provided with
secondary compensation for removal and relocation. 1333 Moreover, current practice provides assistance to
reconstruct the livelihoods of the affected relocatees. 1334
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Apart from the compensation for exclusive development, Japan has another kind of compensation for
affected property owners; that is the compensation for inclusive development. The inclusive development
refers to a type of development in which affected property owners are not removed from their land. In this
context, affected property owners stay in and benefit from the development project.
Japan has broadly applied inclusive compensation in the land readjustment project. 1335 The land
readjustment project rearranges scattered and irregular plots of land into tidy plots with roads and other public
utilities. 1336 A land readjustment project is a participatory development, which can proceed only if it reaches a
majority of consensus from affected landowners. 1337 In this context, landowners agree to contribute their land,
to some extent, up to 30 percent for the public utilities. 1338
When the majority of consensus is reached, the local authority or project developer will expropriate
the land to proceed the development project. 1339 The expert planners will pool the selected area into a single
entity in compliance with the development plan and urban planning law. 1340 The urban planner will replot the
original parcels into the new plots and redistribute to the original landowners. 1341 Project cost is financed by
land contribution from landowners and public funds. 1342 However, landowners will be compensated based on
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the contributing percentage of land to the development project. 1343 Any equivalent loss will be compensated
accordingly. 1344
Many landowners support inclusive compensation over exclusive compensation. In this context,
forced taking under the Land Expropriation Law is rarely applied in Japan, while land readjustment law is such
supported. As André Sorensen (2007) asserted that almost 30 percent of Japanese urban area were carried out
through land readjustment as of March 2003. 1345
ii). Institutional Responsibility
In addition to a satisfactory compensation policy, legal compliance and institutional responsibility are
the central for Japanese taking success. Japanese government adopted laws and guidelines on taking and
compensation for facilitating the smooth process of negotiation. Implementing institutions bear a strong
accountability to implement these regulations. Local government plays an important role as actor of enforcing
law, governing development permission, implementing project, and mediating dispute arising from land
takings for development. 1346
Japanese local government has high responsibility to implement and control land use law and land
takings.
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Local government can control all development projects, in which permission or approval is

required and must be complied with zoning law.
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conformity with the zoning law, which do not induce informal settlements or anarchic construction in
Japan. 1349
In addition to the high responsibility and legal compliance, local government plays a crucial role in
implementing urban development projects. Local government plays an important role in persuading affected
property owners to participate in the land readjustment project. 1350 For instance, in the Omiya land
readjustment project, the local governments persuaded the landowners to establish organization committees to
arrange land readjustment of 7,500 hectares, which was 75 percent of the urban plan between 1980 and 1990 in
the Omiya area.1351
However, land takings, which depend on negotiation and consensus principle, faced a noticeable
challenge. Negotiation to reach consensus in a land readjustment project is an arduous task for local
government or authorized project initiator. 1352 This task takes a lot of time, effort, and resources. 1353
In short, most land takings conclude in mutual negotiation among project authority, developer, and
property owner. Disagreement is concluded by administrative disposition, resulting in reduced dispute in court.
4. Case Study – Construction of Nibutani Dam
This Dissertation concentrates on institutional responsibility for taking dispute resolution. Most land
takings conclude in mutual negotiation with the intervention from administrative agencies, rarely proceeding to
court in Japan. 1354 In this context, if one looks at judicial decisions over taking disputes, Japan does not have
many cases as in the American counterpart. 1355
In order to compare with the American system over institutional responsibility for taking dispute
resolution, this Dissertation selects a sample case study of Japanese taking dispute that underwent both
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administrative and judicial disposition for study. The landmark case is the Kayano et all. v. Hokkaido
Expropriation Committee in the Hokkaido prefecture. 1356
a). Background
The Nibutani dam was located in the Saru River in Hokkaido’s Sapporo District. The government,
through the Ministry of Land and local government, initiated a plan to construct the Nibutani dam on March 23,
1978. 1357 The Minister of Land adopted the fundamental construction plan of Nibutani dam for flood control
and other uses on March 24, 1983. 1358
The construction plan of the Nibutani dam would cover 630 hectares, which affected 295 households,
including Ainu indigenous people, at the area. 1359 This project led to the compulsory expropriation of land
occupied by local residents. The local government, through the Hokkaido Development Bureau, negotiated
with the affected landowners for acquiring land for the project in 1984. 1360
The project authority could negotiate and reach agreement with most of landowners. 1361 However,
negotiation encountered difficulties with a number of landowners, such as Shigeru Kayano, Tadashi Kaizawa,
and Kiichi Kaizawa, who dissatisfied with the land acquisition and compensation offer. 1362 These landowners
filed a complaint against the government concerning the land acquisition and compensation. 1363
b). Administrative Disposition
After facing the objection from several landowners, the local government, who were responsible for
implementing the project, implemented the land taking power under the Land Expropriation Law of 1951 for
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compulsory acquisition of the land from the objected property owners. 1364 The project authority submitted the
application to the Land Minister for the project recognition on April 25, 1986. 1365
The Land Minister transmitted the application to the municipal mayor on June 19, 1986 to make a
public notice of the development project within two weeks at the locality. 1366 During this public notice,
Tadashi Kaizawa and Kiichi Kaizawa presented an objection statement to the governor of Hokkaido by
claiming the restoration of rights and compensation for the land lost by the Ainu people. 1367 However, the
Land Minister approved the development project on December 16, 1986. 1368
Following the reception of the project recognition, the project authority applied for an administrative
ruling from the Hokkaido Expropriation Committee (hereinafter “Expropriation Committee”) for vacating the
objected landowners on November 30, 1987.

1369

The Expropriation Committee rendered the administrative

rulings for acquiring land and issuing vacation order on February 3, 1989. 1370 The objected landowners filed
an administrative appeal to the Land Minister for reviewing on March 4, 1989. 1371 However, the Land Minister
rejected the appeal on April 26, 1993. 1372 The objected landowners continued to appeal for judicial review. 1373
c). Judicial Resolution
Kayano, who was the representative of other objectors, filed the appeal against the administrative
rulings at the Sapporo District Court for judicial review of both the expropriation committee’s decision and the
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project authorization on October 26, 1993. 1374 In the complaint, Kayano challenged the constitutionality of
administrative ruling, confiscatory administrative rulings, and project authorization, which rendered in removal
order of existing landowners. 1375
The Sapporo District Court reviewed the complaint in response to the plaintiff’s claim. The court held
that the expropriation was illegal on March 27, 1997. 1376 The court reasoned that the administrative agencies
and rulings failed to weigh up the project’s benefit and detriment to private interests, especially, the indigenous
Ainu people. 1377 However, the judicial decision came late because the project was completed. 1378
In short, dispute over the Nibutani dam provides the legal aspect of administrative dispute rather than
compensation in Japan. The judicial decision over the Nibutani dam dispute is the landmark case in that the
court demanded the balance of project interest between the state and private persons. The lessons for
improvement of the Cambodian system are two: that the decision takes account of the interests of indigenous
people who are vulnerable to development projects; and that private action and administration presented a fait
accompli to the court, limiting the effectiveness of its decision.
In conclusion, land takings in Japan mostly follow two laws – the Land Expropriation Law of 1951
and the Land Readjustment Law of 1954. The 1951 Land Expropriation Law, which is exclusive development,
authorizes the taking of private land for public interest such as the construction of road, dam, and airport. The
1954 Land Readjustment Law, which is inclusive development, allows the rearrangement of scattered plots of
land for tidy land plots with public infrastructure and utility.
Both laws employ different methods, but achieve the same goal; namely, the public utilities. The
exercise of Land Expropriation Law excludes affected citizens from the development, while the Land
Readjustment Law includes the landowners in the development project. As a result, the method of Land
Readjustment Law is widely supported in Japan.
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Land takings largely depend on mutual negotiation among project authority, developer, and affected
citizens. However, Japan will return to the legal procedures as stated by law when the negotiation fails. At this
stage, the administrative agencies play an important role in mediating the disagreement before proceeding with
judicial recourse.
The success of land takings though negotiation can rely on two principles in Japan: (1) compensation
and (2) institutional responsibility. Most land takings can provides market/just compensation for affected
property. Project authority or developer has high responsibility for implementing and following the law and
exercising participatory planning and development. This leads to reduced disputes in the redress forum.
Although most cases are concluded by mutual negotiation, with the intervention of administrative
agencies, a number of cases, for example of Kayano, proceed with judicial recourse. Kayano case is a
landmark case that provides an essential aspect of eminent domain dispute; namely, the administrative dispute
rather than civil dispute in Japan. This case follows the procedure as prescribed by law. The court abrogated
the administrative rulings. This implies that with proper institutional design, courts can reinforce and realize
the rights of affected residents, reducing the level of conflict in society.
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C. Comparative Aspect of Practice and Redress Mechanisms in Three Studied Countries
This section will discuss aspect of practice and institutional responsibility for land taking and
resolution in Cambodia, America, and Japan. The Dissertation provides, as described above, a broad overview
of Cambodian, American, and Japanese systems over land taking practice and institutional responsibility for
dispute resolution.
This section will compare the aspect of practice and institutional responsibility in these studied
countries. The comparison will focus on points that may be useful in considering improvements to the current
Cambodian system.
1. Common Point of Land Takings
The three countries share a remarkable common point on two issues: (1) authorization of taking power
and (2) judicial review.
a). Authorization of Taking Power
In all three countries, the authorization of the taking power is enshrined in the constitution. 1379 Apart
from the constitutional endorsement, each country develops a separate law governing taking action; for
instance, American states have encoded eminent domain practice by enacting the Uniform Eminent Domain
Code of 1974; 1380 Japan adopted the Land Expropriation Law in 1951, 1381 while Cambodia enacted the Law on
Expropriation in 2010. 1382
The concept of eminent domain power is the same in these three countries. Land taking can be
exercisable only if it serves “public use” while affected property owners are provided for “due process of law”
and “just compensation” in proportion to the loss or damage of property. 1383
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b). Judicial Review
The three countries all place the ultimate decision power in the court. The power of eminent domain is
a constitutional power conferred on the executive branch. However, constitutions also constrain government
not to exercise this power arbitrarily by setting out the restrictions of “public use,” “just compensation,” and
“due process of law.” 1384
These clauses are a target under the judicial review if government violates these. If government abuses
or overuses this power, court will intervene to justify the action between the state and private person. The
constitutional requirements of “public use,” “just compensation,” and “due process of law,” which are referred
to in this Dissertation as the “three constitutional pillars,” are to constrain government from the use of power in
taking of life, liberty, and property.
In short, eminent domain in the three countries shares the same conceptual foundation, with a
reviewing power in the court.
2. Differences of Three Countries’ Taking System
The exercise of constitutional eminent domain in the three countries has remarkable differences in
three points: (1) mechanical redress arrangement, (2) type of taking dispute, and (3) institutional responsibility
for dispute resolution.
a). Mechanical Redress Arrangement
The arrangement of implementing and redress mechanisms differs in the three countries. America
arranges its implementing and redress mechanism based on the constitutional eminent domain clause, while
Japanese and Cambodian practice depends on legislation and administrative disposition.
i). American Land Taking Mechanism
Land taking power in America conforms to the principle of power separation under the Constitution of
the United States. 1385 The United States of America is a federal system, in which the government is divided
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into federal and state governments. In this administrative hierarchy, the federal laws (the U.S. Constitution,
laws, and treaties) are superior, (the Supreme Law of the Land) to those of the states. 1386 In this hierarchy, the
Federal Constitution imposes mandatory limits on the powers of both Federal and State governments, while
individual States may provide enhanced protections.
In terms of taking powers, both federal and state governments have authority to exercise taking
powers. However, the federal government has less authority than state government because the federal
constitution leaves this power to state and local governments where a federal interest is not directly
concerned. 1387 The fifty states have a large amount of powers to take, control, and regulate land. 1388Although
America widely leaves this power to the state and local governments, but executive bodies do not have final
jurisdiction over the resolution of taking disputes. The power to make the ultimate decision over taking
disputes is vested in the relevant courts. 1389
The taking mechanism is not heavily bureaucratic in America. The process of land takings and dispute
resolution is simple for affected citizens to follow. In general, land takings follow the provision of
constitutional requirements. Only an authorized body, as stated in law, can expropriate private land for
development project. However, such a taking must be made in compliance with due process of law, and only if
it serves public use while affected citizens are provided with just compensation in proportion to loss of
property.
The condemnor must appraise the affected property on the market value and submit it to affected
property owners for negotiation. If the parties do not reach the agreement, any disagreed party will submit the
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claim to court for decision. In law, the condemnor, who claims for ownership acquisition for development
project, is required to submit the complaint to court first. 1390
When a complaint appears in court, an American court applies bright line rules of the constitution and
law for deciding the case. The court decides both administrative and civil disputes of the takings based on the
constitutional requirements. The use of bright line rules of the constitutional requirements is rigid and puts
pressure on government to follow. As a result, the judicial decision legitimizes governmental taking purpose
(see: Section A of this Chapter III).
In short, American court acts as both the pivotal mechanism for compulsory acquisition of private
land for public use and protector of private property rights to balance such a taking.
ii). Japanese Land Taking Mechanism
In Japan, most land takings proceed through negotiation. In this context, administrative mechanisms,
together with administrative guidelines on land takings, are arranged for facilitating mutual negotiation among
developers, the expropriating authority, and affected citizens. 1391 Japan has a set of administrative agencies for
acquiring land for development and mediating disputes. Japan has central government (Land Minister) and
local governments (prefecture, municipality) act as the condemning agencies, and expropriation committee at
each prefectural level for facilitating and hearing disagreements over land takings.
The Japanese land taking system mostly ends in mutual negotiation. When negotiation is likely to fail,
the expropriating authority or project initiator will initiate an administrative procedure as stated in law. They
will submit a request for project recognition to the Land Minister. After receiving approval, the project initiator
will submit a request to the expropriation committee for compensation decision and issuance of vacation order.
The expropriation committee resolves compensation and issues vacation order. Any party, who is dissatisfied
with the decision of the expropriation committee, can submit an administrative appeal to the Land Minister for
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review. If the aggrieved party still disagrees with the decision of the Land Minister, he or she can appeal to
court for judicial review (see: Section B of this Chapter III).
In short, the Japanese taking mechanism provides for an intermediate. An ad-hoc independent,
permanent land tribunal, expropriation committee, is arranged for dealing with land taking in each prefecture.
iii). Cambodian Land Taking Mechanism
Land taking largely depends on the relevant administrative body. Land taking is in the hand of the
project’s own delegated ad-hoc commission. The ad-hoc commission extends its working groups from the
central to lowest level of territorial administration for overseeing and implementing the project. The decision
of project issues is in the hands of the central level while the local authority is the implementing body.
The project authority will negotiate with affected citizens. When a dispute occurs, the project ad-hoc
commission can conciliate. If the conciliation fails, the complaint can proceed to the redress mechanism
responsible for land disputes; namely, the administrative ADR and judicial institutions. The administrative
ADR institutions comprise the Cadastral Commissions (CC) with three tiers (Municipal/District/Khan, Capital/
Provincial, and National CC), and the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR), which have
competence to resolve unregistered disputes. The court has jurisdiction to deal with registered or contractual
land disputes.
The Cambodian redress mechanism faces conflict of interest in dispute resolution over takings. Land
taking for development projects is authorized at the national level, belonging to the central government with
development partners and private firms. The local administrative offices or local government are only the
implementing bodies for these development projects. When a dispute happens, the local administrative offices
become the redress bodies, and the court is reluctant to make decisions on the taking dispute with the state due
to the fear of the hierarchical responsibility after the decision-making (see: Chapter I and II of this
Dissertation).
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In short, Cambodian taking mechanism is primarily an administrative mechanism. The arrangement of
redress mechanism falls into bureaucratic process, which impedes efficiency and effectiveness of land dispute
resolution. Cambodia can learn from Japanese and American model for improving redress means.
In overall comparison, American system is judicial redress mechanism while Japanese and Cambodian
systems are administrative redress mechanisms. In compliance with the theory of eminent domain, judicial
redress is complied with the constitutional authority.
b). Types of Land Ownership and Taking Disputes
In addition to the difference of the mechanical arrangement of redress body, the three countries
characterize with the differences of land ownership and land disputes. This section will illustrate the
differences of land ownership and disputes accordingly.
i). Land Ownership under Mechanical Taking
Ownership is pre-requisite for taking. A taking is a mechanical procedure. Mechanical taking refers to
a taking that can proceed with a course of clear procedural steps. Land taking proceeds with two courses of
mechanical procedural steps: (1) pre-dispute mechanism and (2) post-dispute mechanism. Both mechanical
steps are interlinked; when pre-dispute mechanism fails, it will lead to post-dispute mechanism. Legal
compliance and ownership are a catalyst and determinant of the existence of both mechanical steps.
In legal concept, the three countries have similar provisions in terms of taking issues. However, in
practice, they result in different effects. America and Japan have exercised land takings well without causing
many social controversies; however, Cambodia has faced a serious violation of human rights in exercising this
power. When dispute happens, affected citizens seek resolution through state institutions in America and Japan,
while Cambodia seeks resolution by on-street protest, political intervention, and spiritual prayer.
Such a result depends on the mechanical arrangement of land expropriation system to prevent social
consequences. Pre-dispute mechanism is a substantial procedure to avert dispute to appear in the redress forum.
This could be achieved by two substantive factors: (1) legal compliance and (2) recognition of ownership. Pre-
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dispute mechanism in land takings depends on mutual negotiation between expropriators and affected property
owners. Mutual negotiation can be possible only if it conforms to legal provision and procedure.
Negotiation in pre-dispute mechanism can achieve a comparative market value of affected property by
equal status between expropriators and affected property owners. The equal status of negotiating power relies
on ownership status. America and Japan have a clean system of ownership recognition; thus, negotiation can
proceed with a course of equal status between buyer and seller on market price. America and Japan mostly
succeed in the pre-dispute mechanism, while Cambodia fails.
However, Cambodian system of property ownership is in a mess, and ownership of land is unclear.
Furthermore, legal compliance is intermittent. In this context, negotiation is likely not to work well.
Negotiation could happen in some extent, but proceeds with a course of limit and unequal footing. As a result,
Cambodian exercises land takings for development resulting in protest and social tensions.
ii). Type of Land Dispute
Apart from the issue of land ownership, the three countries have different types of land dispute caused
by takings. America and Japan have a tidy system of land ownership; as a result, disputes are straightforward
over the constitutionality of taking and compensation issue that appear in the redress forum. The dispute over
the constitutionality of taking is in the competence of court, while the dispute over compensation is in the hand
of jury or expropriation committee.
Cambodian land ownership is unclear; therefore, Cambodia encounters various forms of land disputes
caused by competing claims. In sum, however, Cambodia faces three major types of land disputes caused by
competing claims: (1) land disputes caused by competing between individuals, (2) land disputes caused by
competing claim between state and land possessors by land registration, and (3) land disputes caused by state
expropriation for development (see: Chapter II of this Dissertation). The third one has same manner as that of
America and Japan. These types of land disputes push Cambodia to fall into the land dispute crises waiting for
appropriate resolution.
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c). Institutional Independency
Apart from technical arrangement of taking mechanism and different types of land dispute, the three
countries have distinct institutional responsibility arrangements in taking disputes. Taking disputes are
between the state and citizens. Thus, independence of the resolver is necessary as the guarantor of equal
treatment and just compensation between parties after the failure of the pre-dispute mechanism.
Each country arranges provides different procedures and mechanisms for resolving taking disputes.
America leaves this decision to the court while Japan and Cambodia keep this power in the hand of
administrative agencies first, with last resort to the court. Despite the different redress mechanisms, the
achievement of independence, due process, and just compensation for affected citizens is noteworthy.
The overview of the three countries’ institutional responsibility arrangements shows that America and
Japan have simpler institutions responsible for land taking dispute resolution than Cambodia. America has
made the court responsible for resolving land taking disputes. American courts apply bright line rules. The
court decides both administrative and civil disputes of the takings based on the constitutional requirements.
Japan has a tidy system of stand-by administrative agencies responsible for resolving land taking
disputes. An expropriation committee is located in each prefecture for facilitating and hearing disputes. If the
aggrieved party disagrees with the decision of the administrative tribunal, he or she can appeal to court for
judicial review. America puts the redress directly under the judiciary, while Japan places it under the executive
in the first instance in order to avoid disputes in court. However, both countries achieve independency of
resolvers.
Cambodian redress institutions are complex. The administrative ADR institutions are arranged in a
territorial structure with policy determined at higher levels, and responsibility for execution at lower levels.
This results in an upward-and-downward movement and ignorance of complaints. The court resolves only civil
and criminal disputes while the resolution of administrative disputes is avoided. As a result, criminal charges
are often the first result of sharp land taking disputes, while the underlying taking issues remain unresolved.
Cambodian redress institutions have been unable to achieve independency, which causes affected
citizens to distrust actions by the administrative agency. Therefore, affected citizens often seek political
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interventions from the Prime Minister. In order to obtain interventions from the Prime Minister, affected
citizens frequently resort to ultra-vires or direct collective actions such as demonstration, protest, road
blockading, and tire burning. Political intervention becomes a culture of land dispute resolution,
overshadowing the existing official redress mechanisms in Cambodia.
In sum, American and Japanese redress mechanism responsibility is independent and far from conflict
of interest, while Cambodia rest in hierarchical responsibility and loss of independency, which need addressing.
3. Comparison of Institutional Arrangement and Protection of Constitutional Rights
A constitutional taking clause is to protect the rights to life, liberty, and property from the arbitrary
taking. This section will study the feasibility of taking mechanism in protection of the constitutional rights
against takings.
As noted above, American taking mechanism is the judicial redress, while Japanese and Cambodian
mechanisms are administrative redress, with final resort to the court. This section will analyze the feasibility of
achieving (1) simplicity of redress institutions, (2) legitimacy of governmental taking power, and (3)
market/just compensation under the institutional judicial or administrative arrangement.
a). Simplicity of Redress Institution
The first challenge between judicial and administrative redress institutions is the structural
arrangement of resolution forum for land taking disputes. The challenge rests on the simplicity or complexity
(or bureaucracy) of the redress structure, independence, conflict of interest in resolution forum. This issue is
needed to address prior to redesigning a new way for Cambodia.
The three studied countries show the noticeable institutional arrangements. America uses the court
structure for dealing with land takings. In structure, court has only one institution, with a common paradigm of
three tiers – lower court, appeal court, and supreme court. This structure, we are able to say, is simple for
affected citizens to understand and follow. For example, Kelo challenged the constitutionality of land taking
purpose from the lower court to the Supreme Court of America. Likewise, Kayano challenged the
expropriation to Sapporo Court for judicial review of administrative rulings of vacation.
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An administrative redress mechanism may face structural issues if it is not properly arranged.
Administrative redress mechanism is typically arranged in a territorial administrative structure. Such an
arrangement can be made in a simple layer or multi-layers in territorial administration extension. The effect of
institutional responsibility for dispute resolution can be detrimentally affected in the latter case.
If administrative redress mechanism is arranged in a simple layer or tier of territorial administration, it
may not face a serious structural issue. However, if administrative redress mechanism is arranged through
territorial administrative extension, the structural issue of resolution and responsibility poses a challenge. The
administrative redress mechanism may fall into the bureaucratic process and produce reduced accountability,
which induces the impediment of institutional efficiency and effectiveness of speedy resolution.
To clarify this argument, the comparison of administrative redress arrangement between Japan and
Cambodia is noteworthy. Japan and Cambodia, as discussed above, are the administrative redress mechanisms.
However, both countries arrange the redress mechanical structure for dealing with taking disputes differently.
Japan arranges administrative redress structure, namely, the expropriation committee, in a simple single
institution at each prefectural level. Any aggrieved party can challenge the award of the expropriation
committee to the Land Minister for administrative review, and then to court for judicial review as the last
resort.
Cambodia arranges the redress mechanical structure for dealing with land disputes in territorial
administration extension, lying from the municipal/district/khan, provincial/capital and national institutions,
and culminating in court for review. 1392 Such a construction can make resolution bureaucratic, inactive, and
reduce accountability. These impede the efficiency and effectiveness of land dispute resolution. Recently,
Cambodian Prime Minister came out and a strong public blame on the national and local authority, who
responsible for land dispute resolution, to be lazy to fulfill their obligation on August 18, 2014. 1393
In comparative aspect, the court can achieve a simpler structure than is possible under the current
administrative arrangements. Administrative redress may face multi-layers of redress fora if it is arranged in
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territorial administration, as the case of Cambodia. However, a single layer is noteworthy and preferred, as the
case of Japan.
b). Legitimacy of Taking Power
Land taking is a special dispute between state and citizens. Power in taking disputes is presumptively
unequal – the state or government authority and ordinary citizens. Therefore, the arrangement of redress
mechanism for such a dispute is a critical issue. In this sense, the redress structure may face conflict of interest
in dispute resolution process, and the legitimacy of governmental taking may be called into question.
Judicial redress can be disciplined to avoid conflict of interest more easily than the administrative
environments. The administrative redress is arranged under the executive branch. Administrative agents are
appointed by the executive. Therefore, the administrative redress mechanism may face a high risk of conflict
of interest and hierarchical responsibility.
Judiciary, in compliance with the principle of power separation, is distinguished from the executive
branch. Court is a separate institution from the executive power and has its main role for reviewing the
executive institutions. 1394 In the context of power separation, court is presumably independent in construction.
For example, the resolution of Kelo case under American courts and Kayano case under Japanese court is an
exemplar of independent resolvers and far from the conflict of interest.
Conflict of interest is easily inferred in the case of Kayano, Borei Keila, and Boueng Kak under the
administrative disposition. Kayano made administrative appeal to the Land Minister for review but was
rejected. When Kayano appealed to court for judicial review, the court turned down the administrative rulings
that lacked consideration of public use and detriment of project to affected citizens. 1395 This point can show
that the conflict of interest between the project authority and resolution authority, which induces the lack of
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consideration of the project side-effect. However, this could be rectified by the court after Kayano brought for
judicial review. 1396
Conflict of interest is clearly seen in the structural arrangement of Cambodian redress mechanisms in
dealing with land taking disputes. The Cambodian redress mechanism is organized under territorial
administration. In this context, the governor of district, province, and capital is resolver of dispute. However,
when the government needs to take private land for development project, the governor of district, province,
and capital becomes the implementing body under the development project.
Negotiation and resolution rests in the project authority; namely, the governor of district, province,
and capital. Conflict of interest makes the negotiation stand unequal between the project authority and affected
citizens. Authority often fixes compensation for affected citizens to accept almost without negotiation.
Negotiation can occur only if affected citizens protest. As a result, this leads to frequent clashes. For example,
the Boeung Kak and Borei Keila land disputes are exemplars of conflict of interest in taking and dispute
resolution in Cambodia.
Conflict of interest cannot legitimize government takings. Instead, government is alleged of
illegitimate takings and violation of human rights as protected under constitution. For example, the taking of
the Boueng Kak and Borei Keila cases, the Cambodian government is alleged of illegitimate takings and
violation of human rights, as protected under the 1993 Constitution.
Conflict of interest prolongs speedy and effective resolution of the cases. Frequent clashes occur
between the project authority and affected citizens. If such a taking dispute appears in court, social negative
consequences may be diminished and governmental taking could be legitimized. As the Kelo case, government
taking of Kelo for economic redevelopment is legitimized under the judicial power as conformity to the
constitutional public use requirement. 1397 Such a decision was suffered from various scholarly critiques and
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views that violated the federal and state constitutional requirements of public use. 1398 Although the decision is
viewed unconstitutional, the judicial decision legitimized the state’s taking.
This point shows that governmental taking is fully legitimate only if it is made through judicial
recourse. Thus, conflict of interest makes negotiation and dispute resolution fail and provokes social negative
consequences in Cambodia. Government taking is alleged of illegitimate taking. Therefore, Cambodia can
consider its practice through judicial recourse in order to conform to the 1993 Constitution.
c). Feasibility of Due process and Just Compensation
The two constitutional requirements are due process and just compensation, which are fundamental
for protecting affected citizens and restoring livelihoods after relocation. Thus, the feasibility of due process
and just compensation achievement should be taken into consideration between the judicial and administrative
arrangement.
Due process and just compensation are the constitutional requirement that state authority must provide
for affected citizens when their land is taken for public use. Due process of land taking is made in two stages –
pre-dispute and post-dispute mechanism (see: Introduction of this Dissertation). Just compensation refers to the
full market value of affected property. Thus, this Dissertation puts forward the opportunity of achieving the
full market value and due process maintenance in pre-dispute and post-dispute mechanism for analysis
between the judicial and administrative redress arrangement in the comparative three studied countries.
The thesis gives two hypotheses for analyzing the achievement of the market/just compensation in
land takings. The first hypothesis is that market/just compensation through negotiation can be achieved only if
ownership is recognized and legal compliance is provided. The first hypothesis is that if ownership is
recognized and the legal compliance or due process is provided, parties can negotiate compensation on equal
footing. Thus, the market/just compensation can be achieved in pre-dispute mechanism. This mirrors the land
takings in America and Japan that the authority or authorized developer comply with legal provisions and
provide due process for affected citizens. Furthermore, both countries have a clear system of property
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ownership, and land price is publicly known. Thus, pre-dispute negotiation stands on equal footing between
authority or developer and affected property owners. As a result, market/just compensation is achieved in the
pre-dispute mechanism.
However, if a system of property ownership is in a mess and ownership of a land is unclear, and legal
compliance or due process rarely exist as Cambodia, market/just compensation cannot be achieved under such
a circumstance. Negotiation may not stand on an equal footing between the expropriating authority and
affected citizens. The majority of land is not registered in Cambodia yet. The state authority often declares that
affected citizens live on state public land when land is expropriated for a development project. Such a
declaration makes affected citizens become illegal occupants not entitled to just compensation. In this context,
the expropriating authority does not wish to negotiate with land possessors and fixes a sum of money, we
could say to be the governmental benevolent compensation, to illegal dwellers on state public land.
The second hypothesis is that if the due process of law and market/just compensation fails in the predispute mechanism, both still can be achieved in the post-dispute mechanism only if the conflict of interest
does not exist. In this sense, the independence of resolvers plays a crucial role in maintaining the due process
and just compensation. In the comparative study, America leaves this stage to court while Japan leaves to an
independent ad-hoc land tribunal, expropriation committee, in deal with compensation issue. As a result, the
market/just compensation can be achieved at the post-dispute mechanism by an independent solver in these
countries. American court also deals with constitutionality of takings, while administrative redress lacks this.
Stemming from the hypotheses, the Dissertation concludes that in the eminent domain theory, judicial
redress outdoes the administrative redress in providing due process of law, just compensation, and staying far
from the conflict of interest. In this context, judiciary can provide more institutional and procedural steps for
guaranteeing constitutional due process and just compensation.
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D. Chapter Summary
In comparative aspect, America, Japan, and Cambodia have a common point on the power of taking
authorization, which is stipulated in the constitution. The constitutional requirements of takings have same
tone; namely, due process of law, just compensation, and public use.
In law, the three countries have similar procedure for land takings. However, they achieve different
results in practice. Affected citizens go through state institution for resolving taking disputes in America and
Japan, while Cambodian affected citizens walk outside the redress mechanisms and protest on street, seek
intervention, and pray for spiritual help.
The American taking system offers immediate judicial redress. Japan and Cambodia offer
administrative redress in the first instance. The American and Japanese redress mechanisms have a single
forum for dispute resolution, while Cambodia has a myriad of fora, which induce bureaucratic process that
impedes the efficiency and effectiveness of dispute resolution.
American and Japanese practice often succeeds in pre-dispute mechanism; namely, mutual negotiation
because these countries have a clear ownership, which leads to equal status of negotiation and market/just
compensation is satisfied. Cambodia fails because the majority of land is unclear of land ownership
recognition and due process of law is often ignored. As a result, negotiation does not stand on equal footing
among developers, expropriating authority, and affected citizens.
However, if market/just compensation could not be achieved in pre-dispute mechanism, it could be
achieved in post-dispute mechanism only if resolved by an independent body. In this context, judicial redress
could have more opportunity to achieve market/just compensation and due process than administrative redress.
In short, redress of land taking disputes through judiciary has higher creditability and legitimacy for achieving
compensation and due process of law between parties than administrative redress.
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Chapter IV Blueprint of Institutional Reform for Responsibility
The comparison with American and Japanese taking practice reveals that America and Japan have
clear institutions responsible for resolving land taking disputes. Establishing a clear responsible institution is a
crucial step for maintaining the due process of law and just compensation between parties and making affected
citizens accept redress without on-street protests.
While the widespread reliance on original rights of possession poses a special problem in Cambodia,
the American and Japanese taking systems show a common point in that a simple redress forum that can
guarantee due process and equal treatment between parties. Cambodia has multiple, complex, and interdependent redress mechanisms, which cause reduced accountability and impede efficiency and effectiveness of
land dispute resolution. Therefore, reform to establish clear responsibility is a pre-requisite for rehabilitation of
public trust. This Chapter will provide a blueprint of reforming complex multiple land dispute resolution
institutions into a single simple institution solely responsible for land dispute resolution in Cambodia.
A. Direction of Institutional Reform
Before turning to the specifics of the proposal, this section will examine more closely the necessity of
moving multiple institutions into a single institution, and explore the proper parameters for such a reform.
1. Necessity for Single Responsible Institution
When Cambodia reinstalled and privatized property, the failures in the initial land reform together
with the lack of human resources undermined the foundations on which dispute resolution would normally
take place. Today, the majority of land is not registered. Ownership of land is unclear. Land tenure is
overlapping. The issues have outstripped the capacity of institutions, and of many practitioners, to deal with
them in an orderly and fair-handed way.
Cambodia has multiple institutions responsible for resolving competing claims. However, none is
transparent, efficient, and effective to deal with land disputes. Conflict of interest is a challenge in these
institutions. In competing claim disputes, land is often taken from possessors by force, resulting in a fait
accompli, without undergoing an appropriate redress and interpretation of law among stakeholders.
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When, affected citizens cannot accept the resolution, they frequently look beyond the current redress
institutions, protest on streets, and seek political intervention from the Prime Minister for resolving their
disputes. Political intervention over land disputes overshadows the existing redress institutions. The following
shows the current movement of political intervention over land disputes in Cambodia.
Figure 32: The movement and trend to resolve land dispute by political intervention

Source: Author
The demand for such extra-legal intervention can be addressed by introducing a single expert
institution responsible for land dispute resolution.
2. Proposal of Creating a Single Institution for Accepting Complaints
A particular shortcoming of the existing situation is that political intervention frequently fails to
achieve a final resolution of the relevant disputes. Affected citizens concentrate on the Prime Minister,
National Assembly, and other top institutions as the focal point of political intervention. Although most of
these institutions accept complaints or petitions, comprehensive response is relatively rare. As a result, affected
citizens often seek repeated political interventions over the same land disputes.
In such a circumstance, a single institution that bears responsibility for accepting and resolving
complaints or petitions would be preferred to replace the Prime Minister, the National Assembly and other
state top institutions.
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3. Moving Multiple Institutions to a Single Institution
Cambodia has multiple institutions responsible for land dispute resolution. Multiple institutions result
in reduced accountability. The combination of multiple institutions into a single institution responsible for land
disputes is prioritized for Cambodia. Thus, this Dissertation proposes the combination of the existing complex
hyper-structured institutions into a simple single institution for efficient and effective resolution in a speedy
and responsible way. The following figure shows the institutional reform of existing redress institutions into a
single institution under this Dissertation proposal.
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Figure 33: The existing redress mechanisms

Figure 34: The institutional reform

Source: Author
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The proposed single institution will bear responsibility for accepting and resolving all complaints,
reckless of status of land disputes. The division of institutional jurisdiction between court and administrative
ADR institutions will no longer exist under the new proposed system. As a result, the previous push-and-pull
referral of complaints will not pose a challenge under a unified system.
B. Positional Dilemma of Single Institution
The movement to a single simple institution is clearly a necessary step; however, the position of this
single institution, under either executive or judicial branch, poses a concern. The dilemma rests on several
reasons. The anticipated benefits of introducing a single institution, either under either executive or judicial
branch, are that it will: (1) not face failure as the existing institutions, (2) avoid conflict of interest, (3) promote
expeditious land dispute resolution, and (4) comply with the constitutional principle of power separation and
checks and balances.
In the choice between the executive or the judicial branch, the latter is favored on the basis of (1) past
experience, (2) the need for clarity and consistency in the final realization of the property system, and (3) the
current policy of the Cambodian government. The study of these points will clarify the grounds for this
preference.
1. Learning from Past Experience of Existing Redress Mechanisms
The experience of placing the existing institutions under the executive for more than 15 years, we can
say, is enough to raise doubt over the efficiency and effectiveness of the capacity of administration to deal with
land disputes. The failure of the existing redress institutions gives a good lesson for studying and proposing a
new way. The existing redress mechanisms characterized by three remarkable features that need addressing:
(1) hierarchical constraints, (2) political intervention, and (3) an undue bias toward criminal charges.
The existing administrative ADR institutions face hierarchical constraints, which cause indecision.
The existing institutions are arranged in territorial administrative extension from the district level to the
national level. Moreover, members of redress bodies are top executive officials, territorial authority, and
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cadastral officials, all of whom are under the executive branch. Thus, the resolvers face dominating
hierarchical constraints and conflict of interest in decision-making.
Hierarchical constraints give rise to resolver indecision in dealing with land disputes between parties
of different social ranks. Such disputes involve a degree of risk to the position of the decision-maker, and
resolvers incline to make decisions in a way to release him/herself from involvement. 1399 As a consequence,
affected citizens often feel unfairness and are unwilling to accept the result, turning instead to the Prime
Minister’s office for intervention.
Political intervention characterizes a general aspect of Cambodian public administration. Political
intervention mirrors hierarchical power seeking for resolution. Affected citizens seek political intervention
from the Prime Minister because they know that local authorities, who are subordinate officials, cannot deal
with their land dispute. They know that only the Prime Minister, who is the top authority, can decide land
disputes.
Political intervention has a special feature in the Cambodian context. “Intervention seeking” means
“power” seeking to put pressure and bear “responsibility” for resolving land disputes. Affected citizens seek
political intervention from the Prime Minister to put pressure on local authority to bear responsibility for
resolving their land disputes immediately. If the Prime Minister does not respond, affected citizens seek
intervention from various donors, foreign embassies, and international communities to put pressure on the
central government to bear responsibility for resolution.
The deadlock in decision-making is thus a result of deference to superior within administrative
hierarchies, and the vague distribution of authority among dispute resolution institutions and political actors
themselves. Deadlock is ultimately caused by a failure to resolve core issues in these cases that turn on
property entitlements under the civil law. If these are resolved in the first instance in their proper forum (the
1399

If there is land dispute with social ranks, resolvers incline in several ways to release him/herself from
hierarchical responsibility. First, they often forward dispute up to upper level by saying that this dispute is
beyond their capacity. Second, if they decide the case, they decide in bias to higher social rank and let affected
citizens to appeal to upper level. Such a doing, the resolvers know that only the top authority who can make
decision. Third, they keep the case prolonged as much as possible, and sometimes, they try to hide real
information about land dispute from top authority by notifying land protesters illegal occupants and opposition party
members.
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court), protests will decrease, and the courts will less frequently be prevailed upon to apply criminal sanctions
to frustrated residents.
In short, the existing institutions face hierarchical constraints, political intervention, and criminal
charges. Hierarchical constraints make resolvers indecisive to deal with land disputes; as a consequence, it
gives rise to a push-and-pull referral of complaints and reduced accountability. Intervention seeking means
power seeking to put pressure for responsibility for dispute resolution. Currently, political intervention is
intermittent. Rather, empowerment of a single institution to bear responsibility for land dispute resolution
would be effective and permanent.
2. Defects of ADR Institutional Arrangements
The problems of institutional responsibility discussed in this Dissertation are aggravated by certain
features of Cambodian administrative culture, which are discussed in this section.
a). Institutional Arrangement and Administrative Structure
Existing ADR institutions operate against the backdrop of post-war Cambodian administration. The
ADR institutions are arranged in territorial administration; namely, by providing this main task to local
authority to bear responsibility for land dispute resolution. However, local authority lack autonomy to resolve
land disputes, which render in consecutive failures even though the government makes an effort to curb with
the prevalence of land disputes.
The mismatch of institutional arrangement with the public administration is a critical point, which
needs attention for new institutional reform. Beore Cambodian organic laws of 2001 and 2008 introduced the
concept of “local government” or “sub-national government,” local government was called “local authority,”
or “territorial authority,” which was appointed by the central government. 1400
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Blunt and Turner, “Decentralisation, Democracy and Development in a Post-Conflict Society,” 76; Slocomb,
“Commune Elections in Cambodia,” 448, and 465–66.
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Although the new laws introduce the new term and concept, the term “authority,” which was called
“a-nha-thor” in Khmer language, is still widely influential in Cambodian society. 1401 The old concept of
authority has influenced the performance of new functions of local/sub-national government. The leftover or
hangover effects of the authority have affected administrative reform. This section will decipher the meaning
of “authority” in Cambodian context and administration, which are major factors to contribute to difficulties of
post-war administrative reform.
The term “authority” denotes three meanings in Cambodian post-war administration: (1) prominence
of authority, (2) authority in office, and (3) responsibility to superiors. The “authority” is in the meaning of the
“prominence.” The prominence of authority is deeply entrenched in Cambodia public administration. Such a
prominence leads incumbent to authoritarian manner and reduced responsibility in their obligation. In
Cambodian society, if one calls a man “authority,” one may feel afraid and express courtesy to him/her
because he/she is a “prominent person” in government. Such a mindset is deeply rooted in the Cambodian
society.
In this sense, the term “authority” refers to the “power,” or “power to order” granted to designated
incumbent to control territory rather than to serve local residents in the Cambodian context and administration.
In a word, the “authority” is the “controller” of territorial administration. The authority has a higher privilege
and dominance than local residents and obtains the respect from the local residents under his/her supervision.
The “authority” is in the meaning of “in office.”The prominence of authority makes designated
incumbent think he/she (his/her working place) should be “in office.” 1402 In this context, only “office” fits
his/her “prominence.” This mindset is profoundly entrenched in Cambodian public administration. The
expression of “working in office” is widely known in Cambodia. It reflects the general performance of public
administrator or authority, who works only “in office.” Recently, the Prime Minister blamed his subordinate
authorities or administrators, who were inactive to resolve land disputes, to be “lazy” and worked only “on

1401

In Khmer language, “a-nha-thor” refers person who has/holds “a-nha,” which means “order,” or “state power”

for controlling territory.
1402

“Working in office” is a popular Khmer metaphor that refers to the working habit of the higher white-collars in
public administration in Cambodia. Those administrative white-collars work only in office.
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paper.” 1403 The Khmer metaphor of “on paper” refers to working and signing papers “in office” without
fieldwork.
Land dispute showcases the “authority” in the meaning of “prominence” and “in office,” which has
impeded the efficiency of dispute resolution in Cambodia. The prominence of authority makes designated
incumbent work in office and neglects his or her obligation to prevent land disputes in his/her controlled
territory. As a result, land dispute often happens between the company and local residents.
Affected residents will submit complaints to the responsible local authority. The authority, who is a
prominent person, rarely goes or comes out to meet affected citizens directly. In this context, only his or her
representative or assistant goes or comes out to meet and accept complaints from affected citizens by
promising to submit these complaints to his or her boss, who works in office, for review, consideration, and
decision.
Local authorities often keep complaints prolonged or without processing. Meanwhile, the company
continues bulldozing the affected land. As a consequence, affected citizens protest and stop the company from
bulldozing the land, leading to clashes. Then, affected residents go to protest in front of the local authority
office to demand the local authority to resolve their complaints. The local authority comes out and promises to
resolve. Sometimes, the authority does not come out. Then, the affected citizens block the road in order to
make and demand the authority to come out and resolve their dispute. Such an aspect is common in Cambodia
today.
The “authority” is in the meaning of the “responsibility to superior.” The term “authority” is used in
the communism period, who are appointed by the central government to overlook the territorial
administration. 1404 “Authority” bears responsibility to those who appointed them; namely, the superiors. Thus,
an authority does not much care about his or her obligation as provided by law because he/she does not have
direct accountability for local people but is sensitive to superiors because the responsibility of dismissal (see
Section on “neo-patrimonialism” of Chapter II of this Dissertation).
1403

“On paper” is another Khmer metaphor that refers to a working habit of white-collars that wait for signing
documents in office, without conducting physical investigation of the problem.
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In short, prominence of authority induces inaction of obligation to deal with land dispute. In the
Cambodian context and administration, more the top authority is, the less the action is. Thus, later institutional
reform should give a priority to less prominent officials. In this sense, resolvers should be insulated from
prominence of authority. Delegation of power from the prominent authorities who enjoy security of tenure is
the right direction of institutional reform for accountability.
b). ADR Theory and Property Dispute
A further mismatch of post-war institutional arrangement is the introduction of ADR methods to land
dispute resolution institutions. Fifteen years of the ADR methods were introduced, but land disputes are still
acute in Cambodia. Post-war land dispute resolution institutions equip with the ADR methods, namely, the
conciliation.
These methods have been favored by donors in the post-war country, as an alternative to the judiciary. 1405
This idea has influenced Cambodian post-1998 institutional reform policy. Land dispute resolution institutions
stand multiple in ADR methods in post-war Cambodia. The introduction of conciliation in land dispute is not
appropriate to stop land dispute caused by land grabbing or arbitrary takings in Cambodia.
The ADR method can succeed in one field, but may fail in another. In general, the ADR method is
mainly useful in the business dispute of private persons of relatively equal power, not the land dispute between
citizens and the state, powerful, the rich, authorities, the military, and the soldier. In business disputes, both parties
want to win on the one hand and want to save face by keeping mutual relations in business, on the other hand.
Thus, the status of both parties rests on a mutual give-and-take position in the business dispute. Instead, property
disputes have different objective and desire of claim. Both parties strongly adhere to the take-not-give or win-lose
position. Both parties only want to win and own the property, without willingness to abandon. Thus, such a stance
makes conciliation fail, especially, with different social ranks of disputants.
This argument can be tested by reference to the conciliation method of land dispute resolution
institutions, which was introduced since 1999. However, the conciliation does not work well to stop land
disputes, especially, with parties who has different social status or rank. Conciliator does not have enough
1405
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authority to call for any powerful party to appear in the conciliation forum or punish any party has not
appeared or avoided to participate in conciliation. Furthermore, conciliators often feel reluctant to deal with
disputes. As a result, resolution is often kept prolonged or ignored without processing. If the conciliation
proceeds, it is made by “political compromise,” neglecting administrative sanction or criminal punishment for
infringers. Thus, the ADR method in land dispute does not have an overarching deterrent ripple effect to
prevent land disputes.
In short, institutionalization of the land dispute resolution does not account for the relationship of
administrative, ADR, and the nature of property before putting these institutions in place. As a result, these
institutions do not work effectively to deal with land disputes. An institution that has power to apply punish is
appropriate for such disputes.
3. Current Government Policy
Imposition of a single expert institution should look at the past and current intentions of the
government policy. The Cambodian government intended to establish a specialized court in 2006 when
Cambodia initiated to establish the National Authority for Land Dispute Resolution (NALDR). The initial
establishment of the NALDR was to give the “judicial power” to decide the case and could appeal to the upper
court; namely, the appellate court and supreme court. 1406 The NALDR, in this sense, was in the position of a
lower court. If the NALDR was equal to the lower court and stayed under the executive power, this would
violate the principle of power separation under the 1993 Constitution. 1407
Therefore, the Prime Minister wrote a letter to the chairman of the NALDR to suggest the feasibility
of establishing a specialized land court to deal with land disputes in the existing judicial framework in
provincial or municipal areas where land disputes were concentrated in order to avoid the withdrawal of
judicial power and violation of constitutional principle of power separation. 1408 However, in order to conform
to the principle of power separation, the NALDR was established as an ombudsman with competence to
1406

See: Sen Hun, “Informing H.E Deputy Minister, Minister in Charge of the Cabinet and Chairman of the National
Authority for Land Dispute Resolution,” June 1, 2006.
1407
Prime Minister voiced concerns that granting “the judicial power” to the NALDR to “affect the fundamental
principle of the rule of law and free democracy prescribed in the constitution of the Kingdom of Cambodia; that is,
the separation of powers between the legislative, executive, and judicial branches.” See: Ibid.
1408
Ibid.
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resolve land dispute beyond the national CC; however, the challenge of the NALDR’s decision was appealed
to the lower court – provincial/municipal court in the same way as the decision of the national CC. This made
institutional structure awkward.
At the same year, the Center for Advanced Study, cooperated with various organizations, the World
Bank, and the Land Ministry, studied the process of land dispute resolution by the Cadastral Commissions
(CC) in 2006.1409 The Center for Advanced Study found that the process of CC was overly complex, which
gave rise to delay, upward-and-downward movement, and denial of complaints without appropriate reasons,
and reluctance of dealing with a number of land disputes. 1410 Thus, the Center for Advanced Study suggested
that land disputes should have been resolved by a specialized land court, but such a move would have required
action at the national level. 1411
Recently, the Cambodian government enacted new three court laws for governing judicial institutions
on July 16, 2014. 1412 These new court laws were Law on Court Organization, Law on Status of Judges and
Prosecutors, and Law on Organization and Functioning of Supreme Council of Magistracy. 1413 The 2014 Court
Act divides lower court as specialized court, while upper courts as specialized chamber. 1414 This law
establishes four types of specialized courts; namely, civil, criminal, commercial, and labor court. 1415
The 2014 Court Act also suggests the establishment of an administrative court under the judicial
system. 1416 Such a suggestion conforms to the authorization of the 1993 Constitution that confers exclusive
jurisdiction to decide disputes to the judiciary in all cases, including administrative cases. 1417 No other
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institutions have judicial power. 1418 Thus, the government intends to establish an administrative court under
the judicial branch as the current policy.
In short, if overlooking the past experience, the mismatch of administrative, ADR, and property
theories, and the current policy of the Cambodian government, imposition of a single expert institution under
the judicial branch is preferred.
C. Thresholds of Institutional Responsibility in Cambodia
The practice of land takings and institutional responsibility impose a critical issue in post-war
Cambodia. This section will sum up the institutional responsibility in eminent domain practice and institutional
trust in post-war institutions. In short, institutional responsibility remains a challenge on three issues, which
need to be addressed: (1) loophole of eminent domain practice, (2) lack of overarching deterrent ripple-effect
sanction, and (3) loss of institutional trust.
1. Loophole of Eminent Domain Practice
The power of eminent domain is a constitutional power. Therefore, it is constitutional level and theory.
The purpose of the constitutional eminent domain is to protect life, liberty, or property of private person from
arbitrary taking or government intrusion over private property. 1419 Therefore, eminent domain is interpreted to
protect private rights rather than allowing government take. 1420
In this sense, the constitutional eminent domain bans the governmental taking of property when is
does not conform to constitutional requirements. The Constitution requires the government to be able to
exercise taking of private property only if it serves “public use,” while affected property owners are provided
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with “due process of law” and “just compensation” in proportion to the loss of property. 1421 Such requirements
are to prevent the government from the taking of private property in arbitrary manner and rent-seeking. 1422
Land takings for development in Cambodia, we can say, is aimed at economic. This is a questionable
foundation for eminent domain proceedings under the Constitution. Furthermore, even though the constitution
and law require to deal with compensation first before forced removal of landowners; in practice, the authority
exercises a forced eviction and relocation of landowner before the dispute is not resolved. Such an exercise
violates the human rights protection under the 1993 Constitution. As a result, current institutions are weak to
protect the constitutional rights to life, liberty, and property in Cambodia. Therefore, Cambodia needs an
independent institution for protecting the equal treatment and constitutional eminent domain between parties
concerned.
In short, Cambodia has arguably not exercised eminent domain power in compliance with the
constitutional requirements. This issue would be clarified under a single judicial institution charged with
resolution of these disputes.
2. Lack of Overarching Deterrent Ripple-effect Sanction
The current redress institutions face a critical challenge over their implementing rules; that is the
overarching deterrent ripple-effects. The current redress mechanisms have not implemented overarching
deterrent ripple-effect punishment over land disputes caused by land grabbing, competing claims, and taking
for development. Punishment is a crucial element for ending and preventing land disputes. The dispute will not
end when the punishment is loosely applied.
Endless land disputes arise in Cambodia due to the lack of overarching deterrent ripple-effect
punishment of offenders. The ADR institutions resolve land disputes by conciliation as a main means for
reaching an agreement. Therefore, punishment is not the target of these institutions. This technique is
successful when the conciliators mediate small land disputes between ordinary citizens. However, when
1421
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disputes between ordinary citizens and the rich, powerful, soldiers, or the state itself stay chronic. If it
conciliates, it ends in political compromise without sanction or punishment. 1423
Criminal charges, imprisonment, and social consequences may decrease if judge reviews and resolves
land disputes prior to erupting into clashes and violence. If a judge investigates the cause of disputes, he or she
will see who the offenders are. Thus, the punishment should be applied to those offenders. Therefore, the
judiciary can avert the allegation of miscarriage of justice.
In short, the ADR institutions lack a fundamental element of overarching deterrent ripple-effect
punishment for preventing the prevalence of land disputes. Between the ADR and judicial institutions, the
court has applied fairly punishment, despite the allegation of mischarge of justice. Implementation of
punishment through judicial performance is the right way to ending land grabbing in Cambodia.
3. Institutional Trust
The third threshold issue of Cambodian practice of land takings for development is institutional trust.
Currently, affected citizens do not trust in the existing redress institutions. They stop seeking resolution
through the current resolution mechanisms, but seek political intervention.
Among established redress institutions in post-war Cambodia, only the Labor Arbitration Council
(LAC) still attracts confidence from the public. The trust in the LAC is attributed to methods of selection and
institutional responsibility of this unique institution. Arbitrators are under selection of parties. This results in
independent resolvers and diversity of decision. The LAC has high responsibility to be able to arbitrate
disputes within a compulsory 15-dy mandate. Therefore, the LAC is viewed as a speedy, efficient, and
effective redress institution in comparison with the court and other ADR institutions in post-war Cambodia.
Learning the two different lenses of institutional trust in post-war Cambodian institutions shows that
institutional trust is based on the professional diversity, method of selection, and mandatory responsibility. If
comparing to the loss of institutional trust in other institution, the cause and effect are crystallized.
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The cause and effect of trust loss in land dispute resolution has institutional responsibility as primary
reason. Affected citizens will trust the institutions if they bear responsibility and resolve land disputes
effectively without conflict of interest. Institutional trust is undermined by political intervention for resolving
land disputes rather than seeking resolution through proper legal channels.
In short, institutional trust rests on professional diversity, method of selection, and mandatory
responsibility in the Cambodian context. Therefore, institutional reform to achieve these is a right direction to
restoring public trust.
D. Proposal of Single Institution under Judicial Branch
The threshold issues of the current institutional responsibility and eminent domain practice show
points of improvements and breaking through the dilemma of institutional imposition. The current institutions
crystallize the lack of judicial review over constitutionality of takings and overarching deterrent ripple-effect
punishment, which are the central milestone for preventing land disputes.
Learning from the comparison of American and Japanese redress mechanisms, and Cambodian past
failure, the Dissertation concludes that judicial redress has more chance for protecting affected citizens from
arbitrary takings. Therefore, this Dissertation proposes that a single expert institution be under the judicial
branch. Such an imposition makes this institution become judicial institution, which is hereinafter called a
“specialized court.”
In short, imposition of a single expert institution under the judicial branch to becoming a “specialized
court” will make Cambodia achieve a uniform practice by judiciary.
1. Feature of Specialized Court
A prospective specialized court would have two parts, namely, a specialized court and court-annexed
mediation. A specialized court rests in the existing judicial structure, without a new establishment of a separate
courthouse. Such a proposal is in line with the current Cambodian government policy on legal and judicial
reform.
The Cambodian government passed the Law on Court Organization in 2014 (hereinafter called “2014
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Court Act”) to transform Cambodian the existing courts to be specialized courts. 1424 Under the 2014 Court Act,
four types of specialized courts – civil, criminal, commercial, and labor – will be arranged first, while other
specialized courts will be established upon necessity. 1425
The 2014 Court Act also suggests the establishment of an administrative court under the judicial
system.

1426

However, pending establishment of an administrative court, the civil chamber will bear

responsibility for dealing with administrative disputes. 1427 Therefore, the Dissertation proposal will be a
prospective administrative court in Cambodia in the future.
Court-annexed mediation is a special conciliation assisting body attached to the specialized court. The
court-annexed mediation is also not a newly established institution. Instead, the court-annexed mediation is a
combination of the current existing administrative ADR institutions, but with a delegation of power to mediate
and make decision.
Such treatment would recognize fact that the current administrative ADR institutions succeeds in
conciliating small land disputes between ordinary citizens. Thus, the Dissertation maintains a level of the
current administrative ADR institutions at the territorial administration. However, the imposition of this courtannexed mediation at the territorial administration is also a challenge in this Dissertation proposal.
In order to avoid too many institutions and spending a lot of money and time, the logic of retaining
one-level body as the court-annexed mediation rests on the review of the current territorial administration in
Cambodia. The current territorial administration divides into capital, province/municipality, district/khan,
commune/sangkat, and village. Nowadays, Cambodia has 1 capital, 24 provinces, 26 municipalities, 159
districts, 12 khans, 1,406 communes, 227 sangkats, and 14,139 villages.
The feasibility of court-annexed mediation will be proper to locate at the district/khan level on the
grounds of three reasons. Currently, the court locates at the capital/provincial level. The next level is the
municipality/district/khan. The municipality is the upper level of district in provincial administration. Khan is
the lower level of the capital administration. If the court locates at the capital/provincial level, the court1424
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annexed mediation should locate at the district/khan level. The following table shows the order of the
territorial administration in Cambodia.
Figure 35: The order of the territorial administration in Cambodia

Capital
Khan

Territorial Administration
Province
Municipality
District
Sangkat
Commune
Village

Source: Author
The number of district/khan is appropriate if compared with the number of commune/sangkat.
Currently, the district/khan has 171 in total. This number, if compares to lower territorial administration, is
appropriate, which cannot lead to surplus numbers of institutions and excessive costs to the national treasury.
Furthermore, Cambodia has the existing overlapping institutions at the district/khan level. Currently,
the District/Khan CC and the District/Khan Maison de la Justice lie at the district/khan level. Both can be
combined to form the court-annexed mediation at this level. If the court-annexed mediation locates at the
district/khan level, it is, hereinafter, called the “district court-annexed mediation” in this Dissertation.
The power of the district-court annexed mediation is the same as that of the current National CC. In
this sense, the power of the current National CC is delegated to the district-court annexed mediation in
conciliating and deciding disputes. However, the district court-annexed mediation is no longer under the
executive, but under the judicial branch.
2. Relation of Specialized Court and District Court-Annexed Mediation
Specialized court and district court-annexed mediation have a close relation concerning institutional
responsibility to resolve land disputes. In order to have a clear responsibility, the Dissertation provides power
to the specialized court for accepting all complaints relevant to land disputes. Responsible judges will check
any complaints, which can be mediated upon his or her discretion and send them to the district court-annexed
mediation.
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The district court-annexed mediation will bear responsibility for resolving the dispute within a
compulsory one-year limitation. If any aggrieved party disagrees with the decision made by the district courtannexed mediation, the party can file a judicial review to the specialized court. The responsible judge will bear
responsibility for resolving the dispute for the aggrieved party within another year limitation. 1428
Taking dispute is a special dispute relevant to administrative and civil disputes. Therefore, this
Dissertation proposes a specialized court with two chambers – administrative and civil depending on the type
of complaints. If a complaint is made against the constitutionality of takings, administrative decision and
action, or violation of due process of law, the administrative chamber, consisting of administrative judges who
are specialized in administrative and constitutional law, will be responsible for addressing it.
If a complaint is made over ownership or compensation issue, the civil chamber, composed of judges
who are specialized in civil law, property law, or financial experts, will be responsible for resolving it. The
following figure shows the relation of the specialized court and district court-annexed mediation under the new
proposed system.
Figure 36: The new proposal system in administrative territorial extension

Source: Author
(Note: Admin. = Administrative)
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The author will clarify about this process in the next section of this Chapter.
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In short, under the new proposal system, Cambodia will have a single expert institution; namely, the
specialized court, responsible for resolving land disputes in Cambodia. The district court-annexed mediation
will be attached to the specialized land, as the assisting body, for mediating small land disputes, which is
subject to judicial review. In a nutshell, Cambodia will have a clean administrative system under this
Dissertation proposal.
3. Procedure of Specialized Court for Restoring Trust
Specialized court becomes a crystallizing mechanism for protecting due process of law between
expropriating authority, or developer, and affected citizens and for restoring public trust in Cambodian state
institutions. Restoration of public trust is a primary mission for the prospective specialized court. As noted
above, institutional trust rests on professional diversity, method of selection, and mandatory responsibility in
the Cambodian context. Having seen such significance, this Dissertation proposes new administrative steps
and special hearing for resolving land disputes caused by competing claims in Cambodia.
a). New Administrative Steps in Land Dispute Resolution
Current redress mechanisms deal with land takings only with civil and criminal disputes, excluding
administrative disputes. Criminal charges are filed after the landowners protest against authority or developers,
who proceed with the development project. Thus, the Cambodian court becomes embroiled in violation of
human rights and miscarriage of justice. In order to avoid this, this Dissertation proposes new three
administrative steps for dealing with competing claim disputes in Cambodia.
In competing claim disputes, ownership over land is unclear or caused by overlapping/double title in
doubt. Therefore, the specialized court will consider the entitlement right of land ownership acquisition,
constitutionality of taking action and decision, and legitimacy of title issuance first. The specialized court must
determine who legitimate owners over competing claims are. The specialized court will interpret the eligibility
of land ownership acquisition under existing laws among stakeholders.
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When the legitimate owner is clearly determined, the specialized court will dealing with ownership
transfer and compensation in case taking occurs. The specialized court will decide and determine the amount
of compensation for affected (legitimate) owners and transfer of title between parties.
Competing claim disputes involve many parties and documents of whom, a number of claimers can be
unreal owner and hold forged documents or titles. Therefore, the specialized court will check and decide
criminal charges and administrative sanction against whom violates or infringes legitimate owners over land.
The following figure shows the new administrative steps for dealing with competing claim disputes in
Cambodia.
Figure 37: The new administrative steps for dealing with competing claims over land takings

Source: Author
In short, the new three administrative steps can provide opportunity to clarity entitlement right of
ownership acquisition over competing claim disputes prior to dealing with criminal dispute. In a word, these
steps will reduce and prevent criminal charges over land protesters.
b). Special Hearing Process of Specialized Court for Restoring Public Trust
Restoration of public trust in current justice system is a primary action for the prospective specialized
court. If the prospective specialized court follows the same procedure as the current judicial procedure, the
public trust may not be attracted. A major cause of trust loss in the current judicial system is attributed to the
procedural delay and reduced accountability to deal with land disputes, which results in backlogs of cases.
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In order to address these issues, the Dissertation proposes an innovative means for legal and judicial
reform, which is commissioned under the proposed specialized court. The new methods are: (1) public
participatory judicial process and (2) compulsory procedural hearing.
i). Public Participatory Judicial Process
Likewise, learning from the Cambodian perspective of institutional trust in the Labor Arbitration
Council (LAC) shows an exemplar of institutional trust in post-war Cambodia. Trust in the LAC is, as noted
above, is attributed to the professional diversity, method of selection, and mandatory responsibility in the
Cambodian context. In these, the method of arbitrators under selection of parties is an exception that shows the
public participation in the resolution process. This method makes affected parties trust in resolvers they choose.
As a result, the LAC can retain trust from parties.
The public participatory judicial process can be made either by two alternative rules; namely, judge
under selection or judge under exclusionary rule. In order to apply these rules, this Dissertation suggests a
hearing of competing claim disputes be resolved by a panel of three judges. Therefore, these rules can be
applicable under the members.
The first alternative rule is that judges are under the equal selection of parties. Under this membership,
one judge is designated, while two others are equally selected by parties. The second alternative rule is that
judges are under the exclusionary rule of parties. Parties can agree to exclude any judges in a hearing panel.
In order to have multiple choices and transparency of judge selection process, the number of judges at
a court must have more than the selected would-be panel. Furthermore, all background, knowledge, and work
performance of judges must be shown in selection paper or public display board for parties to have confidence
in selection.
In short, the public participatory judicial process, through alternative method by judge under selection
or exclusionary rule, will provide more opportunity for affected citizens to choose any resolvers who they trust.
The public participatory judicial process in hearing process of competing claim disputes is appropriate in the
neo-patrimonial administration in order to attract public trust in the judicial system.
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ii). Compulsory Procedural Hearing
The second feature of the prospective specialized court is the compulsory procedural hearing. The
current court system tends to delay and screen out type of cases upon judicial discretion. This results in
procedural delay and backlogs of case, which are a cause of trust loss. Rehabilitation of public trust in court
and bring people to use court is primary task of the prospective specialized court. To achieve this end, the
Dissertation proposes a compulsory procedural hearing for the mission of the specialized court.
Learning from the Cambodian context in the Labor Arbitration Council (LAC) clearly shows the
necessity of mandatory procedural hearing to make resolvers bear responsibility. The LAC has a mandatory
obligation to resolve collective labor disputes within 15-day limitation, which is a short time that almost no
system can determine as such. However, the LAC is responsible for resolving and concluding most disputes
within this fixed period. This implies that fixed period of time makes resolvers bear their responsibility.
Therefore, the method of resolvers under selection is effective in the Cambodian society.
Time limitation for resolution is appropriate for a system of public trust loss, reduced responsibility,
and competing claim disputes. Competing claim dispute caused by land grabbing and land taking for
development is a dispute, in most cases property is under siege of economic development. Property owners
cannot develop their property and obtain interest. Property owners lose economic interest of their property
during taking dispute. If there is no a speedy resolution over taking dispute, affected property owners will
strive to protest against the taking in order to release the economic embargo and take their property back for
development, as can be seen the case in Cambodia.
Having seen such significance, this Dissertation proposes a compulsory procedural hearing of
competing claim disputes within a mandatory one-year limitation. In this regard, upward and downward
referral of complaints between each forum is bound by 6 months. If the case is ignored or kept prolonged
without process within 6 months, parties can challenge the ignorance or prolongation to the upper court for
reviewing the performance of the lower court.
The appellate court will review the affected citizens’ request of administrative review over ignorance
or negligence of the lower court. The appellate court, if the request is appropriate, will put the obligatory
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mandate for the lower court to resolve the case within another compulsory 6 months. Such a procedure will
protect and make affected citizens attain procedural justice and reduce social tensions through on-street protest.
The following figure shows the compulsory procedural hearing under the newly proposed system.
Figure 38: The compulsory procedural hearing under prospective specialized court

Source: Author
In short, the compulsory procedural hearing will make resolvers bear responsibility to fulfill their
obligation within the allocated time. This method will achieve the procedural justice and reduce on-street
protests. Affected citizens could access to justice on equal arms of protection by law. Briefly, the method of
public participatory judicial process and compulsory procedural hearing are regulated under this prospective
specialized court based on theories of public trust, economic interest protection, and procedural justice, which
is necessary and appropriate for the neo-patrimonial system and protecting affected citizens’ rights.
F. Expected Achievement of Newly Proposed Mechanism
The newly proposed mechanism will be expected to achieve a number of reforms to the Cambodian
legal and judicial system. This section will illustrate the expected achievements under this new proposal.
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1. Clear Administrative System
The first achievement is expected that Cambodia will have a clear complete administrative system for
this category of cases. Under the current system, Cambodia does not have a clear function and responsibility
among local authority, expropriating authority, and dispute resolution authority. The responsible authority
plays the three roles (prevention, protection, and resolution) in the same body. The mixture of these roles
impedes the efficient and effective resolution of land disputes.
Under the newly proposed system, Cambodia will have the three distinguished roles among local
authority, expropriating authority, and specialized court. Local and expropriating authorities are executing
authorities under the executive branch to prevent land disputes, while the prospective specialized court will
bear responsibility to resolve land disputes under the judicial branch. Such a division, institutional structures
and roles are clearly distinguished, and conflict of interest and hierarchical constraints will no longer exist in
the proposed mechanism.
Local authority is the territorial authority staying at their localities to prevent and protect land disputes.
Cadastral official and administration commission responsible for registration will lie within the territorial
administration. Governors of territorial administration have a right to declare and determine an area for
registration or state land. The cadastral officials or administration commission can register land under the
instruction from the governors. However, if there is a dispute, the cadastral officials or the administration
commission can make an initial conciliation. However, if the dispute is not settled, the dispute will be
forwarded directly to the proposed specialized court for decision.
Currently, there is not a permanent expropriating authority responsible for land takings for
development throughout the country. The government appoints an ad-hoc commission as expropriating
authority that is composed of the national to local authorities for development project. Ad-hoc commission is
responsible for all issues relevant to development project, including compensation and resolution of complaints.
Under the new proposal, the expropriating authority, whether permanent or not, can exercise taking of
private land for development project, but does not have exclusive right to decide any grievance from affected
citizens. The main role of the expropriating is to assess social and environmental impact, evaluate affected
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property, and negotiate with affected citizens on willing buyer and sellers on market price without duress.
However, if there is a disagreement on compensation or dispute over ownership of a land, the ad-hoc
commission can attempt to conciliate with affected citizens. If affected citizens still disagree or challenge the
taking, the complaint will be forwarded to the specialized court for resolution.
Taking disputes consist of administrative and civil disputes. If a complaint is made against the
administrative body such as decision of confiscatory order, constitutionality of takings, or violation of due
process, the administrative chamber will be responsible for addressing them. However, if a complaint is made
over ownership or compensation issue, the civil chamber will be liable for resolving it. Thus, the prospective
specialized court is equipped with two ready specialized chambers for resolving taking disputes.
In short, the proposed mechanism has a clear division of institutional functions and roles among local
authority, expropriating authority, and redress mechanism, which is far from hierarchical constraints conflict of
interest as the previous institutions. Under this new proposal, Cambodian justice system will have a complete
review function of constitutional requirements; namely, constitutional review and judicial review.
2. Independence of Judges
The second expected achievement is the independence of judges or resolvers under the newly
proposed mechanism. Under the current system, resolvers or judges are constrained by the neo-patrimonial
administration, even though their independence is provided by law, but they cannot perform independently.
Hierarchical constraints make judges indecisive; especially, in a number of sensitive cases.
Under the new mechanism, the method of judges under selection or exclusionary rule will help
strengthen the independence of judges even though they are appointed by the government. Judges will be
under the indirect pressure from the public to fulfill their obligation. The method of judge under selection or
exclusion by parties will make parties; especially, affected citizens will select only capable and reputable
judges and exclude judges who are thought to be incapable and biased to be a hearing panel for deciding their
case.
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A panel of three judges will make a decision-making diverse. Judges will make decision by a majority
of votes. A dissenting judge will be allowed to write down his or her opinion the judgment. This method will
help strengthen judges’ knowledge and performance. The public will have more chance to see the performance
and knowledge of judge through judgment. People will have more chance to make decision in choosing a good
judge for later cases. Unused judges will endeavor to enhance their performance and update their knowledge in
order to make people choose them for a hearing forum.
In short, the public participatory judicial process, through the method of judges under selection or
exclusionary rule, will enhance the knowledge and performance of judges in fulfilling the legal obligation. It is
expected to make judges more confidence in fulfilling their legal obligation and achieve judicial independence
in the future. This method is considered as a “tender reform” of the current legal and judicial system, which is
established from scratch and the neo-patrimonial administration.
3. Interpretation of Law and Reasoning
The third expected achievement is the institutional interpretation of law and reasoning. The current
Cambodian judiciary is called the “applied law system.” Judges make an applying-law-to-fact judgment.
Therefore, the judgment is short, lacking of appropriate interpretation of law and reasoning. As a result, this
makes the Cambodian judiciary weak and unable to adhere to the jurisprudence or case law in its legal system.
Under the newly proposed system, the prospective specialized court is an institution that interprets law
and reasoning before applying law to fact of the case. Judges will conduct legal interpretation and reasoning
prior to making a judgment. Therefore, under the new mechanism, judges will have more chance to conduct
judicial review over administrative decision and action, interpretation of legal clauses of competing claim
disputes, submitted evidence, as well as fieldwork to check the actual physical land occupation before making
decision. Such methods will have more opportunity to achieve the due process of law, the clarification of
ownership claim, and just compensation.
In short, the new proposed specialized court will establish a framework of legal interpretation and
reasoning prior to decision-making. The future Cambodian judiciary will adhere to the jurisprudence or case
law, which can help promote the transparency of judge’s performance and decision-making.
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4. Overarching Deterrent and Ripple-Effect Function
The fourth expected achievement is the overarching deterrent and ripple-effect function of the
prospective specialized court. Current land dispute resolution institutions lack overarching deterrent and ripple
effect punishment on property infringers or wrong doers. This is a crucial principle for ending and preventing
new land disputes in Cambodia. The proposed specialized court will be to fulfill this gap. The specialized court
will treat parties equally and punish offenders. The prospective specialized court will be expected to serve as a
model responsible institution for a ripple-effect decision and sanction for other courts and state institutions.
5. Public Trust
The fifth expected achievement under the new mechanism is the restoration of public trust in state
institutions, social redress mechanisms, and averting on-street protests. This is the core mission of the
prospective specialized as proposed by this Dissertation. The institutional trust will be achieved by institutional
performance.
This Dissertation proposes various methods to improve the institutional performance such as the
public participatory judicial process, through which judges are under selection or exclusionary rule,
compulsory procedural hearing, and judicial review. These methods will lead the prospective specialized court
to achieving a good performance, which results in independence of resolvers and overarching deterrent
application of punishment. These will attract and restore the public trust in the whole justice system.
In sum, the new mechanism brings the Cambodian court system close to citizens and under the public
view. This will enhance and restore public trust in court in the future.
6. Strengthening Rule of Law and Democracy
The sixth expected achievement of the proposed specialized court is the permanent cornerstone of the
constitutional authorization of power separation. The 1993 Constitution is equipped with the principle of
power separation, and checks and balances, which are core of the rule of law and democracy in post-war
Cambodia.
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However, these principles are deficient in Cambodia. Under the new mechanism, the principle of
checks and balances will be applied by judicial review over administration. Therefore, it will be expected to
help strengthen the constitutional principle of power separation, and checks and balances. If this mission is
achieved, the real rule of law and democracy will exist in Cambodia.
In a word, the mission of the prospective specialized court will help strengthen the rule of law, checks
and balances, and democracy in Cambodia.
G. Chapter Summary
In summary, the newly proposed mechanism has a clear division of institutional functions and roles
among local authority, expropriating authority, and redress mechanism, which is far from conflict of interest
and hierarchical constraints as the previous institutions.
The prospective specialized court is the new mechanism consisting of two expert chambers – civil and
administrative, through jurisdiction transferred from the administrative ADR institutions, responsible for
receiving and resolving complaints from land dispute-affected citizens. The prospective specialized court will
have its assisting attached body called “district court-annexed mediation,” which is combined from the existing
ADR institutions, but it has a delegated power to conciliate and decide the dispute under the review of the
specialized court.
Trust is a core of institutional reform. In order to have and restore public trust, such a mission this
Dissertation proposes extraordinary methods to the prospective specialized court; namely, the public
participatory judicial process and compulsory procedural hearing. The public participatory judicial process can
be made by either alternative method of judge under selection or exclusionary rule. The compulsory procedural
hearing is bound by one-year limitation. These methods are based on theories of public trust, economic
interest protection, and procedural justice for affected citizens in land taking disputes. The prospective
specialized court, through its mission, will be expected to enhance and restore public trust in the whole justice
system.
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The newly proposed mechanism will make Cambodia have a clear complete set of administrative
system. Cambodia will achieve a clear distinction of duties and roles among local authorities, expropriating
authorities, and the specialized court. Cambodian justice system will have a complete review function of
constitutional requirements; namely, the constitutional review and judicial review in its legal and judicial
system. Thus, under the newly proposed mechanism, the specialized court is commissioned as an institutional
protégé of due process of law between the state and its citizens. In brief, the new mechanism will activate
judicial review and proposes a tender reform to legal and judicial reform of the neo-patrimonial administration
in post-war Cambodia.
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Conclusion
A. Application and Implications of This Study
This research studies the theoretical relations of property law, eminent domain law, due process of law,
and institutional design and responsibility, and public trust over the taking powers. This study mainly focuses
on the exercise and experience of the taking of unregistered land ownership and institutional responsibility in
Cambodia, with a brief comparative study with American and Japanese institutional arrangements and
responsibilities for similar experience. Such a comparison is to discover the concept and policy that can be
learned to improve and redesign Cambodian redress institutions for efficiency and effectiveness.
The comparative study shows a close relation of property law, eminent domain law, due process of
law, and institutional design and responsibility, and public trust. Takings are the boundary of public law and
private law. Public law consists of constitutional law, which is the baseline norm for authorizing the taking
power, and administrative law, which governs the due process of taking – taking decision and action. Private
law consists of property law and its economic interest, such as land, house, construction, ownership, property
interest, right to property development, loss and damage of property, and compensation. In overall, public law
governs the authorization of a taking over private property, while private law demands the balance of public
interest and compensation of loss and damage incurred by such a taking. These laws become a fundamental
subject for consideration and decision-making over a taking dispute.
In theory, eminent domain power is a constitutional level. The constitution constrains the exercise of
taking powers over private rights by setting out three requirements – public use, due process, and just
compensation – for the government to follow prior to exercising a taking of private rights. The three
requirements are called the “constitutional three pillars” in this Dissertation. The constitutional three pillars are
to protect private rights from arbitrary takings and rent-seeking. Therefore, the constitutional eminent domain
law is seen to protect private rights from arbitrary takings rather than authorizing government to exercise such
a power.
Property rights are subject to the target of taking for either private or public use. In property theory,
property can have a dual, positive and negative, side-effects in the society. In productive result, property can
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provide development and interest to both the private and public. In counter-productive result, property can
advantage one side and disadvantage the other in case of less protection from the state or responsible
institutions. The share of development crops from property rights is unequal among stakeholders; especially,
the poor will benefit less from the development. Then, the haphazard of property rights will exist in the society
under the form of land disputes and arbitrary land takings resulting a forced eviction and relocation of local
residents.
The exercise of taking power, under the authorization of the constitutional eminent domain law, must
depend on responsible institution to maintain the due process of law between the state or authorized developer
and the citizens. Otherwise, on-street protest will exist, and people will lose trust in the redress mechanism
owing to the conflict of interest, as in the case of Cambodia.
In eminent domain theory, the constitutional authorized institution is the court that has jurisdiction to
decide taking disputes between the state and citizens. The court will act as the intermediary to protect
constitutional requirements, equal protection clause, assess due process of law, and evaluate just compensation.
In a word, the court is a protégé of the constitutional three pillars.
The comparative study of America, Japan, and Cambodia shows a remarkable aspect of eminent
domain practice; institutional responsibility and redress mechanism, and social consequences. America is the
judicial redress, while Japan and Cambodia is the administrative redress. America exercises taking powers
based on the constitutional context, while Japan and Cambodia exercise this in reliance on legislations,
granting this power to administrative agency through initial disposition prior to proceeding with last resort to
court for review.
Institutional arrangement under judicial and administrative redress provides noteworthy difference of
institutional and procedural protection. Judicial redress is rigid to interpret the constitutional three pillars for
authorizing a governmental taking. In this sense, court uses judicial review to make government or authorized
body comply with the constitutional three pillars. Therefore, under the judicial redress, court becomes a
protégé of constitutional rights (right to life, liberty, and property) against arbitrary takings.
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Arrangement of administrative redress under the executive characterizes two noticeable different
results in Japan and Cambodia. If administrative redress is arranged in a single forum; and administrative
agency follows procedural law; and no conflict of interest exists, negotiation can stand equal between
expropriating authority or authorized developer and affected citizens. Therefore, market/just compensation can
be achieved. As a result, a few disputes occur, as the case in Japan.
If administrative redress is arranged in multiple institutions; administrative agency fails to follow
procedural law; and conflict of interest exists, equal negotiation will not exist. Thus, market/just compensation
cannot be achieved and equal treatment by redress mechanism is guaranteed, the self-protection by ultra-vires
or direct collective action to protect property rights will exist, as the case in Cambodia. As a consequence,
people lose trust in state institution, and seek solution through political intervention. Thus, institutionalization
does not fit the constitutional theory of eminent domain, administrative law, and property law in Cambodia.
In overall comparative aspect, administrative redress faces a higher risk of conflict of interest and lack
judicial review. For procedural protection under the eminent domain law, judicial redress provides institutional
and procedural safeguards to affected citizens than the administrative redress. Thus, Cambodia is necessary to
rearrange its redress mechanism in order to restore public trust, as this Dissertation proposal is preferred.
B. Suggestion for Further Research
This study provides an overall blueprint of legal and judicial reform in Cambodia. The purpose of this
Dissertation is to pave a way for a broad discussion over the legal and judicial reform in compliance with the
Khmer administrative regime and culture. Post-war Cambodian legal and judicial system is weak and slow.
Judicial system has set at place for more than three decades, but it cannot enhance public trust. In overall, the
post-war court system lacks judicial review.
The 1993 Constitution provides for the constitutional and judicial review. The constitutional review
proceeds with a limited course by the Constitutional Council, while the judicial review stays silent. This
Dissertation proposes the judicial review in the specialized court; especially, the administrative chamber,
which will become a prospective administrative court, under the current Cambodian government policy in the
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near future. Thus, Cambodia will achieve the judicial review as required by the 1993 Constitution under this
Dissertation proposal.
However, the constitutional review is made by the current Constitutional Council, which is a
standalone ombudsman, deems separated and cannot strengthen judicial system. Thus, in order to strengthen
post-war democracy, checks and balances, and rule of law in Cambodia, the transformation and integration of
the standalone Constitutional Council to be the constitutional court under the judicial system is necessary for
future Cambodian legal system. Then, Cambodia will achieve a balanced principle of the constitutional power
separation.
This suggestion leaves the Cambodian next and next generations to think and make Cambodian legal
and judicial system stronger and stronger. Institutional reform takes time. Suggestion for reform with
innovative or creative idea is a pre-requisite for a broad discussion and next practical work.
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Circular on Implementation of Decision Procedure over Land Dispute of the Municipal/Provincial Cadastral
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(2005).
Guideline Standard for Compensation for Loss Caused by Acquisition of Land for Public Use [公共用地の取
得に伴う損失補償基準要綱] (1962).
Guideline Standard for Compensation for Loss Caused by Acquisition of Land for Public Use [公共用地の取
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